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ABSTRACT 
 

           In a technology driven world, efforts are being made to make education/learning 

available to individuals at any time with no compromise in the quality of 

teaching/training. To make learning flexible, different techniques such as distributing 

learning material, uploading audio lectures on the web, and creating intelligent tutoring 

systems (ITS) are being used. The technique considered here is an adaptive ITS, a system 

that replicates the learning that occurs in a student teacher relationship.  

           This thesis develops an adaptive intelligent tutoring system architecture prototype 

where the addition, modification and removal of educational material are relatively easy. 

The resulting software will take into account: the goals of the specific educational 

experience, the concepts to be covered, the preferred learning style of the student, 

measures to detect misuse of the system functionality, behavior based on the student’s 

performance and the generation of hint sequences and feedback messages to improve 

learning gain. The system will accomplish these objectives by assessing the student’s 

prior knowledge level, observing the actions performed by the student and by adapting to 

his/her learning abilities. The ITS will  attempt to be more intelligent by performing some 

actions traditionally done by a human teacher – such as diagnosing misconceptions, 

identifying the most suitable learning style, stressing concepts that the student is finding 

difficult to understand, switching back to the learning material if the student shows no 

improvement after a set of trials. The system makes sure that the student is getting 

feedback where appropriate.  
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Using this prototype system, the student will be tutored to acquire declarative 

knowledge. A problem based learning (PBL) approach will be used to strengthen the 

acquired knowledge by providing a high degree of personal attention to the student. To 

show how the prototype system works, an example of analysis of a control system 

problem using bode plot technique will be used to assist the student in using the 

technique to perform the stability analysis of an analog, linear, time-invariant control 

system problems and to recommend a controller to attain stability (if the system is not 

stable). Ideas of porting the system from standalone to web-based architecture and 

features required for collaborative learning will be discussed and an architecture for a 

web-based tutoring system for supporting multiple students enabling communication 

between students and sharing data among them will be proposed. 
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THESIS OUTLI
E 

The following document is organized as follows:  

Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction about the purpose of intelligent tutoring systems and 

also states the goals of the prototype system.  

Chapter 2 gives background information about expert systems, tools available to develop 

expert systems, reasons for considering Java Expert System Shell (JESS) for the 

prototype system and describes the basic architecture of an intelligent tutoring system. 

The section also discusses some of the previous work that has been done in the field of 

tutoring systems and the significance of literature considered.  

Chapter 3 shows the plan of thesis work by listing the main objectives of the thesis and 

flow of work.  

Chapter 4 discusses individual modules of the prototype system architecture and also 

details the functionality of the system by considering the domain of the prototype system 

as bode plot technique.  

Chapter 5 discusses advantages of porting the developed standalone system to become a 

web-based one. The section also discusses the recommended architecture to deploy the 

system onto World Wide Web (WWW). 

Chapter 6 includes the conclusion and scope for future work in the system. 

References, system code and the user manual are appended to this document.
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CHAPTER 1 

I
TRODUCTIO
 

The development of sophisticated intelligent tutoring systems has changed the 

earlier notion of learning which was divided into phases of education followed by 

employment. Now learning can no longer be separated into a place and time to acquire 

knowledge and a place and time to apply knowledge. It has become a lifelong process 

which integrates and enriches both the fields of education and post education 

employment. These days the framework for education includes the integration of working 

and learning, self-directed learning and collaborative learning. 

For individuals who wish to engage in life-long learning but cost is an issue, 

distance education has become more attractive and efficient. Education at a distance can 

meet the financial needs of a learner often proving a very effective alternative to 

traditional instruction or training. However, most students do not choose learning at a 

distance but prefer learning under the supervision and direction of an instructor. For such 

cases, an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) may prove to be more beneficial than the 

traditional distance learning methods as it can bring personal tutor experience to the 

students without the expense associated with one to one human tutoring. An ITS can also 

accommodate more interactions by providing information in textual, graphical, audio and 

visual forms (Alpert, et al, 1999; Butz, et al, 2004; Mitrovic, 2003; Brusilovsky, et 

al,1996; Cheung, et al, 2003). By using an ITS users can proceed through the learning 

process at their own pace and can have access to the learning material at any time, 

learning only as much as they can grasp at a time.  
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An intelligent tutoring system environment spans a wide spectrum of domains, 

including engineering (IMITS) (Butz, et al, 2006), (code tutor) (Simic, et al, 2003), 

medical education (COMET) (Suebnukarn and Haddawy, 2004), (TMT) (Smith, et al, 

1992), programming(BITS) (Butz, et al, 2004), (SQL Tutor) (Mitrovic, 2003), (ELM-

ART) (Brusilovsky, et al,1996), algebra (Algebrain) (Alpert, et al, 1999), (PAT) 

(Koedinger , et al, 1997) and geometry (Anderson, et al, 1985). These systems apply the 

same approach to all learners and did not consider different learning style requirements 

and the knowledge levels of the users. The traditional arrangement of fixed content and 

learning style may not be suitable for all learners. Therefore, although the above systems 

have meaningful content and appropriate teaching strategies, a learner might lack the 

motivation to use the learning process (Angelidas and Garcia, 1993). In order to enhance 

the user’s interest, we will identify the user’s knowledge level and preferred learning 

style by using artificial intelligence methods in the process of teaching to improve 

pedagogical effects. To improve the learner’s confidence and interest in learning, the 

prototype system will perform some actions traditionally done by a human teacher – such 

as diagnosing misconceptions, identifying the most suitable learning style, stressing 

concepts that the student finds difficult to understand, and switching between learning 

material and the problem solving stage if the student shows no improvement in a set of 

trials. The system will make sure that the student is getting feedback where appropriate. 

The most important functions of this intelligent tutoring system are to monitor student’s 

learning process, to take appropriate measure based on the student’s performance and to 

provide suitable feedback. 
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It is always difficult for an instructor to give personalized instruction to students 

while they are practicing a concept taught in the class (Johnson, 2005; Suebnukarn and 

Haddawy, 2006; Suebnukarn and Haddawy, 2004). In such a case, the probability of the 

student learning a concept incorrectly is high. By using a personalized intelligent tutoring 

system, the student’s work can be continuously monitored (Suebnukarn and Haddawy, 

2004), correcting/avoiding such conceptual flaws. The prototype system can help 

instructors provide personalized tutoring experience to their students with no sacrifice in 

the quality of training, by spending time on creating the content module of the system. 

The major goal of the thesis is to develop a prototype of an intelligent tutoring 

system offering flexible domain. The system contributes to the student’s learning by 

identifying the student’s initial knowledge level and mastery over the content, verifying 

his/her consistency in the performance and confidence in applying the knowledge 

acquired, and avoiding misuse of the system functionality. To show how the prototype 

works, a control system example will be used. The knowledge of an expert who can 

efficiently design a control system to meet the given requirements of an analog, linear, 

time-invariant plant will be simulated. Analysis of the given plant by the expert using the 

bode plot technique to determine the stability of a system will also be simulated. The 

resultant system will be used by students to practice the application of bode plot 

techniques by solving problems related to an analog, linear, time-invariant control 

system. At the end of each problem, the student will be asked to interpret the results of 

analysis for identifying the mechanism (compensation technique to be used) to attain the 

system stability, which will be then compared with the expert’s methodology. The system 

adapts to the performance of the student to improve learning gain. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROU
D 

     This section contains: 1) an introduction to expert systems, 2) a description of 

different types of expert system shells available to develop an expert system, 3) an 

introduction to  intelligent tutoring system and its architecture, 4) a synopsis of the 

previous work that has been carried out in intelligent tutoring systems , 5) a classification 

of intelligent tutoring systems based on the content described in 4), and 6) an explanation 

of how the prototype system is different from the previous system’s described in 4). 

2.1 EXPERT SYSTEMS 

Expert systems are a subfield of artificial intelligence. An expert system is a 

computer program capable of performing tasks at the level of a human expert. An expert 

system, also sometimes called a knowledge-based system or a rule-based system, is 

designed to aid in solving problems that require a high level of expert thinking, some 

degree of reasoning (inference) and the use of rules-of-thumb. Rules-of-thumb or 

heuristics are usually important factors in a human expert’s ability to solve a well-posed 

problem.  

Rule-based systems simulate the reasoning that human experts use to arrive at 

conclusions by using first principles and heuristics. They are preferably used when the 

problem domain is narrow and knowledge can be represented as facts and rules. The 

structure of a rule-based expert system is as shown in Figure 2-1. The core modules of an 

expert system are: the knowledge base and the inference engine. The knowledge base is a 
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problem dependent module which contains the domain knowledge in the form of rules of 

one or more experts to solve the problem. The inference engine is a problem independent 

module and a control structure that carries out the reasoning to reach a solution by linking 

the rules in the knowledge base with the information supplied by the user (Wikipedia 

definition). It reasons, develops new facts from the information supplied by the user 

and/or updates the previous information in the knowledge-base. In a nutshell, an 

inference engine implements the knowledge represented in the knowledge base. In expert 

systems, the knowledge is clearly separated from the reasoning mechanism (inference) 

which simplifies the job of expanding of the system by adding new knowledge. This two 

part structure results in two important features of expert systems:  

1. It allows the system to be modified, updated and expanded more readily,  making it easier 

to keep the system current with changes in the field, or with changes in users' 

requirements, and  

2. It allows the system to provide an explanation of the reasoning behind its conclusions 

which is necessary to provide the credibility and confidence that people require before 

routinely accepting its advice.  

There are a variety of methodologies used in expert system implementation. Rule-

based implementations are the most common, although there are also systems that 

employ case-based reasoning, pattern recognition or genetic algorithms. For the proposal 

description, only case-based and rule-based implementations are considered which will 

be described in the later sections. If several conclusions can be drawn from the same set 

of facts, the inference engine can determine in what order the conclusions can be made by 
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using a conflict resolution procedure.  Expert systems are usually written for applications 

which do not have algorithmic solutions or clear cut solutions. 

 
Figure 2-1:  Structure of a rule-based expert system 

Many expert systems (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984; Alpert, et al, 1999; Butz, et 

al, 1992; Shiue, et al, 2008; Luqun, et al, 2002) came into existence to facilitate tasks in 

the fields of education, financial services, engineering, medicine, automation, etc. In a 

few applications, the expert systems are being used without the knowledge of the user 

(ex: online purchase sites Amazon, Bestbuy, etc.,). Applications of expert systems range 

from the thermostat control for different seasons and timings to landing of a plane in 

auto-pilot mode (Jones, 1995). Implementation of expert systems by using fuzzy logic 

has enabled the researchers to work on adaptive systems which adapt the features of the 
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user to adapt various aspects of the system’s output to the user (Brusilovsky and Peylo, 

2003; Stathacopoulou, et al, 1999; Negoita and Pritchard, 2004).  

2.2 EXPERT SYSTEM SHELLS 

 Expert system shells are the expert system development tools which are created 

so that the system developers may concentrate more on creating the knowledge base 

rather than expending effort on the complicated programming for the architectural 

development. An expert system shell is an expert system with an empty knowledge base. 

A shell contains the framework with all the specific strategies for inference and 

knowledge representation incorporated. Most commonly used expert system shells 

include AQUIRE, CLIPS, JESS, NEXPERT OBJECT , Eclipse, ART, etc. These shells 

are described below. 

 2.2.1 ART 

ART*Enterprise is a rule- and case-based (Aamodt and Plaza, 1994) expert 

system shell, intended to combine all of an organizations information--comprised of 

databases, documents, and policies--into a single system. It is being developed and 

maintained by Brightware, Inc [http://www.ai-cbr.org/tools/brightware.html]. The 

product is an object-oriented development tool aimed at professional developers. It 

provides a forward chaining engine where backward chaining can also be implemented, 

though it is not supported directly. 
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2.2.2 CLIPS 

CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System) is a rule-based and pattern 

matching expert system shell whose inference engine is based on the Rete algorithm1. 

CLIPS uses forward-chaining (data-driven reasoning) and also supports backward 

chaining (goal-driven reasoning) by manipulating tokens in working memory. CLIPS is 

being supported and maintained by NASA [ 

http://clipsrules.sourceforge.net/WhatIsCLIPS.html]. The internal programming of 

CLIPS  is done using a rule-based language, an object-oriented language(COOL) and a 

procedural language. Using the rule-based language the list of facts and rules set can be 

created and facts can be matched against rules in the inference engine. By using object-

oriented language, classes can be defined and different modules of the architecture can 

communicate with each other. The rules in the knowledge base appears as an if... 

then statement in a procedural language, but it is not used in a procedural way. While 

if... then statements are executed at a specific time and in a specific order, according 

to how the programmer writes them, the rules are executed whenever their if parts (their 

left-hand-sides or LHSs) are satisfied. CLIPS uses a LISP-like procedural language and is 

a freely available shell. 

                                                 
1 The inference engines of Eclipse, JESS and CLIPS are based on the Rete Algorithm. 
The Rete algorithm is an efficient pattern matching algorithm for implementing 
production rule systems. It was designed by Dr Charles L. Forgy of Carnegie Mellon 
University (Forgy, 1982) and is intended to improve the speed of forward-chaining rule 
systems by limiting the effort required to recompute the conflict set after a rule is fired. 
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2.2.3 ACQUIRE 

ACQUIRE is a commercially available expert system shell that allows the domain 

expert to build the application without the need of a programmer to build the knowledge 

base. It is being developed and maintained by Acquired Intelligence Inc 

[http://www.aiinc.ca/]. ACQUIRE uses a knowledge acquisition system to ask the expert 

questions in order to build the knowledge base. The expert is alerted to discrepancies in 

the information, if any, and is given an opportunity to adjust the problem. Although 

ACQUIRE uses rules and cases for implementation of the inference engine, the primary 

problem solving method is pattern recognition. 

2.2.4 ECLIPSE [http://www.haley.com/] 

Eclipse is a commercially available rule-based, pattern matching expert system 

development tool, whose inference engine is based on the Rete algorithm. Inference 

engines using the Rete algorithm are faster than non Rete-based systems. The syntax of 

Eclipse is derived from  ART enterprise and is compatible with CLIPS. Its features 

include data-driven pattern matching, forward (starting with the rules, and working until a 

goal is found) and backward (starting with a goal and working through the rules 

backwards) chaining, truth maintenance, support for multiple goals, relational and object-

oriented representations, and integration with the database. Eclipse is being developed 

and maintained by The Haley Enterprise, Inc. 
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2.2.5 JESS 

JESS (Java Expert System Shell) uses the same syntax and a majority of the 

features of CLIPS. The inference engine of JESS is based on the Rete algorithm to 

process rules. JESS, like CLIPS uses forward-chaining reasoning but also supports 

backward chaining. JESS is written in Sun’s Java language and it comes with a large 

number of built-in functions that do everything from math, program control and string 

manipulations, giving JESS access to Java application programming interfaces. JESS is a 

powerful Java scripting environment in which Java objects can be created, Java methods 

can be called and Java interfaces can be implemented without compiling any Java code. 

Also, JESS can be invoked from Java programs and can utilize the object-oriented 

aspects of Java. COOL in CLIPS is replaced by Java classes in JESS. JESS can be easily 

integrated with applications written in Java through an application programming interface 

(API) that is accessible from Java. This makes it particularly suitable for any application 

of a web-based expert system due to the platform independence of the Java language 

(Friedman-Hill, 2001; Friedman-Hill, 2003). More details about JESS can be found in 

(Friedman-Hill, 2001). JESS is a freely available shell, being maintained by Sandia 

National Laboratories and is a fully developed Java API for creating rule-based expert 

systems.  

2.2.6. 
EXPERT OBJECT [http://www.neurondata.org/] 

NEXPERT OBJECT is a rule- and object-based system which uses backward 

chaining reasoning. It has facilities to design graphical interfaces. It is a commercially 

available shell, developed and maintained by Neuron data Inc. Nexpert Object is written 
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in C, and includes a graphical user interface, knowledge acquisition tools, and forms 

system.   It is now part of a larger product called "Smart Elements". 

In the prototype intelligent tutoring system, the Java Expert System Shell 

(JESS) will be used to create the knowledge base and to make inferences. JESS has been 

selected based on the following reasons: 

1. The license for JESS is available free of cost for academic purposes. 

2. JESS has the capability to use Java classes. 

3. JESS is a powerful Java scripting environment, can be used in the future work of the 

prototype system to port the existing standalone system on to the Web without much 

changes to the existing code. 

4. Developing the knowledge base using JESS is relatively easy if the developer already 

knows writing rules in CLIPS.  

5. The prototype tutoring system uses data-driven reasoning (Forward chaining 

technique), which is available in JESS. 

2.3 I
TELLIGE
T TUTORI
G SYSTEMS 

Intelligent tutoring systems are a subfield of expert systems as shown in Figure 2-

2. An “Intelligent tutoring system” is a computer program that contains some intelligence 

and can be used in learning. The goal of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is to “engage 

the student in sustained reasoning activity and interact with the student based on a deep 

understanding of the student’s behavior” (Corbett, et al, 1997). The three characteristics 

that an ITS should have are: (a) control over the representation of the instructional 
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knowledge for selecting and sequencing the subject matter, (b) capabilities for responding 

to the student’s questions about instructional goals and content, and (c) strategies for 

determining when students need help and for delivering the appropriate help. The 

traditional ITS contains four modules as shown in Figure 2-3: the instructional model, the 

expert model, the student model and the learning environment/user interface (Burns, and 

Capps, 1988). 

 

Figure 2-2: Block diagram showing subfields of Artificial Intelligence 

(Negnevitsky, 2002) 

 

 
Figure 2-3: Traditional standalone intelligent tutoring system architecture 
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The expert model contains an abundance of specific and detailed knowledge  

derived from people who are experts in a particular domain. It is used by the system to 

confirm what the student knows, does not know and knows incorrectly. The knowledge 

in the expert model can be represented using any of the three approaches (Burns and 

Capps, 1988) described below: 

• The first approach involves enhancing a black box system by employing a issue-

based tutoring methodology. Instructions will be attached to the specific steps 

observable in the behavior of both the expert and the student within the learning 

environment. That is, the student receives feedback about the particular behavior 

he/she chooses or fails to choose.   

• The second approach involves the building of a "glass box model"  

to influence the tutorial mechanisms of the system. A knowledge engineer interviews 

an expert and designs a computational representation for delivering the knowledge, 

usually a rule-based formalism.  

• To encode the domain knowledge, the third approach simulates not only the 

knowledge but also the way a human uses that knowledge.  

Using any of the approaches mentioned above, the expert model attempts to 

determine what the student is doing incorrectly and sometimes, it also tries to identify 

why a student is doing so. For identifying why a student is doing a procedure incorrectly, 

the expert model attempts to identify the faulty procedure he/she has learned. Therefore, 

the student not only learns how to do a procedure correctly but also learns how to correct 

faulty procedures.  
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The expert model uses the data from the student model to determine what the 

student knows and then uses that information to adapt the instruction to the student's 

particular needs. The student model is the component of an ITS that keeps track of the 

student’s performance during the tutorial session and makes inferences about what the 

student knows. The student model will be constantly modified as the student proceeds 

through the software environment. Data from the student  model can be used for a variety 

of purposes, such as advancing through selected curriculums, coaching or offering 

unsolicited advice, generating new problems, and adapting sets of explanations. The 

student model also stores the student’s misconceptions, erroneous and incorrect 

knowledge.  

In most systems, the instructional model is represented in the form of procedural 

rules. In the tutorial session, the rules will be triggered on certain student errors or on 

recognized actions performed by the student. The instructional model compares the 

student’s knowledge and the expert’s knowledge, maintains the history of the tutorial 

session and takes actions according to the student’s input. It also identifies on which 

deficiencies in knowledge to focus and selects strategies to present that knowledge. 

The learning environment or the user interface is the atmosphere in which the 

student interacts with the tutoring system. The environment should be contributive to 

learning and appropriate to the student’s learning style and level of understanding. It 

should be between no user and complete user control.  

In brief, an ITS helps the student to relate theory to practice, to propose 

solutions, and to develop more effective problem-solving strategies. 
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2.3.1 CLASSIFICATIO
 OF I
TELLIGE
T TUTORI
G SYSTEMS: 

Based on the literature reviewed, intelligent tutoring systems can be classified as 

follows: 

1. Rule-based systems or case-based systems: In a case-based system, the knowledge 

base uses pattern-matching mimicking the way humans recall previous problem 

solutions.  Derived solutions are based on the similarity of the previous solution to an 

existing solution that best fits the problem parameters.  The successful solutions are 

integrated into the case-based system. Example of a case-based system would be 

chess masters who recall patterns of previous games and stratagems rather than 

calculate from first principles. Rule-based systems are the oldest and the most 

researched form of expert system architecture.  They simulate the reasoning that 

human experts use to arrive at conclusions by using first principles or “rules of 

thumb” called heuristics 

2. Standalone systems and web-based systems: In a standalone system, the user 

interface, application logic (control logic) and the procedural rules will be located on 

the client machine whereas, in a web-based system the user interface, the control 

logic and the procedural rules will be distributed among the client/server architecture 

depending upon the number of layers between the client and the server.  

3. Goal driven systems or data driven systems: A Goal driven system uses bottom-up 

approach and uses goal driven reasoning which is also known as backward chaining2 

                                                 
2 Backward chaining is the goal-driven reasoning where knowing the goal, the reasoning 
is used to find the evidence to prove the goal (Negnevitsky, First Edition 2002). 
Backward chaining can also be define as “an inference technique which uses IF THEN 
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whereas, a data driven system uses a top-down approach and uses data driven 

reasoning which is also known as forward chaining3 . If the aim of the application is 

to pick the best choice from many possibilities then, goal driven systems are best 

suited. For example, in a medical diagnostic system (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984) 

the user enters the problem and the system diagnoses the disease also suggesting the 

prescription. Goal driven systems gather data as when needed, whereas data driven 

systems must be initially populated with data and are best suitable for the applications 

in which it is not possible to enumerate all of the possible answers beforehand. 

4. Self-paced systems or class-paced systems: In a class-paced system, all the students 

in the class move on to the next chapter at the same time, take the exams at the same 

time, etc. In a self-paced system, the student can work on a chapter as long as 

necessary at his/her own pace to master the objective. Therefore, the student can take 

the exam and finish the course at a different time. For mastering concepts, self-paced 

learning is the perfect method, because for mastering the concepts in a class-paced 

course, few students might have to work for more hours than other students in order 

to be in the same chapter as the other students (Kulik , et al, 1990).  Mastery learning 

can be defined as the condition to let the system move the student on to the next 

objective (Bloom, 1984). To implement mastery learning in a self-paced system, a 

student model must be used to take the decisions. Therefore, self-paced systems 

                                                                                                                                                 
rules to repetitively break a goal into smaller sub-goals which are easier to 
prove”(Chavoshi, et al, 2008). 
 
3 Forward chaining is data-driven reasoning where the reasoning starts from the known 
data and proceeds forward with that data (Negnevitsky, First Edition 2002). Forward 
chaining can also be defined as “an inference technique which uses IF THEN rules to 
deduce a problem solution from initial data” (Chavoshi, et al, 2008). 
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definitely need a student model whereas class-paced systems may or may not need a 

student model. 

5. Model-traced systems or constraint-based systems: The tutoring system is classified 

as a model traced or constraint based depending on the approach used to develop the 

knowledge base (model- tracing paradigm or constraint-based modeling paradigm). 

Model tracing is “a process centric approach where the tutor infers the process by 

which a student arrived at a solution and bases remediation on this” whereas 

constraint based modeling is “product centric in that remediation is based solely on 

the solution state the student arrived at, irrespective of the steps that the student took 

to get there” (Kodaganallur, et al, 2005). Model tracing tutors are composed of expert 

rules (production rules) and buggy rules4 whereas, constraint based model tutors are 

comprised of constraints which specify certain conditions to be satisfied by all correct 

solutions. In the constraint based paradigm, it is not important to know how the 

student has arrived at a specific step rather the set of violated constraints is important. 

The constraint based paradigm is best suitable for domains in which the solution is 

rich in information whereas the model traced paradigm has no such specification. 

Model tracing and knowledge tracing are the two methodologies that form the basis 

of an ITS (Koedinger and Aleven, 2007). Model tracing uses the knowledge base to 

interpret the student’s action and follow the student’s strategy as the student works 

through the problem. The results of the model tracing will be used to provide the 

student with correctness and error feedback. Knowledge tracing helps to understand 

                                                 
4 Buggy rules capture mistakes that are often made by the student to present a specialized 
feedback when the system detects that such a rule was applied. 
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how well the student has mastered the objective. The results of knowledge tracing 

will be used to decide if the student can be allowed to learn the next objective or has  

to repeat the same objective. The results also help to select the next problem relevant 

to the individual student model. The knowledge-tracer uses the information provided 

by the model-tracer to perform the above operations. 

6. Student modeling techniques: Based on the method used to develop the student 

model, the behavior of the intelligent tutoring system changes (Sison and Shimura, 

1998). Student modeling is “the construction of a qualitative representation, called a 

student model that, broadly accounts for student behavior in terms of a system’s 

background knowledge. These three - the student model, the student behavior, and the   

background knowledge - are the essential elements of student modeling” (Sison and 

Shimura, 1998). According to the authors, the student modeling technique helps to 

initialize a student model for the new student from multiple observed student 

behaviors, automatically extend or construct the bug library from scratch and help the 

student in identifying the next step on which to work. Various types of student 

modeling techniques include OLAE (Online Assessment of Expertise), POLA 

(Probabilistic Online Assessment), Adaptive Training System (ATS), Cascade, etc 

(Stauffer, 1996). 

These classifications are based on the architecture used in developing the individual 

modules of the tutoring system. Based on the characteristics of the tutoring system it can 

be a self-paced, model-traced, data-driven and rule-based system or a class-paced, model-

traced, data-driven and rule-based system or any other combined classifications. 
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  2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW 

With an increase in demand for distance education, researchers in the artificial 

intelligence field are concentrating more on developing intelligent tutoring systems for 

different domains. The architecture of intelligent tutoring systems is not new, but with 

the development of information technology, the strategies and techniques used in 

planning and developing different modules of these systems are new. Intelligent 

tutoring systems can be categorized as standalone systems or web enabled systems. In 

recent years, with the emerging new technology a large number of standalone intelligent 

tutoring systems and web-based intelligent tutoring systems came into existence 

differing in terms of programming, architecture used, the expert system shell used and 

features of the modules. Table I describes the terminology that will be used in the later 

description. 

Table 2-1:Terminology used in the description 

 
         Term  Description in Brief 

Objective Concept involved with each intermediate step of the exercise problem. 
Sub-topic of the complete course 

Exercise Complex, multi-step problem 

Intermediate step Each step of the exercise  

Intermediate answer Answer related to the intermediate step 

Pedagogy module Based on the student model (learning style, knowledge level, etc) this 
module produces teaching units for the student 

Final interpretation Suggesting the most suitable compensation technique for the given 
system based on the stability analysis performed using the bode plot 
technique. 

Student Model The student model is the component of an ITS that keeps track of 
student behaviors and makes inferences about what the student knows. 

Model Tracing “A process centric approach where the tutor infer the process by which 
a student arrived at a solution and bases remediation on this” 
(Kodaganallur, et al, 2005) 
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According to (Koedinger and Aleven, 2007), the following questions must be 

answered before designing an architecture of an ITS. 

• “When and up to what degree should an interactive learning environment provide the 

student with information relevant to his/her learning process?” 

• “When, where, and how will the ITS be used?” 

• “Should the student be given explanations or asked to generate them themselves?” 

• “Should feedback be immediate, on demand or delayed?” 

• “Should  instructional hints be more specific or more general?” 

• “Should the ITS provide description of principles or examples that the student can use 

to infer those principles themselves?” 

• “Should the ITS be goal driven or data driven?” 

• “Should the ITS be self-paced or class-paced?” 

• “Should the ITS be web-based or standalone?” 

• “How to initialize the student model of a  new student?” 

• “Should the grain size be a single step or simply answer to the problem?” 

The following subsections explain how the literature helped in answering the 

questions and in deciding upon architecture for the prototype system. Papers in sections 

2.4.1, 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 make a significant contribution to the prototype architecture and 

also have answered most of the questions stated above. Therefore, these papers are 

described in some detail. 
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2.4.1 AlgeBrain (Alpert, et al, 1999)  

The description about AlgeBrain shows how it has helped in deciding how a 

standalone tutoring system can be converted to a web-based system without much 

difficulty if the tutoring system is built using a modular hierarchy and distributed 

client/server architecture. The decision of giving hints to the students at different levels 

by creating hint sequences starting from a generalized hint to a more specific hint to 

increase the student’s learning gain has been made based on this paper and (Koedinger 

and Aleven, 2007). The paper also gave insight about few other minor details like the 

design of user interface, and advantages and disadvantages of different client/server 

architectures in deploying web-based intelligent tutoring systems. 

AlgeBrain is an equation solving tutor providing an environment for practicing 

algebraic skills learned in the classroom. AlgeBrain provides practice to the student 

guiding the student towards a solution with a minimum level of frustration. AlgeBrain is 

not only concerned if the final answer is right or wrong but also focuses specifically on 

the skills required and the knowledge involved to transform and simplify equations, 

thereby enhancing the student’s problem solving skills . AlgeBrain does not provide a 

solution to an equation but instead informs the student how to go about reaching the 

solution. Initially, this software was built as a standalone tutor with well established 

intelligent system architecture consisting of the simulation of an expert’s solution, a 

student model, a tutorial module and code underlying the user interface as shown above 

in Figure 2-3. 
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Because of the difficulty of distributing the software to students, AlgeBrain is 

being built as a web-enabled system reusing the existing infrastructure and redesigning 

the user interface in a Java applet executable in a standard web browser. The web-

enabled version has portions of the tutor residing in a centralized location (server) 

common to all the users and the user interface as a downloadable Java applet. The Java 

client applet has been incorporated in the code of an HTML page, to be retrieved by the 

student using a web browser on the WWW. In brief, AlgeBrain has been implemented 

using a distributed client-server architecture by setting up communication between the 

application server and the client for client requests and application server responses. The 

communication between the distributed components has been implemented by using 

socket communication. Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 show the architecture of the web-

enabled version. 

 

 

 
Figure 2-4: Web-enabled tutoring system architecture 

(Alpert, et al, 1999) 
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Figure 2-5: Another view of AlgeBrain’s web-enabled version 

(Alpert, et al, 1999) 

From the Figure 2-5 it can be observed that the AlgeBrain application server is 

independent of the HTTP server component. Therefore, the tutor application can be 

executed with or without the HTTP server component  on a server machine that already 

supports a generic web server for other purposes.Because of its modular architecture, 

AlgeBrain can be executed as a standalone tutor as well as over the Web (client-server 

including the built-in HTTP component on the server side).  

From the architecture point of view, AlgeBrain can be described as follows: the 

student model of AlgeBrain resides on a centralized server for all the users rather than on 

the client machine. The user Interface of AlgeBrain is an “interactive classroom wall” 

with special sound effects, audio effects and animations. The knowledge base of the 

AlgeBrain program is a rule-based expert system that simulates an expert equation solver. 

A model of an ideal student problem server resides in the expert solver component, 

solving equations along with the user. The tutorial module communicates with the expert 

solver component to provide hints to the student and to determine the correctness of the 

student’s individual problem solving steps and offers feedback. The technique of model 
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tracing has been used in developing the expert solver component (Anderson, et al, 1992). 

The users can ask for hints at every step of the solution process. Repeated requests for 

hints result in specific information. The tutor provides immediate feedback for every 

action performed by the student to solve the equation irrespective of whether the response 

is right or wrong. Audio effects are also used to applaud the student’s efforts after 

reaching the final solution. AlgeBrain also keeps the track of the student’s moves in 

every problem. It displays the correct and the incorrect actions performed by the student 

and displays the tutor’s feedback while solving the equations in the history panel. It 

marks the entries green if they were correct and red if they were incorrect. The student 

can consult the history panel at any point in the process of solving the equations.  The 

history may also be filtered to display only the correct actions. AlgeBrain has also 

supported alternative representations of the problem such as an interactive graphing 

component which brings up the graph of the current equation. 

This paper has pointed out various factors that should be considered in developing 

the standalone tutoring system developed in this thesis.  These factors allow the 

standalone system to be able to be ported to a web-based one. 

2.4.2 A
DES (VanLehn, et al, 2005) 

Instructors greatly encourage tutoring systems which can be used as a part of a 

course, to aid the student’s learning capability rather than tutoring systems that play the 

complete role of an instructor by replacing the instructor. This paper explains the 

advantages and disadvantages of a class-paced tutor and a self-paced tutor,  and describes 

different ways of generating a hint sequence starting from a generalized hint to a more 
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specific hint. The following description shows in detail how Andes has used the above 

mentioned features. 

 Andes is a homework helper that services an introductory physics course. Unlike 

the successful industrial deployments of intelligent tutoring systems such as the Radar 

System Controller Intelligent Training Aid  (from Sonalysts; www.sonalysts.com) , the 

Tactical Action Officer Intelligent Tutoring System (from Stottler-Henke; 

http://www.shai.com/solutions/training/taoits.htm), the Aircraft Maintenance Team 

Training (from Galaxy Scientific;  

http://www.galaxyscientific.com/areas/training/its1.htm), or the projects at CMU 

(Anderson, et al, 1995; Koedinger, et al, 1997), the Andes project was not interested in 

reforming the curriculum content, rather it was interested in the improvement of the 

students’  learning by upgrading their homework problem-solving support. Andes 

actually replaced the students’ paper-and–pencil homework (PPH) with web based 

homework (WBH). The challenge was to improve the student’s learning, using only the 

student’s homework.  Students using Andes use the same textbooks, solve the same 

problems, attend the same lectures, the same labs and recitations as the students not using 

Andes.  

In this paper, the authors have compared many other web-based homework 

grading services with Andes, which serve the college physics courses. The compared 

grading services include WebAssign (www.webassign.com), Mastering Physics 

(www.masteringphysics.com), CAPA (homework.phys.utk.edu), Homework Service 

(hw.utexas.edu/overview.html), WebCT (www.webct.com), Blackboard 
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(www.blackboard.com) and WWWAssign (emc2.acu.edu/~schulzep/wwwassign). Web 

based homework (WBH) services grade every homework problem assigned by the 

instructor and solved by the student. According to the authors, the student tends to work 

more with WBH than with PPH as the instructor cannot grade every PPH problem which 

makes the student lose interest in doing the assigned homework. With WBH, students are 

motivated to repair their derivations. They also see the flaws in their knowledge that 

produced wrong answers because of the immediate feedback available. Andes requires 

students to derive their solutions while the above mentioned grading services ask the 

student to enter answers only and not the derivation of those answers. Most of the grading 

services, including Andes, are minimally invasive which allow the instructor to control 

the parts of the course and yet produce higher learning gains. The derivation aspect of 

Andes is important because in physics-like courses, when instructor grades PPH, they 

often count the well structured derivations for the score more than getting the right 

answer. This process encourages the student to understand the subject more deeply. To 

improve the learning gain, Andes has used the idea to have students enter their 

derivations as they do with the PPH. Andes also gives immediate feedback after each step 

entered by the student and hints on what is wrong with an incorrect step or what kind of 

step to do next. Therefore, the grain size of Andes’ interaction is a single step while 

solving a problem whereas the grain size of a typical tutoring system is much coarser: 

simply the answer to the problem. 

Many convenient features such as electronic submission of homework and 

automated problem scoring were also added which made Andes competitive with WBH 

grading services. Unlike PPH, as soon as the student performs any action to solve the 
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problem, Andes gives feedback and the entries are colored green if the action is correct 

and red if it is incorrect. This is called flag feedback (Anderson, et al, 1995). 

 In Andes, the authors have defined the principles involved in the elementary 

physics as major principles and minor principles depending on the importance of the each 

principle.  The first instructional objective of Andes is that the student must master all the 

major and minor principles before proceeding to solve the problems. Andes can also 

discuss the principles during hints if the principle is not really necessary to learn but may 

be helpful while solving a problem. The second instructional objective of Andes is to 

encourage students to think about the problem in terms of the major principles and also to 

plan the solution in terms of the major principles like any other expert would do. Novices 

generally think about the problem using the surface features such as vector diagrams and 

graphs which are the minor things (Chi, et al, 1981) and they follow some search strategy 

treating all the major and minor principles equally (Larkin, 1983). 

Andes makes sure that the student first precisely defines the variables, and draws 

appropriate free-body diagrams. If the student uses an undefined variable in an equation, 

Andes turns the equation red and pops up a message box indicating the undefined 

variable. Also, Andes provide three kinds of help to the student, namely: 

1. Popping up an error message when the mistake made by the student is a slip. A slip 

can be defined as the error probably due to lack of attention rather than lack of 

knowledge (Norman, , 1981). 

2. When the student comes across a red entry, the student can ask  “what’s wrong with 

that?” which is being termed as what’s wrong help,  
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3. The student can click on a hint button “Next step help” when the student is not sure 

about what to do next.  

 Andes gives unsolicited help for careless mistakes and gives help only when 

asked for the mistakes where some learning is possible. The later help allows the student 

to repair the mistake without asking for help. In Andes, the what’s wrong help and the 

next step help generates a three hint sequence composed of a pointing hint, a teaching 

hint and a bottom-out hint. The pointing hint directs the student to the location of the 

error in the problem to correct the error which is due to carelessness. The teaching hint is 

the description of the relevant knowledge. The bottom-out hint which is a last level hint 

gives more specific information related to the current problem. In order to force the 

students to look at the hints, all the other windows deactivate when the hint window pops 

up. 

Andes has given little weight for the answers because the bottom-out hint it has 

provided gives the student the right answer. Instead, Andes awards points to the entries of 

equations that were made correctly during the derivation and for entering certain 

information like the equations for the fundamental principles. Also, Andes does not 

subtract any points for using the hints unless the bottom-out hint is used.  

The student can use Andes both offline and online. When used online, the student 

submits the solutions via web, then Andes sends the scores to the instructor. When Andes 

is used offline, students print their homework solutions and hand it on paper to the 

instructor for grading. 
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The features of Andes include having hundreds of homework problems for the 

student to work on as well as its insisting that the student be precise in using the 

mathematical notations and graphical notations. Andes also provides the score per-

problem rather than providing a cumulative score, by computing several measures of 

performance such as the number of bottom-out hints for the intermediate steps in solving 

the current problem, number of entries that were green during the derivation, etc. It 

provides unintelligent help which brings up the content as hypertext, observes the 

intermediate steps the student is entering, and forces the student to include units and to 

define the variables before using them. Andes encourages the student to identify the 

major principles involved in the problem and provides flag feedback (Anderson, et al, 

1995), providing what’s wrong help , next step help and hint sequences, relieving the 

student from the algebraic calculations task to concentrate more on the learning of 

physics by including a algebraic manipulation tool which does the algebra.  

Andes is a class-paced tutor which stops it from supporting macro-adaption and 

mastery learning.  Supporting macro-adaption means deciding which problem the student 

should do next when the student finishes the current problem (Shute, 1993) and mastery 

learning means letting the student move on to the next chapter/objective if the student has 

done enough problems in the current chapter (Bloom, 1984). Mastery learning involves 

grading the student by giving a score to decide if a student passes a chapter. To support 

the macro-adaption, the tutoring system should maintain an assessment of the student’s 

performance, usage of the hints and help options by the student. This assessment of the 

student is called the student model (VanLehn, 1988). As Andes does not support macro-

adaption, it does not need a student model to be maintained.  
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The above description has focused on the questions “When, where and how will 

the ITS be used?”, “Should the ITS be self-based or class-paced?”, “Should the grain size 

be a single step or simply answer to the problem?” which were stated in the beginning of 

the section. Therefore, the prototype tutoring system will be used as a part of a course 

using a grain size of single step to help the tutoring system to identify the misconceptions 

and mistakes made by the student. Also, the prototype ITS will use the idea of Andes 

while presenting the hints to the student in a sequence starting from a generalized hint 

and moving to a more specific hint, providing the history of actions performed by the 

student in a history panel and providing help to identify next step. The prototype ITS will 

be a self-paced tutor which would help the novices or experts to move at their own pace. 

2.4.3 BEHAVIOR OF TUTORI
G SYSTEMS (VanLehn, 2006) 

In this paper, the author, Kurt VanLehn, claims that fundamentally almost all the 

ITSs behave similarly despite the vast differences in the internal structure. The author 

introduced few technical terms like task domain, task, step, knowledge component, 

learning event, outer loop, inner loop and incorrect (table II) to explain the similarities 

among the behaviors of tutoring systems. He described six tutoring systems to illustrate 

his claims. The tutoring systems that were described include Algebra Cognitive tutor 

(Anderson, et al, 1995), Andes (VanLehn, et al, 2005), Auto Tutor (Graesser, et al, 2005), 

Sherlock (Katz, et al, 1998), SQL-Tutor (Mitrovic, 2003) and Steve (Johnson, et al, 1998; 

Rickel and Johnson,1999). Most of these systems were designed to be used as a part of a 

course except Sherlock which was for on-the-job training. The following shows how the 

six tutoring systems differ with respect to the outer loop and the inner loop. The duties of 
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a tutoring system have been divided into an outer loop over tasks which executes once 

per task and an inner loop over steps which executes for every step.  

Table 2-2: Terminology (VanLehn, 2006) 

 
Term Brief Description 

Task Domain The information and skills being taught by the tutor 

Task A multi-minute activity that can be skipped or interchanged with other tasks 

Step Completing a task consists of multiple steps. Each is a user interface event 

Knowledge 

component 

A task domain concept, principle, fact, etc. Any fragment of the persistent, domain-specific 

information that should be used to accomplish tasks 

Learning event A mental event, the construction or application of a knowledge component, often while trying to 

achieve a task 

Outer loop An ITS behaves as if it had an outer loop (iteration) over tasks 

Inner loop An ITS behaves as if it had an inner loop over steps 

Incorrect Inconsistent with the instructional objectives of the tutor 

 

The main function of the outer loop is to select a task intelligently by following 

any of the following methods 1) The student selects the task from a menu of all tasks 2) 

The tutor assigns tasks in a predetermined sequence 3) The tutoring system keeps 

assigning tasks from a unit’s pool of tasks until the student has mastered the knowledge 

taught by the unit, only then will the student be allowed to proceed to the next unit1 4) 

The tutor selects the task based on the overlap between the task’s knowledge components 

and the student’s mastered knowledge components and also tracks the student’s traits 

such as learning styles, correct and incorrect knowledge components to choose tasks that 

are compatible with the student’s learning style. This type of learning is called 

macroadaptive learning. 

To use mastery learning or macroadaptive learning as the outer loop, the 

information about the student must be stored on a server. This information is called a 

student model. For a typical macroadaptive outer loop, the student model includes the test 

scores, student’s grade point average, the number of help requests or incorrect answers, 
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the list of traits with attribute values, etc. The attribute value is the tutor’s estimate that 

the student possesses that trait. 

VanLehn also believed that the grain size to analyze the human reasoning can be 

determined by the instructional objectives of the designers. The designers use the coarse - 

grained analysis if they assume students should diagnose the errors themselves. On the 

1 The kind of learning is known as Mastery Learning and this design of outer loop is suitable for self-paced courses only. Also, 
Mastery learning requires the tutoring system to assess the student’s mastery of the knowledge which is done by the inner loop. 

other hand, if the designers of the tutoring system want to provide an error specific 

feedback to the student, they use fine-grained analysis. 

Table III shows how the inner loop functions for the six tutoring systems. 
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Table 2-3: Inner loop functions of the above mentioned six tutoring systems 

 

Tutoring system    Functions of the Inner loop  

Andes  Student gets immediate feedback after each step. Incorrect steps 

are colored red and the correct steps are colored in green.  Gives 

error-specific feedback on incorrect steps. Andes gives hints only 

if the student clicks on the hint button, to help the student pick a 

step that has not been done. Also helps the student by giving a 

hint on how to work for the step. 

Algebra Cognitive Tutor Student gets immediate feedback after each step. Gives hints only 

when asked. However, gives a hint following the hint sequence 

when the student takes two incorrect steps in a row. It uses fine-

grained analysis for the assessment. 

SQL-Tutor The inner loop offers neither feedback nor hints for every step. 

Rather it decides on what kind of help to give when the student 

clicks on the Submit Answer button. Initially, the tutor tells the 

student whether the solution is correct or incorrect. With each 

submission the level of feedback is increased. The policy is to 

start with minimal feedback and go upwards giving more 

information on subsequent submissions. The feedback given is 

called a demand feedback.  SQL-Tutor uses fine-grained analysis 

for the assessment of the student’s knowledge. 

Sherlock The inner loop gives feedback only if the student takes a step 

which would damage the equipment or harm the student. The 

feedback is non-minimal because it points out the error and the 

reason why it is wrong. After solving the problem, the student 

can request a reviewing mode where the tutoring system displays 

student’s steps in one column and an expert’s steps in an adjacent 

column for the student to compare. Also, feedback is given for 

the student’s steps. The feedback  is known as delayed feedback.  

Sherlock also uses the fine-grained analysis for the assessment. 

Steve Gives immediate feedback after each step saying “yes” or “no”. 

Autotutor Gives immediate feedback after each step. There are five levels of 

feedback: “No”, “Well, almost”, “okay”, “Yeah” and “Great job!. 

 

The most common services of the inner loop of a tutoring system include 

providing minimal feedback on a step which means indicating only whether the step is 

correct or incorrect. If the step is incorrect the tutoring system provides error-specific 

feedback to help the student understand the error and to learn how to avoid making the 

error again. It provides hints on the next step using a hint sequence where the first few 

hints focus on the incorrect step and the last hints focus on the correct step to be entered, 
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while assessing the knowledge of the student and reviewing the whole solution. The 

tutoring systems in general have two internal functions to help the student: step 

generation and step analysis. Step analysis is used for feedback services. If the student’s 

step is correct, the step analyzer gives a minimal feedback such as “correct” or 

“incorrect”. The feedback categories includes correct, incorrect, non-optimal, 

unrecognizable, etc. If the student’s step is incorrect, the step analyzer may return the 

specific error made by the student. The step generator returns a step that the student 

should do next. It is used for giving hints to the student on what step to do next. 

According to the author, systems that have an inner loop are called intelligent 

tutoring systems (ITS) and those without an inner loop are computer-based training 

(CBT) or Web-Based Homework (WBH) systems. Such systems which lack an inner 

loop assign the student a task, collect the answer from the student and gives feedback on 

the answer.  

The author has discussed in detail the 6 tutoring systems mentioned with respect 

to the minimal feedback and when exactly to give the feedback (immediately or after a 

certain delay or on demand), how and when to provide next-step hints, how and when to 

give error-specific feedback,  and how to assess the student’s knowledge and design of 

the outer loop. 

This paper has helped in planning the prototype ITS to provide immediate 

feedback to the student at a grain size of single step which would correct the student as 

soon as he/she takes a wrong step or uses a wrong assumption. Based on this paper, the 

purpose of using the grain size of single step is to provide an error specific feedback to 
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the student. Also the paper influenced the design of the outer loop operations of the ITS 

such as factors to be considered to allow the student to move on to the next step or next 

problem. 

2.4.4 ADDITIO
AL WORK O
 I
TELLIGE
T TUTORI
G SYSTEMS 

   In (Koedinger and Aleven, 2007), the authors have discussed balancing 

assistance/information giving and withholding during the tutoring process to achieve 

optimal student learning by using cognitive tutors (“A form of interactive learning 

environment that provides various kinds of assistance as the student learn a complex 

cognitive skill through practice”). According to the paper, instructional techniques can be 

passive (like textbook descriptions, worked examples where the learner is presented 

information and is not requested to produce a written or spoken output), active (such as 

asking students to solve a problem where some information is withheld and the student is 

required to give a response) or interactive (like problem-solving practice with a tutor, 

which not only requires the student’s response but also provides feedback on the  

response of the student). Also, the author has mentioned that instruction would not be 

instruction if it does not provide some assistance to the student. For the student to acquire 

knowledge learning by doing, self-testing during study, and practicing are important tasks 

which involve withholding or giving information.  

This paper gives a detailed description of how the student’s learning gain will be 

affected by giving too much information or withholding the information while giving a 

hint. Benefits of giving the information include the thrill of supported success, and 

accuracy while the benefits of withholding the information include the thrill of 
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independent success, the forced attention of the student, and an engaging of long-term 

memory. At the same time the cost of giving the information includes shallow 

processing, lack of attention, may not engage long term memory while the cost of 

withholding the information includes cost of errors, frustration because of errors, 

confusion, and wasted time. Therefore, the interactive learning environment must be 

designed carefully by defining clear boundaries for providing assistance. The author has 

suggested cognitive tutors to resolve the assistance dilemma. Cognitive tutors initially 

withhold the information about problem solutions and solution steps, giving the student a 

chance to identify the steps and solutions. When the student fails in getting the correct 

solution, then the cognitive tutor interactively adds information through yes/no feedback, 

explanatory hints, etc. Cognitive tutors also provide problems selected adaptively based 

on the student’s performance in solving the problems, next-step hints either on demand or 

initiated by the tutor. The authors also examine the idea of giving a hint sequence starting 

from a generalized hint to a more specific hint. The suggested hint sequence will be used 

in the prototyped ITS. 

In (Kodaganallur, et al, 2005), the authors have evaluated  the model-tracing(MT) 

paradigm (also known as cognitive tutor approach) and  the constraint-based paradigm. 

Model tracing is “a process centric approach where the tutor infer the process by which a 

student arrived at a solution and bases remediation on this” whereas constraint based 

modeling is “ a product centric in that remediation is based solely on the solution state the 

student arrived at, irrespective of the steps that the student took to get there”.  Model 

tracing tutors are composed of expert rules (production rules) and buggy rules written as 

IF, THEN statements , a model tracer and a user interface. Examples of model tracing 
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tutors include the high school algebra tutor (PAT) (Koedinger, et al, 1997), Andes 

(Gertner and VanLehn, 2000) and Geometry (Anderson, et al, 1985). In constraint based 

model tutors (CBMTs) the diagnostic information is not hidden in the sequence of 

student’s actions, but in the problem state arrived at by the student (Mitroviv, et al, 

2001). CBMTs are comprised of constraints which specify certain conditions to be 

satisfied by all correct solutions. In a constraint based paradigm, it is not important to 

know how the student has arrived at a specific step, rather the set of violated constraints 

is important. All the constraints are not relevant to all problem states and problems. Each 

constraint consists of a relevance constraint (which specifies when the constraint is 

relevant) and a satisfaction condition (which specifies the condition that should hold for 

any correct solution satisfying the relevance condition). Examples of CBMTs include 

SQL tutor (Mitrovic, 2003). Evaluation results described by the author are as follows:  

1. A CBMT provides remediation based on violated constraints. In a CBMT, a single 

error may lead to a large number of error messages and confuse the student if the 

error violates multiple constraints where as in the MTT the current step may not be 

verified unless the predecessor steps have been verified which results in only a single 

error message corresponding to the step.  

2. The constraints structure of CBMT makes the solution path flexible. The students can 

use any strategy even those not envisioned by the expert to solve the problem, as the 

tutor only responds to violated constraints. Whereas in MTT, if the student uses a new 

strategy which is not in the knowledge base, the tutor may consider the solution path 

as incorrect even if it is one of the possible solution strategies. 
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3. An MTT can identify where the student is at any point and can tutor the student on 

the appropriate step in the problem solving process whereas this is not a natural 

feature in a CBMT. 

4. A CBMT requires a constraint checking engine where as an MTT can use a freely 

available rule engine (CLIPS, JESS, etc.). 

5. Operator rules in MTTs match constraints in the CBMTs. 

6. Building a CBMT is easier than building an MTT for the same domain because of the 

extra efforts needed to develop the production rules and the buggy rules for an MTT. 

Though an MTT needs extra efforts, it demonstrates superiority in providing high 

quality remediation. 

7. An MTT can be built for every domain in which a CBMT can be built, but the reverse 

is not true. 

8. The constraint based paradigm is good for domains in which the solution is rich in 

information where as a model traced paradigm has no such specification. 

 This has also played an important role in deciding grain size during evaluation in 

the prototype system.  The model tracing paradigm which provides a high quality 

remediation will be used in the prototype system. According to the paper, to use the 

model tracing paradigm, a grain size of single step is required. 

    In (Tsiriga and Virvou, 2004), the authors have introduced a framework called 

Initializing Student Models (ISM) framework for the initialization of the student model in 

web-based ITSs when a new student logs on the ITS for the first time. Initially, the 

authors have discussed different ways of initializing the student model for a new student 

and then discussed how ISM initializes the student model for a new student. The different 
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ways of initializing the student model when a new student logs on include the following 

approaches: 

1. The tutoring system assumes that the student knows nothing about the domain  

2. Evaluating the student’s prior knowledge by using a pre-test 

3. Using adaptive pre-tests which dynamically generate individualized test for each 

student. Using adaptive pre-tests reduces the number of questions needed to estimate 

the knowledge level of the student.  

4. Using stereotype based reasoning which takes an initial impression of the user to 

build a detailed student model based on the default assumptions. 

5. Using machine learning tools to identify categories in an initial set of students and 

defining a set of questions to include or exclude the student from the category. Then 

the student is classified in to a category based on their performance in the pre-

test(contains the questions related to inclusion/exclusion). 

The ISM framework shares similarities with the 4th and 5th methods. It assigns the 

students to the stereotype, based on their knowledge level (which is determined using a 

preliminary test containing representative questions that cover the whole domain and also 

the important topics that should be known a priori) in the domain being taught. The ISM 

framework initializes the student model by using the information acquired from the other 

student models that belong to the same stereotype. The ISM framework was first used in 

a web-passive Voice tutor (Web-PVT) (Tsiriga and Virvou, 2002), an adaptive and 

intelligent web-based tutoring systems that teaches the domain of the passive voice of the 

English language to non-native speakers. The framework has been used with an 

assumption that the students will have similar strengths and weaknesses if they begin 
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with a similar knowledge level, have the same mother tongue, know the same foreign 

languages and have the same degree of carefulness when dealing with the exercises. 

The described paper helped in selecting a method to initialize student model of a 

new student. The evaluation method shown in method two will be used in the prototype 

system to initialize a new student model.  

In (Zhou and Evens, 1999), using CIRCISM-Tutor as an example, the authors 

have discussed several constraints to be considered in determining what information to 

include in the student model. According to the authors, the constraints to be considered 

are the nature of the domain of the ITS (quantitative or qualitative), the structure of a 

tutorial session ( how the system interacts with the student, how it presents the problem to 

the student, how much it can observe about the student’s solution and whether it uses 

natural language or not), and the tutorial decisions the ITS needs to make (planning the 

tutorial dialogue, planning the curriculum, giving feedback, etc.). The (Zhou and Evens, 

1999) paper has helped in deciding the information to be included in the student model. 

The student model of the prototype system includes the learning styles preferred by the 

student, initial knowledge level, objectives the student has mastered, evaluation results of 

the objectives and the exercise problems, etc.  

The following papers have demonstrated how a collaborative learning 

environment improves students’ learning gain and how students can clear  

misconceptions with the help of a group. 
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In (Suebnukam and  Haddawy, 2004), the authors have described a problem based 

learning (PBL) approach in a group setting by using it in COMET, a collaborative 

intelligent tutoring system for medical problem-based learning that can be used over the 

internet. In COMET the individual as well as the group knowledge and activity, are 

modeled. The models generate tutorial hints to guide the group problem solving activity 

and are used incorporating a multi-modal interface which integrates text and graphics to 

provide communication between the students and the system, as well as among the 

students in the group. Examples of systems that enable collaboration include (Chua, et al, 

2008; Greer, et al, 1998).  In (Chua and Le, 2008), the authors presented an example of a 

collaborative tool (known as Merlin) that enables students to express their ideas to their 

peers and (Greer, et al, 1998) describes a prototype system called PHelpS (peer help 

system) which is a facilitator rather than a directive agent (which imposes its perspectives 

on the workers). PHelpS supports collaborative learning through being helped and 

through helping. It offers assistance in finding peer helpers when required and supports 

workers in carrying out a task by providing a list of other workers who are willing and 

able to help. 

In (Chu, et al, 1989), the authors have discussed how a simulator-based training 

program is different from an ITS.  In a simulator-based training program, the simulator 

does not evaluate the user’s performance and progress, and it does not teach the user to 

learn abstract concepts where as an ITS can be proactive, reactive and adaptive in order 

to help the user to acquire practical experience. Also, an ITS is not only capable tutoring, 

but also can be used as an aid by the user where appropriate and effective. In (Patel, and 

Russell, 1999), the authors have addressed ways to develop cognitive skills. They show 
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how to update the expert solution with a new procedure (facilitating adaption to a 

student’s problem solving procedure) that allows teachers to actively contribute to the 

development of an ITS without starting the design process from scratch. Also they 

discussed an architecture based on data driven technology enabling the applications to be 

relatively domain independent and easy to modify. This architecture allows students in 

different parts of the world to use the knowledge entities designed by a teacher from any 

part of the world. In (Butz, et al, 1992; Unterberger, Jr, 1991), the authors have 

highlighted the importance of modular hierarchy of knowledge-based modules to reduce 

the execution time (as no time will be spent on unproductive searches) and to allow easier 

integration of additional knowledge to the knowledge base without extensive rewriting. 

 The above mentioned papers have helped to design the architecture of the 

prototype ITS to be domain independent and also in such a way which enhances the 

student’s learning effectively. The hierarchy of the prototype ITS is modular which 

enables to add content of any domain or to add more content of the same domain without 

changing the other modules. 

In (Butz, et al, 2004), the authors have introduced a web-based intelligent tutoring 

system called BITS which can provide adaptive guidance for problem solving and to 

study a particular concept. For example, if the student wants to learn a particular topic 

without learning every single topic, the tutoring system can determine the minimum 

prerequisite concepts needed to understand the particular topic and displays the links 

related to the concepts in the correct learning sequence. This paper has helped in deciding 

to conduct a pre-test in the prototype system to identify the knowledge level of the 
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student. By doing so, if the student wants to skip learning a topic or few topics which 

he/she already knows, he/she can do that by simply giving a test rather than going 

through the tutoring process. 

In (Potter, et al, 2000; Grove, 2000; Eriksson, 1996; Jovanovic, et al, 2004; Shiue, 

et al, 2008; Luqun, et al, 2002), the authors have discussed the available client/server 

architectures of a web enabled ITS which will be discussed in the section “Technology 

behind the system” later. 

Based on the papers mentioned above, a 3-tier distributed client/server 

architecture has been chosen for deploying the prototype system on the web.  

In (Baker, et al, 2008), the authors have discussed the ways in which the student 

attempts to succeed in the environment by “gaming the system” defined as “exploiting 

properties of the system’s hints and feedback rather than by learning the material and 

trying to use that knowledge to answer correctly” (Baker, et al, 2006) and methods that 

are being used to detect when the student “game the system”. Gaming the system is 

associated with poor learning (Baker, et al, 2004). In (Murray and VanLehn, 2005), the 

authors have discussed about attempts to avoid gaming consisted of attempting to make it 

impossible for the student to game. But, it was found that this approach reduced the 

usefulness of help features for nongaming students (Baker, et al, 2004) and that gaming 

students discovered new strategies for gaming that worked despite the system redesigns 

(Murray and VanLehn, 2005).  
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Later researchers have concentrated on using models that identified exactly when 

and which students game the system (Baker, et al, 2008)  by maintaining  logs when the 

student game the system, sending instant feedback messages that notify the student that 

they are gaming, and/or giving supplementary exercises on exactly the material the 

student have bypassed through gaming. These systems have been successful in reducing 

the effects of gaming behavior (Walonoski and Heffernan, 2006b; Baker, et al, 2006), 

and in improving gaming students’ learning (Baker, et al, 2006).  However, these systems 

do not address the root causes of gaming; instead these systems only alleviate gaming 

symptoms.  

In (Baker, et al, 2008), the authors have investigated why some students choose to 

game while other students choose not to game. According to the author’s hypothesis, 

while majority of the students do not game few students game on steps they personally 

find difficult because of the following reasons: having performance goals rather than 

learning goals (the student using the tutoring system concentrates on success by 

completing all of the problems, more than learning the material contained in those 

problems) (Dweck, 2000), out of a desire for more control over their learning 

experience(for example, avoiding problems the student does not wish to solve), dislike 

the subject matter taught in that learning environment, do not believe that the subject 

matter taught in that learning environment is important, lack self-drive, especially for 

completing tasks, which do not personally motivate the student. 

The above papers have described how gaming of the system by the student can be 

identified, how to prevent student’s from doing so and how to improve the learning gain 
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of the student in the topics bypassed by gaming. The prototype system implements these 

in the procedure described in the section 4.3. 

In (O’Leary, 1988; O’Leary, 1987), the author has discussed approaches to 

validate expert systems. According to the author, validation is “the process of analyzing 

the knowledge and decision making capabilities of the expert system”. Validation 

confirms the accuracy and completeness of a system by verifying what the system knows, 

does not know or knows incorrectly, the types of problems the system can solve, the 

quality of the system’s solutions, and the reliability of the system. The system can be 

validated piecewise by analyzing the knowledge base for the completeness and accuracy 

and testing the inference engine. The complete functionality of the system can be 

validated by determining the quality of its decisions based on the given set of conditions. 

The prototype system will be validated in the method discussed in these two papers. The 

system will be validated in terms of the knowledge and functionality by testing each and 

every feature mentioned. 

The above sections have helped in answering all the questions posed at the 

beginning of the section 2.4 for designing the architecture of the prototype system.   

2.5 THE PROPOSED I
TELLIGE
T TUTORI
G SYSTEM 

The tutoring system prototype is a standalone, self-paced, model-traced, data-

driven, rule-based system. No student modeling techniques will be used to initialize the 

student model of a new student or to build a bug library.  The student model will be 

initialized by conducting a pre-test (to evaluate the prior knowledge level, to gather 
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personal information of the student and also to decide the best suitable learning style for 

the student). Following are the characteristics of the prototype system: 

1. The purpose of the tutoring system is to concentrate on the improvement of the 

student’s learning by upgrading problem-solving support, similar to Andes (VanLehn, 

et al, 2005). The system intends to present the concepts involved in a course of study 

to the student, so the tasks are not only problem solving ones but also include 

teaching units. Then, it presents problems to be solved to strengthen the student’s 

knowledge gained during the learning process.  

2. The model tracing paradigm which is the process of comparing student responses to 

those of an expert’s will be used. The system observes each problem step-by-step 

while the student is solving it and provides assistance as needed. It follows the 

student’s individual solution path (sequence of problem solving actions) through a 

problem space that may contain number of solution paths. In each problem, the 

student selects an objective/step to work on, and performs a problem solving action in 

the user interface, (e.g., typing a numeric value). Each of these interface elements is 

linked to a procedural rules file of the problem with links to relevant information in 

the current problem solving step. “Tracing the student’s step-by-step solution enables 

the tutor to provide individualized instruction in the problem solving context” 

(Corbett, et al, 1997). The proposed tutor provides immediate feedback for every 

problem solving action. Every time the student takes an action, the tutor compares it 

to a set of actions generated by the expert system. If the student’s action matches one 

of the actions predicted by the expert system only then is it considered correct. Model 
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tracing can identify misconceptions and typical student errors to provide appropriate 

feedback to the student. 

3. For a new student, the system initializes the student model by giving a questionnaire 

to identify the preferred learning styles, the prior knowledge level 

(beginner/intermediate/advanced) and the personal identification details. 

4. “Cognitive skills are the basic mental abilities we use to think, study, and learn” 

(Fiero, 2009). The strength and the efficiency of cognitive skills can be related 

directly with the student’s ease of learning (Fiero, 2009) and the performance of 

cognitive skills is much related to the practice the student has done (Anderson, 1982; 

Newell and Rosenbloom,1981). That is, effective practice has proven to be a reliable 

way to improve the performance of a cognitive skill. Also, according to ACT 

(Adaptive control of thought) theory developed by Dr. John R. Anderson of Carnegie 

Mellon University, the learner acquires cognitive skill from an interaction of 

procedural knowledge (represented as production rules which are a set of if...then 

statements) and declarative knowledge (knowing how to do things) (Anderson, 1996). 

Therefore, the cognitive skills can be acquired by processing the declarative 

knowledge into procedural knowledge while solving a problem. Thereafter, 

repeatedly performing the procedure strengthens the cognitive skills. Hence, in the 

proposed tutor the student will be presented initially with the declarative knowledge 

(knowing what the bode plot technique is and how to apply it to determine the system 

stability) sessions. Later, he/she will be given control system problems either by 

increasing or decreasing the complexity of the problems depending on his/her 
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performance in the previous problem (adapting to his/her student model) to 

strengthen the cognitive skills acquired.  

5. The system uses mastery learning as the outer loop during the learning process and 

macro-adaptive learning as the outer loop during the post-learning process (while 

solving the problems). During the post-learning process, for a given problem the 

student selects a step/objective (the grain size of interaction in solving the problem) to 

work, from a menu of all the steps.  

6. In presenting the problem to the student, the tutoring system follows the cognitive 

tutoring technique (Koedinger and Aleven, 2007). Initially, the student will be given a 

problem which is moderately difficult. Then the level of difficulty of the problem will 

be increased/decreased depending on the student’s performance in the prior problem. 

7. The Coach module will monitor and analyze the student’s interactions with the 

system in two different ways. The coach will first access the initial questionnaire 

validation (to assess the initial background knowledge of the student) and second, the 

student’s individual profile (with information about learning resources accessed, 

exercises done or content coverage). The tutoring system uses a knowledge 

assessment tool and the student’s individual profile to decide which objective the 

student should do next and whether the student has performed satisfactorily during 

the learning/tutoring process to start the post-learning process. The coach also tracks 

the student’s traits such as learning style, to consider more weight for the problem 

that is compatible with the student’s learning style. 

8. When the student starts working on a problem, for every step the student completes, 

the system will give an immediate feedback saying if the answer entered is 
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correct/incorrect answer. If the submitted answer is incorrect, the system generates a 

feedback message sequence starting with a generalized error related feedback 

message, giving problem specific feedback in subsequent trials. For every feedback 

message, the student can use the hint button to get help related to the error mentioned 

in the feedback message. The hint button also follows a hint sequence corresponding 

to the feedback message depending on the trial number. The sequence contains 

different levels of hints such as point, teach and bottom-out (Hume, et al, 1996).  

9. The system  not only detects the  student’s incorrect answers, but also the point at 

which the student has committed a mistake will be identified  by comparing the 

student’s answer with the expert’s solution. The expert solutions are already being 

pre-loaded in the knowledge base at the beginning of the session. This way, the 

system can be called adaptive while evaluating the student. 

10. The system also makes sure that the student masters the knowledge which he/she has 

bypassed by gaming the system (Baker, et al, 2008). This will be achieved by giving 

the student, supplementary exercises on the topic bypassed by gaming. 

11. At the end of every problem, the system makes sure that the final answer entered by 

the student is based purely on his/her knowledge and not by mere guess. The system 

does this by asking the student for the assumptions made while coming to the 

conclusion.  

12. The tutoring system’s functionality will be developed assuming it to be a standalone 

system.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THESIS PLA
 

The objective of this thesis is to develop the prototype of an intelligent tutoring 

system using the Java Expert System Shell (JESS). An architecture for this system has 

been constructed and the resulting system has been tested using a simple example (Bode 

Plot technique). 

3.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS 

The objectives of this thesis are to develop: 

1. A knowledge assessment module that assesses the knowledge level of the student 

when first encountered, as beginner, intermediate or advanced of the sub-topic and 

the whole concept. This module also assesses what the student has learned during the 

learning process. 

2. A student module that records basic information of the student such as personal data, 

learning style preference, performance during the learning process and while solving 

design problems. 

3. A content module where the learning material, design problems, experts’ problem 

solving approaches and experts’ solutions for different analog, linear, time-invariant 

control systems problems are developed to show how the prototype works.  

4. A learning style decision module that identifies the learning method best suited for 

the student.  
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5. A coach module which interacts with the student and the other modules of the system 

during the entire learning process. 

Developing the knowledge base (content module) involved knowledge engineering, 

where the domain material has been collected from Dr. Brian P. Butz (my thesis 

advisor) and from the web. 

3.2 FLOW OF WORK  

      The following order of tasks has been followed while working on the thesis. 

• Reviewed literature. 

• Decided upon architecture of the prototype of the ITS. 

• Decided the contents for the expert module. 

• Decided upon a method to measure student’s preferred learning styles (Felder’s 

questionnaire). 

• Decided upon the web architecture to be used (3-tier Client/Server Architecture) 

and how to distribute the modules among the architecture. 

• Realized the logic flow of the system during various stages. 

• Decided upon the bode plot technique for system validation. 

• Implemented the system functionality with dummy data by developing the 

modules in the order they are involved in the tutoring process.  

• Created content module for bode plot technique. 

    For every objective in the tutoring system, a separate teaching module has been 

created in the content module and also for every exercise problem used for the 
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assessment (post learning process) a separate knowledge base file has been created in the 

content module. Each knowledge base file is a series of expert rules to solve the given 

problem. The rules include the rules-of-thumb of bode plot technique to solve the 

exercise, possible mistakes the student may commit, hint sequence for every step in the 

exercise, feedback messages, etc. The modular architecture of the knowledge base and 

content module helps to integrate new teaching units or exercises into the system without 

disturbing the other knowledge components (Butz, et al, 1992). As the tutoring system 

will be used as a part of the controls course or any other course the easy extensibility of 

the system is required to update the system by adding new exercise problems.  
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPO
E
TS OF THE PROTOTYPE I
TELLIGE
T TUTORI
G SYSTEM 

The proposed and developed intelligent tutoring system prototype is composed of 

the following modules as shown in Figure 4-1. 

1. Learning style decision module 

2. Knowledge assessment module 

3. Student module 

4. Coach module 

5. Content module/Expert Module 

6. Design Problems module 

7. User interface  

8. Data Stream Module 

 

Figure 4-1: Architectural Diagram of the prototype ITS 
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4.1 DESCRIPTIO
 OF MODULES 

The typical duties of an intelligent tutoring system are interrogating, reviewing, 

monitoring and instructing the student. The tutoring system interrogates the student 

during the knowledge assessment stage and the evaluation stage, reviews the student 

performance during the evaluation stage, monitors the actions performed by the student  

throughout the tutoring process (includes learning, pre-learning and post-learning tests)  

and instructs the student what to do and what not to do when required. The tutoring 

system’s believability can be enhanced only if it possesses the above four attributes 

(Martin, et al, 2005). This section describes in detail the individual modules of the 

architecture diagram shown in Figure 4-1.  

4.1.1 LEAR
I
G STYLE DECISIO
 MODULE 

According to R.M.Felder, what the student learns is less than what the instructor 

teaches and also how much the student learns can be determined by the native ability, 

background and the match between his/her learning style and the instructor’s teaching 

style (Felder and Brent, 1999) . Therefore to maximize the learning, the instructor has to 

adopt more appropriate teaching strategy to inspire and encourage students to learn. 

Students may be sensual or intuitive, visual or verbal, inductive or deductive, active or 

reflective, sequential or global. Such characteristics can be defined as follows: 

• Sensual learners focus on sensory input. They are practical, observant, methodical, 

concrete (need detail work, facts and data) and prefer repetition. 
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• Intuitive learners focus on subconscious. They are imaginative, quick, abstract (need 

concept work, theory and models), look for meanings and prefer variety.  

• Visual learners prefer pictures, diagrams, sketches, schematics, flow charts and plots. 

However, verbal learners prefer spoken words and written words. 

• Inductive learners start with observations, they infer and explain. Deductive learners 

start with principles. They deduce and derive. 

• Active learners process actively. They think out loud, like group work, jump in 

prematurely. Reflective learners process introspectively. They work quietly, delay 

starting and like working solo or in pairs. 

• Sequential learners function with partial understanding and show steady progress. It is 

easy to explain the course content to the sequential learners. Global learners need the 

big picture to function. Though they are initially slow, they make major leaps later 

and it is not easy to explain the course content to them. 

Based on the classifications above, the student’s preferred learning style can be 

categorized into a combination of different styles (like active, global, visual and sensual 

learner or reflective, verbal, sensual and sequential learner). 

It is a mismatch, if the student is sensual, visual, inductive and sequential and if 

the teaching is abstract (intuitive), verbal, deductive and sequential. Therefore, teaching 

should be balanced. If the student is taught only in his/her preferred modes an imbalance 

occurs by making the student strong in his/her preferred category and weak in a less 

preferred one. Teaching only in a less preferred mode leads to ineffective learning by 

making the student weak in both preferred and less preferred categories. The solution to 
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this problem is teaching to both sides of each category which makes the student strong in 

both the categories (Felder and Brent, 1999). In order to decide what type of learning 

each student prefers, the proposed tutor will direct the student to the index of learning 

styles (ILS) questionnaire, developed by R.M.Felder 

(http://www.engr.ncsu.edu/learningstyles/ilsweb.html). Later, the student will be asked to 

answer the questions posed, to collect information about the student’s preferred learning 

styles category and to interpret the data to update student module. Figure 4-2 shows a 

screenshot of the result page generated after answering the ILS questionnaire. The notes 

shown at the bottom of figure will be analyzed by the learning style decision module 

based on the data entered by the student.  

        Figure 4-2: Screenshot of an individual’s ILS questionnaire result page 

Students tend to respond well to questions based on the material which is being 

presented in their learning style. But as explained before, providing all the material in a 

student’s desired learning style indirectly encourages the student to stick to the same 
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learning style all the time, not a positive sign in education. To make the student 

comfortable with the learning material and to allow the student to get used to different 

learning styles, the proposed tutor will provide the learning material as a combination of 

all the learning styles most suitable for each topic and sub-topic. Problems based upon 

the learning style not preferred by the student will earn extra credit for the student if 

solved correctly.  

Therefore, each problem in the proposed tutor is weighted differently for students 

with different learning styles during the evaluation process. Unlike few ITSs (Zhiping, et 

al, 2008), identification of the learning style is not considered for the content 

presentation, but rather plays a major role during the evaluation process. During the 

evaluation process, extra credit will be given to the student whose preferred learning 

styles mismatch with the learning style associated with the concept involved in the 

problem and if the student has successfully answered the problem. In this manner, the 

system encourages the student to get used to different learning styles. 

4.1.2 K
OWLEDGE ASSESSME
T MODULE  (Figure 4-3) 

The objective of the knowledge assessment module is: initially to assess what the 

new student knows by identifying and confirming the knowledge level of the student, and 

later to assess what the student has learned during the domain dependent tutoring process. 

In brief, it is used to determine the learning status of the student. The knowledge 

assessment module helps the coach module provide the tutoring content based on the 

student’s knowledge level. It identifies his/her knowledge level by posing a direct 

question asking “Select if a beginner/intermediate/advanced based on the 
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following list of objectives” with multiple options (beginner/ intermediate/ 

advanced). From the option the student has selected, the module determines if the student 

is a beginner or intermediate or advanced of the sub-topics and the whole concept.  

• If the student is a beginner, the coach immediately provides the tutoring material. 

• If the student is an intermediate, the coach walks through the list of objectives by 

asking if the student has mastered the specific objective or not. Asking the student to 

provide his/her knowledge level is not always the best method because self-

assessment is error-prone since the students are often not correctly aware of their own 

capability (Kobsa, et al, 2001). To avoid such errors, the ITS confirms the knowledge 

level of the student by administering a test to each student about to start the course to 

ascertain whether or not essential background information is known. If the student 

scores more than a threshold value set in each objective then the ITS allows the 

student to proceed further by providing the tutoring material for the objectives the 

student has not selected. If the student scores below the threshold value, the ITS will 

redirect the student to the learning material of the corresponding objective. If the 

student never exceeds the threshold value, the system will prompt the student to see 

the course instructor for personal tutoring. 

• If the student is advanced, the ITS confirms this by administering a test to each 

student about to start the course to ascertain whether or not essential background 

information is known. If the student scores more than a threshold value set in each 

objective then the ITS allows the student to solve the exercise problems. If not, the 

student will be treated as having intermediate level of knowledge. 
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Figure 4-3: Block diagram of Knowledge Assessment Module 

The coach module prompts the student (beginner and intermediate) to go through 

the learning material until the student scores more than the threshold value set for each 

objective. The knowledge assessment procedure involves administering an appropriate 

test to confirm if the student has learned the important concepts of the objective. 

Therefore, it can be said that the knowledge assessment module serves the role of 

an evaluator. It produces teaching units to the student based on the knowledge level of the 

student, as the pedagogy module in the other tutoring system.  Firstly, it selects the 

teaching content according to the learning objective to be mastered. Secondly, it selects 

the next learning objective to be taught according to the evaluation of the previous 

learning objective. Finally, it evaluates the student’s learning process according to his/her 

performance during the knowledge assessment stage and then updates the student model. 
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4.1.3 STUDE
T MODULE   (Figure 4-4) 

The student module helps the system interacting with the student to better 

understand   basic student information such as the student’s level of knowledge, 

objectives mastered and not mastered by the student, the student’s preferred learning 

style, scores of the student for each design problem and learning progress of the student. 

In the student module, a separate student model will be created for every student by the 

coach. The student model will be initialized by recording the basic information of the 

student, updating the learning history, keeping the track of the student’s mastery of skills 

and the performance of the student during the process of learning.  

The student model is an approximate qualitative and quantitative representation of 

the student’s knowledge about a particular objective or skill in that objective.  The 

knowledge or skill can fully or partially account for specific aspects of the student’s 

behavior (Sison and Shimura, 1998). Accounting for the behavior means identifying the 

relationship between the input entered by the student and the tutoring system’s 

knowledge base (with the help of the coach module) to grade the student.  

For the system to adapt to the student, recording information by the student model 

plays a vital role. The student model includes the following information: 

• Personal data: Used for the identification of the student. It includes the details like 

name of the student and student id. 
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• Student’s characteristics: These mainly include preferred learning styles from the 

learning style decision module, initial level of knowledge such as beginner, 

intermediate, advanced level. 

• Performance record:  Records the scores during the evaluation of the 

problems/exercises. It also includes the learning history (the learning objectives the 

student has gone through). During the evaluation of the design problems, learning 

style associated with the problem/objective will be compared with the learning style 

not preferred by the student to assign extra credit points if the problem is solved as 

expected. This way the system encourages the student to be adaptable to all learning 

styles. Based on the scores during the learning process, the coach module proposes 

the learning path (whether to proceed to the next objective or to repeat the same 

objective). 

• Session data: Includes Login time, Logout time, point at which the student left the 

session.   

 
Figure 4-4: Block diagram of Student Module 
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The goal of the student model is to guide the tutoring system to adopt the most 

suitable learning style during the evaluation process, to overcome the problem faced by 

many systems that adopt the same learning style for all the users and to make sure that 

the student masters all the objectives with no misconceptions. By adoting to the student’s 

preferred learning styles during the evaluation process, the system gives extra credit score 

to the student whose preferred learning styles mismatch with the learning style associated 

with the concept involved in the problem and if the student has successfully answered the 

problem. In this manner, the system encourages the student to get used to different 

learning styles. 

4.1.4 COACH MODULE (Inference Engine) 

The coach module is the central part of the architecture and interacts with all of 

the modules in the tutoring system. Sometimes the student’s motivation for learning is 

reduced due to lack of personal tutoring experience in the tutoring system (Zhiping, et al, 

2008; Zhiping, et al, 2005). To overcome this problem, the coach module will be used to 

communicate and to interact with the new students when they first use the system and to 

interact with the old students by giving feedback which strengthens their learning 

motivation and improves the teaching effect. It is the coach module which makes sure 

that the student is getting feedback where appropriate and getting hints that are specific to 

the particular solution path that a student has chosen and to the particular step with which 

the student is experiencing difficulties. It encourages the students by giving step by step 

feedback of their performance.  
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During a learning session, the coach module informs the new learner what he/she 

has to do in order to start the learning process and interacts with the student through the 

learning process by giving feedback after every knowledge assessment stage, for every 

objective. During the testing/evaluation process, the coach module interacts with the 

student to solve the domain dependent problems and improve the confidence in the 

student.  

When a new student starts using the intelligent tutoring system, the coach module 

asks the student to enter personal information. The student model will be updated by the 

coach, with the data entered by the student. To update the student’s traits in the student 

model the coach module then interacts with the knowledge assessment module and 

learning style decision module to determine the student’s traits (learning style and 

knowledge level). Updating the student’s traits helps the student model to grade the 

student depending on his/her learning style. The teaching process includes either 

providing the learning material directly if the student is a beginner or evaluating the 

student’s knowledge if the student is an intermediate or advanced. If the student performs 

satisfactorily during the learning process for all the objectives, then the coach pulls the 

problem related to the domain from the content module to test the declarative knowledge 

acquired by the student. When the student is solving a problem, the coach module will 

give the student hints, feedback messages when required. Also, it verifies if the student 

behavior (student’s response for each step) and the desired behavior (expert’s behavior) 

are equivalent or not. This approach is called an analytic approach.  
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In a nut shell, coach module serves as a controller between the student and all the 

other modules of the system. It decides an action or no action depending on the input, 

gives support to the student and also says nothing if the student is going in the right path. 

4.1.5 CO
TE
T MODULE (Figure 4-4a & Figure 4-4b) 

 The content module contains set of objectives to be mastered by the student by 

the time of course completion and the designed teaching units for the learning objectives 

of the course. The teaching units will be presented to the student in the form of text book 

pages as a combination of visual, textual, graphical learning styles whichever is most 

suitable for the concept. The content module also includes a test generator which 

generates exercise problem questions. Initially the test generator generates a moderately 

difficult problem, later either increases or decreases the difficulty level of the problems 

based on the student’s performance in the current problem. While creating the content 

module, detailed teaching units of every objective and also a summary of all the 

objectives for a quick review will be created, including the final interpretation of the 

given system also as one of the objectives. The system supports only pdf files for learning 

material, image files (.jpg) or simple text for questions. 

 

Figure 4-5a: Block diagram of Content Module for pre-assessment stage 
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The content module also known as the domain module (Wang, et al, 2008) can be 

considered as expert module while the student is solving design problems or answering 

any technical questions posed by the system. It will consist of data related to the expert’s 

solutions, for the exercise problems and the example problems. During the knowledge 

assessment stage, the answers entered by the student to the pre-test will be compared with 

the corresponding expert’s solutions pulled as a temporary file from the expert module. 

Therefore, along with the knowledge assessment module, the expert module also takes 

part in determining the student’s status of learning.  

Developing the procedural rules for the domain dependent problems involves a 

knowledge engineering process. As a part of the knowledge engineering process, experts 

in the control system design field as well as appropriate textbook will be consulted to 

acquire control systems design procedural knowledge and rules-of-thumb. The hint 

sequences, feedback messages and the list of possible places in a step where the student 

may go wrong will also be pre-loaded into the expert module.  The expert module holds 

the expert’s solutions of the exercise problems and the learning material as separate files 

for every problem and objective respectively.  
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 Figure 4-5b: Block diagram of Expert Module 

4.1.6 DESIG
 PROBLEMS MODULE 

              The design problems module deals with posing the design problem to the student 

to test the declarative knowledge acquired by the student during the knowledge 

assessment stage. It verifies whether the student is working on the correct objective or not 

and corrects the student if he/she is working on the problem with misconceptions. The 

design problems module will be initialized by the coach module after the student passes 

through the knowledge assessment stage and completes providing information to the 

learning style decision module to update the student module with the student’s preferred 

learning styles. This module keeps track of the student’s response for each sub step of the 

problem and the number of trials the student uses to obtain the correct answer, makes 

sure that the student is applying declarative knowledge acquired during the learning stage 

without any misconceptions and watches the student’s actions to find if the student is 

misusing any functionality of the system while responding to the questions. If the student 

performs any actions resembling gaming then the module makes sure that the student is 

really gaming by posing questions related to the concept he/she is working on. If the 
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module confirms that the student is gaming the system 25% of points allotted to the 

corresponding sub step will be deducted as a penalty and a supplementary exercise will 

be given to improve the learning gain. If the student answers the supplementary exercise 

correctly then the half of the points deducted will be added back else the student will be 

directed to the learning material of the corresponding objective.  After the student 

completes solving a given problem, the module reports the points scored by the student to 

the student module by means of coach module. These scores will be further used for 

macro-adaption. 

4.1.7 USER I
TERFACE  

 The user interface is the means by which the student interacts with the system. It 

allows the student interact with the system by performing several actions such as entering 

the personal information and response to the given problems, and allows the system to 

interpret the text entered and indicate the effects of the student’s actions by means of 

feedback. When the student enters data into the user interface, it is the coach module that 

communicates the data to the other modules of the tutoring system. The modules, 

depending on their functionality, interpret the received data and send a response to the 

coach module which in turn conveys the response to the student either in the form of 

succeeding actions (like taking student to the next step involved in the process or 

updating the student module) or a display message.   In a web-based intelligent tutoring 

system the user interface will be on the client side where as the remaining modules will 

be on the server side. In the prototype system, the user interface is transparent only to the 

coach module and not to all the modules of the system. The user interface accepts the 
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student input and the coach module validates the student’s input with the help of the other 

modules. 

4.1.8 DATA STREAM MODULE (A Future Extension) 

The data stream module can be developed for the future extension of the 

prototype web based intelligent tutoring system to support a group of students to use the 

system from different locations for collaborative learning. This module helps to share 

common data and user interface to the entire group members.  

4.2 SYSTEM FU
CTIO
ALITY 

This section explains how the prototype tutoring system functions by considering 

the Bode plot technique as an example of the domain. The section also provides the 

technical details of the modules that were discussed in the previous section. The 

explanation walks the reader through a tutorial session taken by a student showing: how 

the student is logged in, how different modules are updated, how learning material and 

questions are displayed, how the student’s initial knowledge level is assessed and 

verified, how the declarative knowledge acquired by the student during the assessment 

stage is validated and how input is collected from the student in the required format.  

As the interface between the system and the student is the Eclipse console itself, 

screenshots of the eclipse interactive development environment (IDE) console are pasted 

where appropriate. All the screenshots presented below are captured while running the 

tutorial session. This section shows in detail the functionality desired and the 

functionality attained in the prototype system. The screenshots described below appear in 
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two parts of the thesis. Those screenshots showing the interaction between the system and 

the user (a student) are shown in this section. The screenshots showing actions that the 

system performs and are not shown to the user appear in the appendix. 

The objective of the thesis was to develop the architecture for the web-based 

tutoring system. Consequently, much of the content for the Bode technique example has 

not been loaded into the system. Where the content has not been loaded into the system a 

screenshot that represents what content would appear is included. 

4.2.1 Logging in the student 

The system behaves differently for a new student and a returning student for the 

first few steps.  

• When a student runs the tutoring system application, the knowledge base (content 

module) of the system will be loaded and the student will be asked to select one of the 

options among the two options (new student or a returning student).  When the 

student launches the tutorial, internally the content module is loaded from domain 

data files into system’s local memory as shown in Figure a1 and Figure a2 of the 

appendix.  

• On launching the tutoring system, the student will be asked to select if he/she is a new 

user or a returning user. If the student is a first time user, he/she will be asked to 

create a username for later visits. The system verifies if there exists any duplicate 

name. If a duplicate name exists then the student will be prompted to create another 

username else, the system will initialize a new student module for the student with the 
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username updated in the student module.  Figure 4-6a shows the communication 

between the student and the system during the login stage in the tutorial session. The 

student has entered as a “new” user. Then, the system prompted the student to create 

a username and the student has responded by creating username as “kavya”. There are 

few usernames pre-fed into the system to verify the username duplicity verification 

functionality where username “kavya” is one of them (Refer to the Login module in 

JESS code under Appendix A). The system prompted the student that the username 

already exists and to create a new one. Then, the student has created a username as 

“kav”. 

 

Figure 4-6a: Screenshot of the student login session in the prototype system 
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Based on the username created by the student as shown in Figure 4-6b, the system  

initializes a student record dedicated for the username “kav” (as shown in Figure a3 

in the Appendix D). After updating the student model with the student’s username, the 

coach presents the list of objectives of the bode plot technique to assess the 

knowledge level of the student in the domain. The student will be asked to select one 

of the options among the options: beginner, intermediate or advanced.  The response 

given by the student helps the system to identify the prior knowledge level of the 

student and the objectives on which the student should be tutored. Also, to make sure 

that the student’s selected category is suitable to him/her, the system administers a 

pre-test. In the prototype system output shown in Figure 4-6b, the student has 

selected the initial knowledge level as “beginner”. As shown in the Figure a3 in 

Appendix, the student module is updated with the student’s initial knowledge level. 

• If the user is a returning student, he/she will be asked to enter the username to start 

from the previous session where he/she has left. 

4.2.3 Learning Procedure (Pre-assessment stage) 

• As the student is new to the system and indicated that he/she is a beginner, the coach 

provides the student with the learning material following the priority level of the 

objectives as shown in Figure 4-6b and Figure 4-6c.  
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Figure 4-6b: Screenshot of the knowledge assessment session in the prototype 

system (continued) 

 

Figure 4-6c: Screenshot of learning material of the first objective in the 

prototype system (continued) 
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Instead of being taught as a whole topic, the content of the learning material will be 

divided into sub-topics which help the coach to teach the student at granular level. 

During the knowledge level assessment stage, the list of objectives of the course 

which the coach has displayed will be considered as the sub-topics of the course. The 

coach lets the student concentrate on every individual piece of learning material. The 

learning style preference of the student does not affect the teaching units to be 

presented to the student. For example, if the student prefers learning visually, in the 

resulting system the preference does not mean that the teaching unit should be 

presented in a visual format. Rather, the learning style preferences will be considered 

while scoring the given problem. When the learning material is given to the student, 

the student can proceed to the next step any time by answering “yes” in the console 

window to the question “Are you done with the reading part”. If the student enters 

“yes”, the coach module tests the student’s mastery over the objective by asking the 

student questions from the content module. The student enters the answers in the 

console window in the specified format as shown in Figure 4-6d and Figure 4-6e.  
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Figure 4-6d: Screenshot of the prototype system during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

 

Figure 4-6e: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 
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If the student enters an incorrect answer to the question displayed in Figure 4-6e then, 

the system lets the student to try 2 more times as shown in Figure 4-6f.  

 

Figure 4-6f: Screenshot of the questions displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

If the student could not come up with a correct answer even after using 2 trials then, 

the system displays a brief explanation of the concept involved in the question as 

shown in Figure 4-6g, while prompting the student to enter “yes” when completed 

reading the explanation as shown in Figure 4-6f.  
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Figure 4-6g: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

When the student enters “yes” after going through the explanation displayed in 

Figure 4-6g, the system displays next question of same type as shown in Figure 4-6h 

and Figure 4-6i. 
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Figure 4-6h: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

 

Figure 4-6i: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 
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 If the student answers a question incorrectly even after using the set of trials 

provided then, the student’s score will be deducted by incrementing number of 

incorrect questions as shown in Figure 4-6h and an explanation of the exact concept 

involved in the question will be given, and the next question will be of the same type 

else, if the student answers the given question correctly, the next question will be a 

different one. If the student answers the question of the same type correctly then, the 

score deducted will be added back by decrementing the number of incorrect questions 

count and the next question will be given as shown in Figure 4-6j and Figure 4-6k, 

even if the student was not able to answer the question before that correctly else, if 

the student fails to answer the question of same type then the system gives the next 

question with no changes to the score.  

 

Figure 4-6j: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 
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Figure 4-6k: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

 

The same process repeats until all the questions associated with the objective are 

answered by the student as shown in Figure 4-6l. In the example considered, each 

objective has 4 test questions associated. In general, number of test questions for each 

objective can be varied. 
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Figure 4-6l: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

Only if the student scores more than the threshold score set : (total number of 

questions – 2), will the coach allow the student to move on to the next objective. That 

is, if there are 5 questions, the student must have no more than 2 incorrect questions 

and should answer atleast 3 questions correctly. At the end of first objective test, the 

number of incorrect questions are 0 as shown in Figure 4-6l, therefore learning 

material of the next objective will be loaded as shown in Figure 4-6m. If not the 

student will be asked to go through the learning material once again and will be tested 

again. For every question asked during the learning stage, there are multiple questions 

of the same type. The student will be allowed to retake the test for 2 additional times. 

If the student doesn’t perform satisfactorily (scoring more than threshold set) during 
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the number of trials (3) allowed, then the coach prompts the student to repeat the 

learning process by repeating the associated learning material. The system gives 2 

more chances for the student to master the objective. If the student never reaches the 

threshold set even after more than 2 additional chances given then, the student will be 

prompted to see the course instructor  "please see your instructor for 

personal tutoring and to continue further". 

 

Figure 4-6m: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

• The test process for the second objective is same as that of the first objective and the 

system continues the same process and continues to be in pre-assessment stage until 

all the objectives of the domain are being mastered by the student and verified by the 
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system by giving a pre-test. Figure 4-6n shows transition from pre-assesment stage to 

the learning style decision stage where the student is directed to Index of learning 

styles questionnaire (ILS). 

 

Figure 4-6n: Screenshot of the question displayed during the pre-assessment test 

(continued) 

• If the student indicates that he/she is an intermediate or an advanced student, the 

coach module tests the student’s knowledge level before letting the student proceed to 

the next step. The testing procedure is same as that for a beginner except that if the 

student is an intermediate, the coach module first asks the student to select set of 

objectives the student has already learned and tests the student only for those 

objectives. If the student performs satisfactorily, then the coach allows the student to 
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go through the learning process for the remaining objectives. If not, the student will 

be asked to repeat the learning process for the objectives the student has not mastered. 

If the student’s initial knowledge level is advanced then, the coach directly 

administers a test to the student to confirm that the student really has advanced 

knowledge of the domain. 

• To answer the questions, if the question is in a new window, the student can either 

click on “click when done” button to enter answer at the prompt or can minimize the 

question window to enter answer at the prompt. If the student answers the question 

correctly, the popped up question window closes immediately and automatically else, 

if the student fails answering the question correctly, the window remains until all the 

trials are exhausted and closes after the student has been given a brief explanation of 

the corresponding objective. Questions in the test occur in a random fashion and not 

according to the order they are defined in the content module. Likewise the process 

repeats for all the questions in the test and if the student scores more than the set 

threshold  value (number of questions – 2), the system considers that the student has 

mastered the corresponding objective. The student module is updated as shown in 

Figure a4 in the Appendix. 

• If the student is a returning user, the coach has the student model check the last logout 

time of the student. If the student has left the previous sessions while solving an 

exercise problem then, the coach module allows the student continue the previous 

session. If the student has left the previous session during the learning process then, 

the student will be tutored on the concepts which were not mastered during the 

previous session.   
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• Figure 4-7 shows the logical flow of learning stage. 
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Figure 4-7: Flowchart showing the functionality of the system during the 

learning stage 

4.2.3 Identification of the student’s traits  

• When the system detects that the student has mastered all the objectives of the 

domain then, the student will be asked to follow the link provided by the coach to 

take a self-scoring questionnaire “Index of Learning styles” developed by R.M.Felder 

(http://www.engr.ncsu.edu/learningstyles/ilsweb.html) to determine his/her preferred 

learning style as shown in Figure 4-7a.  On taking the test for learning style 

identification, the student will be asked to answer the questions posed by the system 
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to interpret the result generated out of R.M.Felder’s questionnaire. For every question 

answered related to different categories of learning styles, the coach provides advice 

to the student. Finally, the coach interprets the result of the questionnaire and updates 

the learning style slot in the student model by asserting it as a fact.  

 

 

Figure 4-7a: Screenshot of the console during learning style decision stage 

(continued) 

 
• Depending on the learning style of the student, the student will earn extra credit (50% 

of points allotted) during the design problem stage if the learning style associated 

with the question is different from the learning styles preferred by the student. Each 

objective involved in the problem will be in a different learning format(for example:  

if one objective is easy for intuitive, verbal, deductive, passive and sequential style 
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learners then the other exercise may be good easy for sensual, visual, inductive, active 

and reflective style learners). At the end of the questions posed to the student, the 

student module will be updated with the student’s preferred learning styles as shown 

in Figure a5 in the Appendix. 

• The learning style and the knowledge level will be considered as the student’s traits. 

The system is different for different students by taking into account the information 

that has been accumulated in the individual student model during the learning style 

assessment and knowledge level assessment (beginner, intermediate, expert) stages. 

Thus, it can said be that the system will not only be intelligent but also adaptive to the 

student’s traits. 

4.2.4 Assessment of the student’s performance 

• After verifying if the student has gone through the learning process mastering all the 

objectives and has completed the learning style questionnaire, the coach lets the 

student begin the exercise problems which will be the actual design problems(termed 

as post-learning session) as shown in Figure 4-7b.  

• The coach initially defines an exercise problem that is moderately difficult to solve. 

The difficulty level of the succeeding problem will be either increased or decreased 

depending on the student’s performance in the current problem. The performance of 

the student will be analyzed based on the number of hints he/she has requested, if the 

student has misused the system functionality (gaming) or not, the number of incorrect 

answers he/she has submitted, etc. 
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Figure 4-7b: Screenshot of the design problem displayed by the prototype 

system (continued) 
 

• Along with the exercise problem question, the coach displays complete list of the 

objectives (same as those popped up during the knowledge level assessment stage), 

irrespective of whether the problem deals with all the objectives or subset of the 

objectives as shown in Figure 4-7c. The problem can be solved in any order the 

student wishes to solve, provided the student has solved for the data required for the 

proceeding step/objective. As shown in Figure 4-7c, while solving the problem the 

student is required to select an objective from the list available and then can solve for 

the objective only if the selection is relevant to the given problem. The concept 

required to be applied in each step is same as the concept of the objective selected. 
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Figure 4-7c: Screenshot of the console window while solving a design problem 

(continued) 

 

• For every objective the student selects, the coach module asks the student "do you 

want to continue with the selection?" with the options “YES” and “NO” as 

shown in Figure 4-7c, to confirm if the coach module has to proceed processing the 

request or not. If the student selects an objective that is not required to solve the given 

problem and if the student enters “YES”, then as shown in Figures 12c and 12d the 

coach asks the student to select a reason from the list of possible reasons that explains 

why the student has selected the objective. The coach then explains to the student 

why the objective selected is not relevant at present.  
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Figure 4-7d: Screenshot of the display showing possible reasoning behind the 

first objective (continued) 

 
• If the student selects an objective which needs data from the previous step which the 

student has not yet solved, as shown in Figure 4-7e the coach lets the student know 

that "The objective you have selected has a prerequisite objective to 

be solved".  
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Figure 4-7e: Screenshot of the console window while solving a design problem 

(continued) 

 
• If the student selects an objective that doesn’t have any of the cases mentioned above 

and clicks on “YES”, then as shown in the Figures 12f  the student will be asked to 

enter the answer in the prescribed format (a list of possible formats for every answer 

will be provided) by displaying the possible answers as in Figure 4-7g for every 

objective. According to the priorities of the objectives in the problem, the student will 

solve the problem step by step. At any time, if the student selects any objective which 

is not relevant to the problem or which is not relevant at that instance of time, the 

coach helps the student in identifying the mistake as described above. 
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Figure 4-7f: Screenshot of the console window while solving a design problem 

(continued) 

 

   

Figure 4-7g: Screenshot of the display showing possible answers for time 

constant form (continued) 
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• If the student enters a correct answer for the displayed question as shown in Figure 4-

7h, then the system prompt the student to select a supporting reasoning for the answer 

submitted as shown in Figures 12h and 12i. 

 

 

Figure 4-7h: Screenshot of the console window while solving a design problem 

(continued) 
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Figure 4-7i: Screenshot of the display showing possible supporting reasonings 

for time constant form (continued) 

 
• If the student selects a correct reasoning then the system prompts the student to select 

the next objective to solve. The process repeats until all the objectives involved in the 

problem are solved. 

• If the student selects an objective which he has already solved, then the coach 

prompts "You have already dealt with this objective" as shown in Figure 

4-7j,  helping the student in selecting the next step. 
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Figure 4-7j: Screenshot of the console window while solving a design problem 

(continued) 

• While solving the exercise problems, the functionality of the system is as shown in 

Figure 4-8. 



 

i – number of objectives answered correctly 
n – Total number of objectives involved in the problem 

Figure 4-8: Flow Chart showing the assessment of the student’s performance and  

validation of the student’s knowledge 
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4.2.5 Validating the student’s knowledge 

• The student will be asked to submit the answers of the sub-steps involved in the 

problem, in the order he/she solves. Each sub-step is equivalent to each objective 

listed. 

• For every intermediate answer submitted, the coach compares the answer entered by 

the student with the expert’s solution.  

• If any mismatch occurs between the expert’s solution and the answer entered by the 

student, the system lets the student retry depending on the number of trials allowed 

and checks if any mismatch still occurs. If the student does not perform satisfactorily 

(answering all the objectives correctly) within the number of trials allowed, then the 

coach prompts the student to take the corresponding objective tutorial. In either case, 

correct or incorrect answers, the coach module responds by displaying the appropriate 

feedback message in the user interface. 

• On deciding the answer entered as correct or incorrect, the coach gives immediate 

feedback saying if the answer is right or wrong. If the answer entered is correct then, 

the coach comes up with a list and asks the student to select the assumptions 

(reasoning) made by him/her to reach the conclusion. Then, the coach module will let 

the student understand where he/she went wrong, if his/her interpretation was wrong. 

An example of validation stage from the prototype system is shown below: 

• Depending on the student’s performance (score), the coach moves on to the next 

problem. If the score is >= 75 then, the difficulty level of next question will be “high” 

else, if the score is < 40 then, the difficulty level will be “low” else, the difficulty 

level of the next question will be “moderate”. 
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• If there are no more questions in the content module relevant to the required difficulty 

level then, as shown in Figure 4-8a  the system halts by prompting “End of Tutoring 

as there are no more problems matching your knowledge level...Please see your 

instructor" and “YOUR TOTAL SCORE is: "  “score value”  "out of "  100*total 

problems solved  "including the extra credit points". 

 

Figure 4-8a: Screenshot of the console window at the end of the tutoring session 

• The hints help the student to proceed further in solving the problem when the student 

cannot move further.  When the student decides to use hints, depending on the trial 

number, the coach provides either a generalized hint or a specific hint or an even 

more specific hint (See Section 4.3 for more about hints). For hinting purposes, as the 

trial number increases, the coach suggests the expert’s best move.  
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4.3 HI
TS & FEEDBACK MESSAGES STRATEGY 

In AlgeBrain (Alpert, et al, 1999) and PAT tutor (Koedinger, et al, 1997), 

repeated request for hints results in specific information. When the student requests a 

hint, he/she will be presented first with a vague suggestion to identify the next step, then 

he/she can ask for the next level hint if he/she thinks that the previous hint was 

insufficient. The hints become more specific as the sequence is followed and the last 

level in a hint sequence gives the correct problem-solving step to him/her. Such a hint 

sequence has been used in Andes (VanLehn, et al, 2005) too. When this kind of hint 

sequence is provided, the student can click through the hints rapidly in order to get the 

last level hint and can ignore the rest of the hint sequence which results in shallow 

learning (Ringenberg and VanLehn, 2006). Therefore, the tutor should not immediately 

provide the more specific hint to the student as most students desire to correct errors 

(McKendree, et al, 1992) while ignoring the first level hints.  

In the prototype tutoring system presented here, repeated requests for hints result 

in specific information, but with a slight modification in the method of presenting the 

succeeding level of hints. The prototype system tries to avoid shallow learning by giving 

a more specific hint only after the student submits an answer after using the current hint. 

Also, the student will be told in advance that for every hint he/she requests, the grade will 

be affected. This may force the student to work on the step using the declarative 

knowledge acquired from the hint rather than rapidly requesting the next hint. Here we 

are taking the advantage of the hypothesis : Students have performance goals rather than 

learning goals (the student using the tutoring system concentrates more on  success by 

completing all of the problems, more than learning the material contained in those 
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problems) (Dweck, 2000). Therefore, the performance goal of the student forces the 

student to learn. If the student submits the answer and still cannot figure out the correct 

answer, then he/she will get the next level hint. Though this affects his/her score, the 

cognitive skill acquired here may help him/her while interpreting the system at the end of 

the problem. If the student interprets the system almost similar to an expert, then an 

additional score will be given to the student which compensates the score reduced while 

repairing the error in the answers by using multiple hints. 

The coach keeps the track of all the submissions and when the student submits the 

answer to an objective (it may be any objective as the student can solve the objectives in 

any order, provided the answer of the objective is not required in any other objective), if 

the answer is correct the coach gives feedback for the answer along with a prompt. If the 

answer is incorrect, the coach gives feedback and asks the student "do you want to 

use the hint strategies(enter yes) or return later (enter no)". This way, 

when the student feels frustrated while solving a step and if the step’s answer is not 

required in the proceeding step, then he/she can solve for it later and continue selecting 

the next objective. At any point, the student can go back to the incomplete objective and 

then solve to complete the step. The student will be given the option of skipping the 

objective only if he/she has not started using the hint sequences. If the student selects 

“yes” for the question shown above then, the student will not be given any more chances 

to skip the current step in order to return back later. 

When the student submits an intermediate answer, the student can move on to the 

next objective (step) only if the answer is correct. If the answer is not correct, the student 
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will have the option to go for hints or to skip the current step and go for another step.  If 

the student wishes to return later then the system prompts him/her to select the next 

objective to solve. If there is no other objective that has prerequisites then, the student 

will have to select the skipped objective and will have to resolve the corresponding step 

using any of the features like help and hints. When the student starts resolving for the 

intermediate answer, the student can get the problem-solving support (hints) from the 

second trial.  

The purpose of the feedback messages, hints and help during instructional 

interaction is to optimize student involvement but not to maximize the involvement or 

minimize it (Koedinger and Aleven, 2007). To optimize the student involvement, initially 

the tutoring system should be able to withhold the information about the problem solution 

to enable the student to learn by doing, to engage recall from long-term memory, and to 

construct knowledge. By withholding the information, the tutoring system should not 

encourage the student to make mistakes and strengthen error pathways. Therefore to 

balance the information giving and withholding, the hint button follows a hint sequence 

depending on the trial number. The hint sequence contains different levels of hints such 

as point, teach and bottom-out (Hume, et al, 1996). A similar idea of a three-hint 

sequence will be used from Andes. In Andes, the second level hint is a principle based 

hint where the principle involved is being explained. But, in the prototype system the 

second level hint will be a worked out example. The hinting strategy of the prototype 

system will be as shown in Figure 4-9. The detailed description of the hint sequence will 

be provided in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 4-9: Flowchart showing the error repair function and the hinting strategy 

In the prototype tutoring system, if the student goes wrong during the first trial 

and tries to resolve the step in the second trial for the correct answer, the hint which 

comes up on request will be the first level hint. Likewise, the student will be allowed to 

repair the error for three times excluding the first trial.  

When the trial number is two, on request the first level hint will appear .The first 

level hint helps the student to point out and correct the error if the mistake is due to 
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carelessness (Hume, et al, 1996; Merrill, et al, 1992). That is, the error is probably due to 

some carelessness in the calculations or obersavtions because of lack of attention rather 

than lack of knowledge (Norman, 1981). Therefore, the first level hint can be said as a 

pointing hint prompting the student to verify calculations or observations made.  The 

student can get the next level hint, only after submitting an answer for the first level hint. 

 For a trial number of three, the second level hint appears to the student which 

will be a worked-out example similar to the current step the student is dealing with in the 

current problem to improve the knowledge level of the student in the objective associated 

with the step. A “Worked-out example is a solved problem with all of the anticipated 

problem-solving steps explicitly stated and a near-transfer example has a deep structure 

similar to that of the current problem and uses the same basic principles” (Ringenberg 

and VanLehn, 2006). Few students if they are novices prefer to learn from examples than 

from procedural instructions of the concept (LeFevre and Dixon, 1986). The hint 

sequence provided by PAT tutor, AlgeBrain and Andes can provide efficient help to the 

students who are already at the intermediate level or the advanced level with the subject 

material and have a good understanding of the principles of the objective but it makes 

little sense to novices because, novices may not understand the reasoning needed to finish 

the step from the hint in the form of procedural instructions. Therefore, the second level 

hint will be given as a worked-example.  

The second level hint sequence involves teaching as it indicates misconceptions 

by means of an example and helps in negating the misconceptions with the immediate 

feedback. The third level hint will be in the form of annotated worked-out example 
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(Ringenberg and VanLehn, 2006).  At this level, the worked-out example in the previous 

hint will include an explanation of the concept involved and a procedure to relate the 

concept with the step. For using the first level hint 5% of total points will be deducted, 

15% of the total points will be deducted for using second level hint and 25% of the total 

points will be deducted for using third level hint. 

If the student could not get the correct answer even after using the three hints the 

coach provides the answer by deducting 35% of the total points and asks the student to 

select the correct reasoning behind the answer. If the student selects an incorrect 

reasoning then the student will be given a supplementary exercise and also 20% of total 

points will be deducted from the score. If the student selects a correct answer then 

without reducing the score the student will be given a supplementary exercise to solve. 

By answering the supplementary exercise correctly, the student can gain 10% of the 

points allotted to the corresponding sub step. If the student fails to answer the 

supplementary exercise, the coach directs the student back to the corresponding learning 

material and goes through learning stage. At the end of the learning stage, the coach takes 

the student back to the problem solving stage to the point at which he/she was before. 

If the student attempts to “game the system” (Baker, et al, 2008) which is 

associated with poor learning (Baker, et al, 2004), the coach asks the student to select the 

assumptions made while solving the step from the multiple options given, to reconfirm 

the accuracy of learning. If the student selects the correct reasoning, the coach gives an 

apology prompt saying "Apologize for suspecting as gaming the system" else, 

then the coach records that the student is gaming the system. If the student is shown not 
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to be gaming the system, the coach then verifies the answer submitted by the student. If 

the answer is incorrect, as the student has selected correct reasoning, the coach prompts 

"you have entered a correct reasoing but a wrong choice, please select 

the correct option" by giving another chance to submit a new answer without any 

penalty of score. If the student then selects a correct answer, the coach asks the student to 

select the next objective to solve. If the student selects an incorrect answer again, the 

student will be given the next level hint. If the coach registers that the student is gaming 

then, 25% of total points will be deducted as penalty and the student will be given a 

supplementary exercise. If the student solves the supplementary exercise correctly, 12.5% 

of total points will be added to the score else, the student will be directed to the learning 

material.  

 The system identifies when the student games the system which results in poor 

learning by tracking the number of times he/she submits a wrong answer, by analyzing 

the time interval between the subsequent hints requested until the tutor gives a more 

specific hint (Aleven, 2001) and by ascertaining if the student inputs the answer for 

multiple choice questions by selecting every answer within a set of multiple choice 

answers, until the tutor identifies a correct answer and allows the student to proceed 

further. When the student tries to game the system, giving the student more 

supplementary exercises improves the learning (Baker , et al, 2006). Therefore, when the 

coach module identifies that the student is gaming the system, it gives similar problems 

on the objective the student has bypassed. When using the supplementary exercises, the 

score of the student who tries to game the system will be more affected than the score of 

the student who could not submit a right answer even after using the hint sequences.  
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4.4. TECH
OLOGY BEHI
D THE SYSTEM 

           The tutoring system modules are being developed using JESS (Java Expert System 

Shell) in Eclipse IDE (Integrated Development Environment) by accessing Java APIs 

from JESS. Jess matches facts in the fact base to rules in the rule base.  
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CHAPTER 5 

  PROPOSED WEB-BASED ITS ARCHITECTURE 

The prototype system which is developed as a standalone system can be ported to 

web-based architecture with additional effort. Background work has been completed to 

deploy the standalone system as a web-enabled intelligent tutoring system (ITS). The 

internet may prove to be a more beneficial platform than the traditional distance learning 

methods as it can accommodate more interactions by providing information in textual, 

graphical, audio and visual forms. The internet can provide indirect interactions through 

discussion forums and email as well as direct interaction through web meetings and web 

phones. In some ways, this way of learning surpasses even the traditional classroom as it 

enables academicians located in different parts of the world to communicate and present 

their views. At present, the World-Wide Web (WWW) offers web-based distance 

learning integrated with intelligent tutoring systems which are attempting to bring the 

personal tutor experience to the students (Alpert, et al, 1999; Butz, et al, 2004; Mitrovic, 

2003; Brusilovsky, et al,1996; Cheung, et al, 2003) and are offering the advantage of 

individualized instruction without the expense associated with one to one human tutoring.  

From industry’s point of view, web-based ITS offers many advantages like 

inexpensive worldwide distribution. No separate or distinct distribution mechanism is 

needed (i.e., standalone system via the distribution of CD-ROMs). Web-based ITS can be 

accessed from any computer anywhere in the world while at the same time keeping 

delivery costs down. Access is controllable – It is easy to monitor who is using the web-

based ITS and how well the system is helping the user. Depending on these data, the 
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developer will be able to identify the benefits and the negative aspects of the system, and 

will be able to design the system to be more robust and intelligent. The distribution of 

web-based ITS is easy because of the client-server architecture used, which will be 

described in the later sections of the proposal. 

To deploy a web based ITS there are a number of architectural approaches 

available. Examples of web-enabled ITS architectures are HTML-CGI (Common 

Gateway Interface) architecture, distributed client-server architecture, Java-only 

architecture, etc. The following description explains the web-enabled ITS architectures in 

detail. This section also explains the technologies that will be used to implement to the 

architecture.  

5.1 HTML-CGI ARCHITECTURE 

To deploy tutoring systems on the internet using an HTML-CGI architecture, an 

HTML form-based client and a CGI application server containing the tutoring system 

should be implemented. In the HTML-CGI architecture, the student interacts with HTML 

entry forms in a web browser. The data entered by the user is sent to the Web server (to 

handle standard HTTP requests) which forwards the data to the CGI program which 

replies with HTML pages. The entire tutoring system functionality resides on the server 

side in the CGI program i.e., both the Web server and the server application program 

(CGI program) runs on the server and the user interacts with the system using a standard 

web browser (Jovanovic, et al, 2004). Each time the Web server receives information 

from a browser that is intended for a CGI server application, the server forwards these 

data to the CGI program.  Several papers (Brusilovsky, et al, 1996; Brusilovsky, et al, 
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1997) have reported that this architecture has a number of constraining features such as 1) 

the communication between the client and the CGI application must always go through 

the HTTP server in the middle, which likely becomes a bottleneck if there are large 

number of users accessing the HTTP server simultaneously. For every request submitted 

by a Web client or every response delivered by the CGI program, the HTTP server has to 

convert data from or to a HTML document, 2) lack of presentation graphics, due to the 

limitation of HTML and lack of graphing component that responds immediately to user 

actions. An HTML document is static with no dynamic presentation graphics such as bar 

charts and 2D or 3D diagrams, 3) lack of efficiency and transaction support in a CGI-

based access scheme. For every request submitted to the server, the server has to perform 

the same logon and logout procedure, even for subsequent requests submitted by the 

same user. This process certainly consumes a lot of time and resources, especially when a 

large number of clients are accessing the tutoring system at the same time (Duan, 1996). 

The Intelligent tutoring systems which used this architecture include PAT tutor (Ritter, 

1997;  Koedinger, et al, 1997], ELM-ART (Brusilovsky, et al, 1996), GyMEs (Potter, et 

al, 2000). 

5.2 JAVA-O
LY ARCHITECTURE 

The constraints in HTML-CGI architecture can be easily resolved if a Java applet 

is used to perform the client activities. A Java applet is capable of making its own 

network connection using sockets. It is possible to access an application program on the 

server from an applet directly, without any interventions by the HTTP server. This 

approach will not only eliminate the bottleneck imposed by CGI on the HTTP server, but 
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also provide session-oriented communications. Unlike the CGI-based approach where the 

server connection is closed as soon as the service for the request is finished, an applet, 

once it connects to a server, can keep the connection open as long as the applet is alive 

and the user is in session. Thus, interactive and complex transactions can be supported 

through the use of applets. Since no restrictions or access control by the HTTP server is 

imposed on the applet-server connection, user access control can be handled by the native 

security mechanism of the server. With a rich set of graphic drawing functions available 

in Java's Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) class library, a Java applet is capable of 

handling sophisticated presentation graphics, utilizing the full strength of distributed 

computing in a true object-oriented environment. 

Using Java (Java applet) and HTML as an environment for the user interface 

provides a number of distinct advantages. First, Java is platform independent -- one 

version of the software is available to anyone who has a Java compatible browser. 

Second, Java is a powerful multimedia language, ideal for creating attractive interactive 

environments. Finally, applications written in Java can be distributed through the Web 

and updates to the application can be made immediately available to all its users at 

minimal cost. This is an especially useful feature when developing incremental systems. 

In Java-only architecture, the entire tutoring system which interacts with the 

student, resides in a Java Applet which can be downloaded from the server by using a 

URL. The applet being downloaded executes on the student’s machine where the 

complete tutoring system resides on the client side. The constraint of Java-only 

architecture in ITS applications is, as the entire tutoring system resides in the Java applet 
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that is downloaded and executed on the client machine, though the tutoring system can be 

accessed from any machine and from anywhere, the updated student model which reflects 

the student’s previous tutorial interactions and the current knowledge level will not be 

available for the current session. The ITSs based on Java-only architecture includes ADIS 

(Warendorf  and Tan, 1997). 

5.3 DISTRIBUTED CLIE
T-SERVER ARCHITECTURE 

To implement the graphical user interface capabilities, code which runs on the 

client is needed which interacts in an immediate fashion with the user independently from 

the application which executes on the server. To have an up to date student model 

reflecting the student’s current knowledge level, the student model should reside on the 

server so the same student can access the tutor from anywhere in the world and have the 

student model be up to date. To ensure, an acceptable response time for the student, the 

communication between the user-interface front end and the server must be minimized 

(Eriksson, 1996). 

To achieve the above mentioned features along with some more additional 

features, rather than writing the entire application in Java and downloading it in its 

entirety, one can implement the user interface in Java and leave other portions of it on the 

server.  This is particularly useful for ITS and other Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

applications which frequently have a clear separation between interface and expertise. 

For example, a world-wide web-based expert system could port its interface to the client 

side of the model and leave its knowledge base and inference engine on the server. This 

allows the application to have the best of both worlds: a powerful system for developing 
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the interface (Java) and a specialized environment to support its knowledge-based 

component. 

In distributed client-server architecture, the tutoring system modules are 

distributed between the client and the server. In most of the web based ITS applications, 

the client side software supports the user interface and the server side software supports 

the expert system (inference engine, expert module, student model, etc.). Typical 

examples of such a distribution are explained in (Grove, 2000; Simic and Devedzic, 

2003; Eriksson, 1996). The client may be a Java applet embedded in a standard Web 

browser or a standard desktop application/ web browser by using Java web start. 

 Client-server describes the relationship between two computer programs in which 

one program, the client program, makes a service request to another, the server program. 

Clients therefore initiate communication sessions with servers which await (listen to) 

incoming requests. The basic Client-Server architecture has 2 tiers (Client and Server) 

where the modules of the ITS will be distributed between the client and the server.  This 

architecture is great if the ITS processing is limited to simple data validation, the ITS 

application uses a single database, the size of the expert module remains approximately 

the same over time, minimal maintenance is expected after developing the ITS. If the 

answer for any one of the above mentioned cases is “No”, a 3-tier client/server 

architecture is considered (Distributed Application Architecture, 

http://java.sun.com/developer/Books/jdbc/ch07.pdf). Also, in 2-tier client/server 

architecture the bulk of application logic exists on the PC client because of which the 

tutoring system with two-tier architecture cannot be extended easily and a change in the 
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production rules would require a change to the client logic. The 3-tier client/server 

architecture is an extension to the 2-tier architecture. By adding a middle tier to the 

existing 2-tier architecture, the 3-tier architecture can be achieved.  

In three-tier architecture, the client implements the presentation logic (thin client). 

The control logic is implemented on an application server(s) which is the middle-tier and 

the data resides on database server(s).  

5.3.1 Presentation Tier 

 The first, or presentation tier, also known as the client or front-end, deals with 

the interaction with the user. Usually, there can be any number of clients which can all 

access the server at the same time. The clients are mostly thin clients, which mean they 

do not contain a lot of application code (in contrast to fat clients). Clients process user 

input, send requests to the server, and show the results of these requests to the user. A 

common client is made up of a number of dynamic HTML pages that one can access with 

a web browser or a client-side technology (Java Web Start) that enables Java applications 

to launch either from a desktop or from a Web page or a downloadable Java applet 

embedded in a HTML page that can be accessed with a web browser. 

5.3.2 Application Tier 

The second, or application tier, also known as the server, or the back-end, or 

middleware, processes the requests of all clients. It is the actual web application that 

performs the entire functionality specific to the tutoring system application. However, it 
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does not store the persistent data itself. Whenever it needs data of any importance, it 

contacts the database server.  

5.3.3 Database Tier 

The third, or database tier, contains the database that manages all persistent data. 

The data entered by the student known as facts will be stored in the database, for later 

use. Reasoning on facts residing in conventional relational database systems requires 

more attention. Providing independence of both the inference engine and the database 

server is the  major objective of database integration (Pop, et al, 2002). 

 

Figure 5-1: 2-tier client/server architecture  
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Figure 5-2: 3-tier client/server architecture 

Advantages of a 3-Tier Client/Server architecture include:  

1. Changes to the user interface or to the control logic are largely independent from one 

another, allowing the application to evolve easily to meet new requirements.  

2. When the control logic changes are required, only the server has to be updated 

whereas in two-tier architectures, each client must be modified when logic changes 

(Gallaugher and Ramanathan, 1996). 

3. The client is insulated from database and network operations. The client can access 

data easily and quickly without having to know where data is or how many servers 

are on the system.  

4. The application layer can be written in standard third or fourth generation languages, 

such as Java or C, etc. 

The applet and Java web start technologies have been considered as the basis for 

Web client design. The applet based technology and the Java web start technology for the 
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web client design are compared below showing the pros and cons in both the 

technologies: 

1. Java Web Start is a locally installed helper which uses Web browser as the initial tool 

to launch an application.  

2. Applications launched with Java Web Start are cached locally. Thus, an already-

downloaded application is launched on par with a traditionally installed application. 

3. Java Web Start allows applications to be launched independently of a Web browser. 

The application can also be launched through desktop shortcuts, making launching 

the Web-deployed application similar to launching a native application or through a 

web browser. 

4. Java Network Launching Protocol (JNLP) specification is the basis for Java Web 

Start. JNLP provides a Web-centric protocol for provisioning (i.e., deployment and 

other issues associated with it) and running Java 2-based applications.  

5. Java Web Start is part of Sun Microsystems' free Java Plug-in. If the plug-in is not 

already installed, a one-time download and install of the plug-in can be done 

6. Whenever a user accesses a Java Network Launching Protocol (JNLP) file, the 

application is automatically downloaded to the user's machine and starts running. The 

whole process requires little to no interaction from the end user and greatly simplifies 

the effort to distribute an application.  

7.  Java Web Start  can be used on the client tier to build a highly interactive client 

which utilizes multiple threads for simultaneous background tasks, custom graphical 

components, and the HTTP protocol to serialize objects up to (and back from) a 

middle-tier (Luqun, et al, 2008). 
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8.   Java Web Start not only allows to develop applications (not just applets) that can be 

launched and executed from a Web page but also emphasizes a deployment scheme 

that provides transparent updates to existing client code without any user interaction ( 

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-webstart/ ). 

9. Unlike an applet, which does not require the user to install any application program 

on the client machine, Java Web Start must be installed on every client machine to 

access the application from the desktop. In many schools, it's far easier to get 

permission to navigate to a website link than to install unknown software on a local 

machine. In such cases, the application can be accessed directly from the web 

browser. 

10. Java web start also supports Java applets and contains a built-in Applet viewer. 

11. With a browser based client, a user can go anywhere as any time, can press the 

Refresh button, can press the Back button, can have JavaScript turned off, can have 

cookies turned off, and other issues that make application development more 

complex. 

12. The slow download time of a Java applet is a problem that does not improve with 

subsequent uses. 

13. The user would have a slower interface due to the fact that browser-based clients 

must receive not only the data for display, but also the HTML formatting and 

JavaScript validation code for every page. 

Inspite of the advantages in the Java applets, it has been decided to use Java web 

start technology for the following reason.  
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1. Though applets take roughly the same time to download on first use and on each 

subsequent use, as launching the application deployed using Java web start initially 

take, Java web start applications will load faster on subsequent uses due to the 

product's inherent caching features.  

2. The user interaction is not constrained by the web browser whereas, for hosting the 

applet java plug-in must be installed to support JRE (Java run time environment) and 

the user interface must be as simple as possible for maintaining less bandwidth. Java 

web start enables highly interactive Swing-based graphical user interface (Swing is 

java's collection of graphical user interface widgets) which gives the developer more 

options for user interaction. 

3. The architecture with java web start is also compatible with the addition of a browser-

based client for more casual users who may not want to download a java web start 

plug-in. A link to a JNLP file in a web page in a browser is used to launch the Java 

Web Start client. 

4. Java web start client is compatible with any operating system, any browser brand and 

version, and it doesn’t matter if the user has turned off cookies for security reasons.  

Therefore, the java web start technology will be used for the presentation logic 

deployment and the server side supports the tutoring system. As described in the system 

architecture, the prototype tutoring system will be distributed among the client machine 

which will have the presentation logic (user interface), the web server which will contain 

the system logic (coach module, expert module, student module, content module, etc. ) 

and the database server which will be used to store the student models. For our 

application, the middle-tier and the database should support JESS. Because, the expert 
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system developed using JESS can be easily web-enabled by exploiting the Java web 

technologies. The standard Java objects will be used to contain the control logic and data. 

Client machine

Java plugin

Java Web start 

application

User interface 

framework

Server Machine

Web Server

Plain old java 

objects (POJOs),

JNLP file, Java 

Servlet

Database server machine

RDBMS server

Serialized Java 

objects encrypted 

over the HTTP 

protocol

Internet 

Java 

Persistence 

API

3-TIER CLIENT/SERVER ARCHITECTURE FOR 

THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

 Figure 5-3: Block diagram showing the proposed system architecture 

The presentation logic using the java web start technology communicates with the 

system logic using HTTP(s) [HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure] server. The system 

logic resides on the web server and will communicate with the database server using a 

java persistence API. The architecture development needs J2SE platform, Java Expert 

System Shell, a database server and a web server like Apache Tomcat. 

The server may get multiple requests from clients simultaneously. These requests 

must be handled serially if the server has only one thread of control. This can lead to 

service delays with long requests consuming a lot of service time. Multithreaded servers 

can be more adaptive to variations in user demands than the single threaded servers, 

because each client request can be handled independently based on its priority. Long 

requests or requests of low priority do not block the servicing of other requests. The 

multithreaded server program creates a new thread for every client request. This way 

each client has its own connection to the server for passing data back and forth. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CO
CLUSIO
S A
D FUTURE WORK 

6.1 CO
CLUSIO
 

The developed prototype increases the learning gain of the students by providing 

one to one tutoring experience by monitoring the student’s actions and performance, 

being interactive by providing feedback on the student’s actions, detecting student’s 

misconceptions and weak areas, helping the student to self assess his/her knowledge level 

in the domain and gain mastery over the domain, by helping the student understand what 

concept to apply, why to apply and when to apply the concept.  Following features can be 

mentioned as the highlights of the prototype from a students’ perspective: 

• Guides the student during the learning process and improves the student’s problem 

solving skills by teaching the student to solve design problems at granular level.  

• Helps the student in identifying his/her learning preferences. 

• Helps the student in correcting the errors and clears misconceptions (if any) by 

providing hint sequences. 

• Encourages the student to use the less preferred learning style by giving bonus points. 

• Improves the learning gain of the student even if he/she tries to game the system. 

• Uses fine grained analysis to provide error specific feedback to the student. 

• The system makes sure the answers entered by the student are purely based on his/her 

knowledge and not by mere guess. 

• Adaptive to student’s performance while selecting the complexity of design 

problems. 
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The prototype system can be used by instructors to provide personalized tutoring 

experience to the students with no sacrifice in the quality of training, by just spending 

time on creating the content module of the system by following the instructions provided. 

This way cost and time incurred on developing a system dedicated only to a single 

domain can be significantly reduced and also the instructors need not have knowledge 

about any programming techniques used within the system. Following features can be 

mentioned as the highlights of the prototype from an instructors’ perspective: 

• Flexibility in domain selection. 

• The instructor can present hand written notes/electronic material as questions/content 

material. Thus the system provides flexibility in presenting the content. 

• Easy to Maintain because of the modular architecture.  

6.2 FUTURE WORK 

Based on the advantages discussed in Section 4, by porting the prototype system 

on to WWW students all over world can experience the advantages of the prototype 

system and the student can access the system from anywhere. Adding the following 

features into the system may meet more educational goals: 

1. Data stream module to connect group of students together to work as a team. Thus 

enabling collaborative learning feature. 

2. User interface using Swing features of java to help give learning material in 

audio, visual formats too. This way learning material can be provided as a 
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combination of different learning styles helping the students to get used to all the 

modes of learning. 

3. Database connectivity to help save the records of all the students when ported 

onto WWW. 

4. Interactive knowledge base: At present, instructor should follow the content 

preparation guidelines to prepare the content for the tutoring system. There is no 

cross check performed to verify if the content is fed according to the guidelines or 

not. If the instructor makes any mistake in following the guidelines, the only 

means to verify is through the system functionality when the system doesn’t 

behave as expected. On developing an interactive knowledge base, the instructor 

can get step by step instructions while feeding content into the system. 
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DICES 

A. SYSTEM CODE 

Java Class to load a pdf file in a JPanel on JFrame 

 
package load; 
import javax.swing.JButton; 
import javax.swing.JFrame; 
import javax.swing.JOptionPane; 
import java.awt.BorderLayout; 
import java.awt.Rectangle; 
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 
import java.awt.event.ActionListener; 
import java.awt.event.WindowEvent; 
import javax.swing.JPanel; 
import com.qoppa.pdf.PDFException; 
import com.qoppa.pdfNotes.PDFNotesBean; 
 
public class Simplepdf extends JFrame 
{ 
    private JPanel jPanel = null; 
    private JButton jButton1 = new JButton(); 
    private PDFNotesBean PDFNotesBean = null; 
 
    public static void main(String args[]) 
    { 
     String filename = args[0]; 
                // Passing pdf filename as argument[0] 
     System.out.println(filename); 
        Simplepdf sf = new Simplepdf(filename); 
        sf.setVisible(true); 
    } 
    public Simplepdf(String name)  
    { 
     super(); 
     initialize(name); 
    } 
    private void initialize(String filename)  
    { 
 
     this.setBounds(new Rectangle(0, 0, 1000, 700)); 
     this.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_OC_CLOSE); 
            this.setContentPane(getJPanel(filename)); 
     this.setTitle("ISAC PrototypeITS- Tutoring material display"); 
     this.setLocationRelativeTo(null); 
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     this.setVisible(true); 
    } 
 
    /* 
     * This method initializes jPanel  
     * returns javax.swing.JPanel  
     */ 
    private JPanel getJPanel(String filename) 
    { 
      
        if (jPanel == null) 
        { 
            jPanel = new JPanel(); 
            jPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
            jButton1.setText("Click when done"); 
            //jButton1.setBounds(new Rectangle(856, 100, 150, 40)); 
            jButton1.addActionListener(new ActionListener() 
              { 
                public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) 
                { 
                  jButton1_actionPerformed(e); 
                } 
              }); 
 
            jPanel.add(jButton1, BorderLayout.EAST); 
             
                        
            jPanel.add(getPDFNotesBean(), BorderLayout.WEST); 

            try 
            { 
                getPDFNotesBean().loadPDF(filename); 
            } 
            catch (PDFException pdfE) 
            { 
                displayError (pdfE.getMessage()); 
            } 
            catch (Throwable t) 
            { 
                displayError ("Error loading PDF: " + t.getMessage()); 
            } 
        } 
        return jPanel; 
    } 
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    /** 
     * This method initializes PDFViewerBean  
     * returns com.qoppa.pdfViewer.PDFViewerBean  
     */ 
    private PDFNotesBean getPDFNotesBean() 
    { 
        if (PDFNotesBean == null) 
        { 
            PDFNotesBean = new PDFNotesBean(); 
            //PDFNotesBean.loadDocument("THESIS_PROPOSAL.pdf"); 
       
            // Buttons from the toolbar can be removed and added here: 
            // PDFNotesBean.getAnnotToolbar().getJbAttachFile().setVisible(false); 
 
        } 
        return PDFNotesBean; 
    } 
    private void displayError (String errorMsg) 
    { 
        JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this, errorMsg); 
    }     
 
private boolean strcmp(String status, boolean b) { 
 return false; 
} 
 
private void jButton1_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) 
{ 
  windowClosing(new WindowEvent(this, WindowEvent.WICDOW_CLOSICG)); 
} 

 

public void windowOpened(WindowEvent e) 
{ 
} 
 
 public void windowIconified(WindowEvent e) 
{ 
} 
 
public void windowDeiconified(WindowEvent e) 
{ 
} 
 
 public void windowDeactivated(WindowEvent e) 
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{ 
} 
 public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) 
{ 
  //System.out.println("Hai"); 
  hide(); 
} 
 
public void windowClosed(WindowEvent e) 
{ 
} 
 
public void windowActivated(WindowEvent e) 
{ 
} 
} 
 
Java Class to load an image file in a JPanel on JFrame 

 
package load; 
import java.awt.event.WindowEvent; 
import java.awt.event.WindowListener; 
import javax.swing.JFrame; 
import javax.swing.JPanel; 
import java.awt.BorderLayout; 
import javax.swing.JButton; 
import java.awt.Rectangle; 
import java.awt.event.ActionListener; 
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent; 
import com.qoppa.pdfNotes.PDFNotesBean;  
import javax.swing.*; 
public class Class1 extends JFrame implements WindowListener 
{ 
  private JPanel jPanel1 = new JPanel(); 
  private JButton jButton1 = new JButton(); 
  //http://www.apl.jhu.edu/~hall/java/Swing-Tutorial/Swing-Tutorial-JButton.html 
 
  public Class1(String filename, String status) 
  { 

    try 
    { 
      jbInit(filename,status); 
    } 
    catch(Exception e) 
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    { 
      e.printStackTrace(); 
    } 
  
  } 
  
  private void jbInit(String name, String status) throws Exception 
  { 
    jPanel1.setLayout(new BorderLayout()); 
    jButton1.setText("Click when done"); 
    ImageIcon cup = new ImageIcon(name); 
    JLabel button2 = new JLabel(cup); 
    jButton1.addActionListener(new ActionListener() 
      { 
        public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) 
        { 
          jButton1_actionPerformed(e); 
        } 
      }); 
 
    jPanel1.add(button2, BorderLayout.WEST); 
    jPanel1.add(jButton1, BorderLayout.EAST); 
     
    this.addWindowListener(this); 
    this.getContentPane().add(jPanel1, BorderLayout.CECTER); 
    this.setBounds(new Rectangle(0, 0, 1000, 700)); 
    this.setTitle("ISAC PrototypeITS- Tutoring questions and help display"); 
    String s="reset"; 
        //if status is " reset" , the frame will disappear 
       //if status is" set"  then, the frame will be visible 
    if (s.equals(status)) 
    { 
    windowClosing(new WindowEvent(this, WindowEvent.WICDOW_CLOSICG)); 
    this.setVisible(false); 
    } 

    else 
    this.setVisible(true); 
     
  } 
  
private boolean strcmp(String status, boolean b) { 
  return false; 
} 
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private void jButton1_actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) 
  { 
    windowClosing(new WindowEvent(this, WindowEvent.WICDOW_CLOSICG)); 
  } 
   
  public static void main(String args[]) 
  { 
  String filename = args[0]; 
  String status = args[1]; 
    Class1 c = new Class1(filename,status); 
  } 
   
  public void windowOpened(WindowEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
   public void windowIconified(WindowEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
  public void windowDeiconified(WindowEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
   public void windowDeactivated(WindowEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e) 
  { 
    this.dispose(); 
    hide(); 
  } 
   
  public void windowClosed(WindowEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
  public void windowActivated(WindowEvent e) 
  { 
  } 
   
} 
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JESS code 
 
(import java.util.Random) ;Java utility to generate random numbers 
(import load.Class1); Java class to display an image file 
(import load.Simplepdf); Java class to display a PDF  
 
(defglobal ?*fr* = null)  
 
; Function to read a text file 
(deffunction readfile(?filename) 
   (close readFile)                      ; If the file is already opened, closes it 
   (open ?filename readFile "r"  ); Opens the file with the name ?filenamen in read mode  
                                                 
    (bind ?line null)                    ; Initializing a null value to variable ?line 
   (bind ?list (create$ ))            ; Create an empty array ?list to load it with the content of 
the file 
   (while (neq ?line EOF) do    ; Read  the file until the last line is encountered 
       (bind ?line (readline readFile)) 
                                                ; Assigning the line being read to the variable ?line 
      ;Insert the content of new line at the end of the 
      ; array ?list if the line is not the last line and not a null 
       (if (and (neq ?line EOF)(> (str-length ?line) 0)) then 
            (bind ?len (length$ ?list)) ; assigning length of the array to ?len  
             (bind ?list (insert$ ?list (+ ?len 1) ?line)) 
                                                      ; updating the array ?list with the new line read 
                                                      ; by inserting the new line at the end of the array ?list 
       ) 
    ) 
   (return ?list)                       ; returns the list created when the readfile function is called 
) 
 
(defglobal ?*rand* = (new java.util.Random (call System currentTimeMillis))) 
                                           ; global variable to limit the random value to be generated  
(defglobal ?*rand* = (new java.util.Random (call System currentTimeMillis))) 
                                           ; global variable to limit the random value to be generated 
                                            

; CO
TE
T MODULE 

(defmodule contentmodule) ; creating a new module  
(deftemplate testquestions   ; creating a template for test questions to be posed during pre-
assessment stage 
    (multislot questions))      
(deftemplate testanswers     ; creating a template for answers of the questions posed 
during pre-assessment stage 
    (multislot answers))  
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                                          ; creating a template for brief  explanation of the concept 
involved in the test questions  
(deftemplate testanswers-exp 
    (multislot answers-exp)) 
(deftemplate LSmaterial    ; creating a template to load advice for the students with 
different learning styles preferred 
    (slot LSquestions)         ; Questions to be posed to the students to extract Felder's 
questionnaire result 
    (multislot categories) 
    (multislot LSdescription)) 
; hint number 
(defglobal ?*hint-no* = 0) 
(deftemplate designproblems ; Template to load a design problem and associated 
answers, hints, scores, reasoning 
    (slot totalproblems) 
    (slot designproblem-index) 
    (slot problem-def) 
    (slot difficulty-level) 
    (slot no-objs-used) 
    (multislot list-objs-involved) 
    (multislot answers) 
    (multislot award-score) 
    (multislot hints) 
    (multislot gaming) 
    (multislot gaming-answers) 
    (multislot incorrect-obj)     
    (multislot incorrect-obj-options) 
    (multislot incorrect-obj-ans) 
    (multislot incorrect-obj-reason) 
    (multislot answers-options) 
    (multislot answers-options-ans) 
    (multislot learning-style-asso-category) 
    (multislot pre-requisite)) 
(defglobal ?*questions* = null ?*answers* = null ?*trialqn* = 2) 
(defglobal ?*score* = 0) 
; Loading content related to the learning style decision module 
 (deffacts LSfact 
    (LSmaterial (LSquestions "Is your score leaning towards ACTIVE or REFLECTIVE?" 
)(categories (create$ active reflective))(LSdescription (create$ "Active - Study in a group 
in which the members take turns explaining different topics to each other. Work with 
others to guess what you will be asked on the next test and figure out how you will 
answer. You will always retain information better if you find ways to do something with 
it."  "Reflective-Don't simply read or memorize the material; stop periodically to review 
what you have read and to think of possible questions or applications. You might find it  
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helpful to write short summaries of readings or class notes in your own words. Doing so 
may take extra time but will enable you to retain the material more effectively."))) 
    (LSmaterial (LSquestions "Is your score leaning towards SENSING or INTUITIVE?" 
)(categories (create$ sensing intuitive))(LSdescription (create$ "sensors advise" "intuitive 
advise"))) 
    (LSmaterial (LSquestions "Is your score leaning towards VISUAL or VERBAL" 
)(categories (create$ visual verbal))(LSdescription (create$ "visual advice" "verbal 
advise"))) 
    (LSmaterial (LSquestions "Is your score leaning towards SEQUENTIAL or 
GLOBAL?") (categories (create$ sequential global))(LSdescription (create$ "sequential 
advise"   "global advise")))) 
; Reading the text files to populate content module with the design problems of varied 
difficulty levels  
(defrule DP 
    => 
    (bind ?probs (readfile list_of_problems.txt)) ; reading content of list_of_problems as a 
list and assigned to the variable 
    (bind ?tot-probs (length$ ?probs)) 
    (bind ?i 1) 
                                                                       ; From the list created, extracting the list to 
fill designporblem template fields 
    (while (<= ?i ?tot-probs) do 
       (bind ?problem-ind (nth$ ?i ?probs)) 
       (bind ?problem-details (readfile (str-cat ?problem-ind \ ?problem-ind .txt))) 
       (bind ?problem-def (nth$ 1 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?diff-level (nth$ 2 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?no-objs (nth$ 3 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?list-objs-inv (nth$ 4 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?lear-style-ass (nth$ 5 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?inter-answers (nth$ 6 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?score (nth$ 7 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?prereq (nth$ 8 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?ans-ops (nth$ 9 ?problem-details))  ;file name 
       (bind ?ans-ops-ans (nth$ 10 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?hints (nth$ 11 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?gaming-sup (nth$ 12 ?problem-details)) ;file name 
       (bind ?gaming-sup-ans (nth$ 13 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?incor-obj (nth$ 14 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?incor-obj-options (nth$ 15 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?incor-obj-ans (nth$ 16 ?problem-details)) 
       (bind ?incor-obj-reason (nth$ 17 ?problem-details))    
       (assert (designproblems (totalproblems ?tot-probs)  
               (designproblem-index (explode$ ?problem-ind)) 
               (problem-def (nth$ 1 (explode$ ?problem-def)))  
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               (difficulty-level (explode$ ?diff-level)) 
               (no-objs-used (nth$ 1 (explode$ ?no-objs))) 
               (list-objs-involved (explode$ ?list-objs-inv)) 
               (learning-style-asso-category (explode$ ?lear-style-ass) ) 
               (answers (explode$ ?inter-answers)) 
               (award-score (explode$ ?score )) 
        ; first number indicated no. of prerequisites for obj no. in list of objectives involved 
        ;based on first number the corresponding objective numbers are listed 
        ;here for first objective there are 0 prereqs 
        ; therefore 2nd number indicates no. of prereqs for obj 2 -- 1. The following number 
indicates that objective 3 is prerequisite for obj 2  
               (pre-requisite (explode$ ?prereq)) 
               (answers-options (explode$ ?ans-ops)) 
               (answers-options-ans (explode$ ?ans-ops-ans)) 
               (hints (explode$ ?hints)) 
               (gaming (explode$ ?gaming-sup)) 
               (gaming-answers (explode$ ?gaming-sup-ans)) 
               (incorrect-obj (explode$ ?incor-obj)) 
               (incorrect-obj-options (explode$ ?incor-obj-options)) 
               (incorrect-obj-ans (explode$ ?incor-obj-ans)) 
               (incorrect-obj-reason (explode$ ?incor-obj-reason)) 
                )) 
       (bind ?i (+ ?i 1)) 
    ) 
) 
 
; Format of how content module will be loaded 
;    (designproblems (totalproblems 3)(designproblem-index problem1)(problem-def 
designproblem1) (difficulty-level moderate) (no-objs-used 4)(list-objs-involved (create$ 
1 2 3 4)) 
;                     (learning-style-asso-category 1 3 4 2) 
;                     (answers 2 3 4 1) 
;                     (award-score 20 30 30 20) 
;                     (pre-requisite (create$ 0 1 3 0 2 1 2)) 
;                     (answers-options options1 options2 options3 options4) 
;                     (answers-options-ans 4 1 2 3) 
;                     (hints 1hint1 30 1hint2 30 1hint3 50 2hint1 30 2hint2 20 2hint3 40 3hint1 
25 3hint2 35 3hint3 42 4hint1 45 4hint2 35 4hint3 30) 
;                      (gaming sup-ex-1 sup-ex-2 sup-ex-3 sup-ex-4) 
;                      (gaming-answers 2 4 1 3) 
;                      (incorrect-obj 5 6) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-options options5 options6) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-ans 3 1 ) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-reason "reason for options5" "reason fro options6")) 
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;   (designproblems (totalproblems 3)(designproblem-index problem2)(problem-def 
designproblem2) (difficulty-level high) (no-objs-used 4)(list-objs-involved (create$ 1 2 3 
4)) 
;                     (answers 2 3 4 1) 
;                     (award-score 20 30 30 20) 
;                     (pre-requisite (create$ 0 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3))         
;                     (answers-options options1 options2 options3 options4) 
;                     (answers-options-ans 4 1 2 3) 
;                     (hints 1hint1 30 1hint2 30 1hint3 50 2hint1 30 2hint2 20 2hint3 40 3hint1 
25 3hint2 35 3hint3 42 4hint1 45 4hint2 35 4hint3 30) 
;                      (gaming sup-ex-1 sup-ex-2 sup-ex-3 sup-ex-4) 
;                      (gaming-answers 2 4 1 3) 
;                      (incorrect-obj 5 6) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-options options5 options6) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-ans 3 1 ) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-reason "reason for options5" "reason fro options6")) 
;(designproblems (totalproblems 3)(designproblem-index problem3)(problem-def 
designproblem3) (difficulty-level high) (no-objs-used 4)(list-objs-involved (create$ 1 2 3 
4)) 
;                     (answers 2 3 4 1) 
;                     (award-score 20 30 30 20) 
;                     (pre-requisite (create$ 0 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3))  
;                     (answers-options options1 options2 options3 options4) 
;                     (answers-options-ans 4 1 2 3) 
;                     (hints 1hint1 30 1hint2 30 1hint3 50 2hint1 30 2hint2 20 2hint3 40 3hint1 
25 3hint2 35 3hint3 42 4hint1 45 4hint2 35 4hint3 30) 
;                      (gaming sup-ex-1 sup-ex-2 sup-ex-3 sup-ex-4) 
;                      (gaming-answers 2 4 1 3) 
;                      (incorrect-obj 5 6) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-options options5 options6) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-ans 3 1 ) 
;                      (incorrect-obj-reason "reason for options5" "reason fro options6")) 
;)  
(defglobal ?*objective-list* = (create$ )) 
; Reading list_of_objectives file and the associate questions, answers and answers-exp 
files to populate the content module 
; with the material required during pre-assessment stage 
(defrule fileread 
    => 
    (bind ?*objective-list* (readfile list_of_objectives.txt)) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (printout t "Total number of objectives considered in the domain: " (length$ 
?*objective-list*) crlf) 
    (printout t crlf) 
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 (bind ?a (length$ ?*objective-list*)) 
    (while (> ?a 0) do 
        (bind ?obj (nth$ ?a ?*objective-list*)) 
        (bind ?index (first$ (explode$ ?obj))) 
        (bind ?index1 (implode$ ?index)) 
        (bind ?filename (str-cat ?index1 questions .txt)) 
        (bind ?questions-array (readfile ?filename)) 
        (assert (testquestions (questions ?questions-array))) 
        (bind ?filename (str-cat ?index1 answers .txt)) 
        (bind ?answers-array (readfile ?filename)) 
        (bind ?len (length$ ?answers-array)) 
        (bind ?i 2) 
        (bind ?answers-array1 (create$ (nth$ 1 ?answers-array))) 
        (while (<= ?i ?len) do 
            (bind ?array-ele (nth$ ?i ?answers-array)) 
            (bind ?answers-array1 (insert$ ?answers-array1 ?i (nth$ 1 (explode$ ?array-ele)))) 
            (bind ?i (+ ?i 1)) 
         ) 
        (assert (testanswers (answers ?answers-array1))) 
        (bind ?filename (str-cat ?index1 answers-exp .txt)) 
        (bind ?answers-array (readfile ?filename)) 
        (assert (testanswers-exp (answers-exp ?answers-array))) 
        (bind ?a (- ?a 1)) 
    ) 
 )   
; Format of test questions and answers in the content module which are used during pre-
assessment stage 
;    (testquestions (questions (create$ "1 interpreting logarithmic axis value" 1question11 
1question12 1question21 1question22 1question31 1question32 1question41 1question42 
1question51 1question52))) 
;    (testquestions (questions (create$ "2 time constant form " 2question11 2question12 
2question21 2question22 2question31 2question32 2question41 2question42))) 
;    (testquestions (questions (create$ "3 Dealing with logarithmic expressions" 
3question11 3question12 3question21 3question22 3question31 3question32 3question41 
3question42))) 
;    (testquestions (questions (create$ "4 Plotting gain vs frequency" 4question11 
4question12 4question21 4question22 4question31 4question32 4question41 
4question42))) 
;    (testquestions (questions (create$ "5 Identification of poles and zeros from transfer 
function" 5question11 5question12 5question21 5question22 5question31 5question32 
5question41 5question42))) 
;    (testquestions (questions (create$ "6 Plotting phase Vs frequency" 6question11 
6question12 6question21 6question22 6question31 6question32 6question41 
6question42)))) 
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;    (testanswers (answers (create$ "1 interpreting logarithmic axis value" 2 1 3 2 1 4 1 2 3 
1))) 
;    (testanswers (answers (create$ "2 time constant form " 1 2 1 2 1 4 1 2))) 
;    (testanswers (answers (create$ "3 Dealing with logarithmic expressions" 2 1 3 2 1 4 1 
2))) 
;    (testanswers (answers (create$ "4 Plotting gain vs frequency" 2 1 3 2 1 4 1 2))) 
;    (testanswers (answers (create$ "5 Identification of poles and zeros from transfer 
function"  2 1 3 2 1 4 1 2))) 
;    (testanswers (answers (create$ "6 Plotting phase Vs frequency" 2 1 3 2 1 4 1 2))) 
 

;MODULE to be loaded during the login stage 

(defmodule student) 
(deftemplate studentn        ; Template to save all the existing usernames 
    (slot studentname)) 
; Pre-loading few user names to show how the system functions to avoid username 
duplicacy 
(deffacts stunamefacts 
    (studentn (studentname x)) 
    (studentn(studentname kavya)) 
    (studentn (studentname kavya1)) 
    (studentn (studentname kavya2))) 
 
;Reads the type of visit entered by the student  
(defrule question 
    (MAIN::initial-fact)     ; MAIN is treated as the coach module 
    =>    
    (bind ?ans (ask-user " Select if a new user or a returning user "   new/returning)) 
    (printout t crlf)              ; prints an empty new line 
    (assert (visittype ?ans)) ; asserting  visit type of the student as a fact 
) 
; Declaring name as a global varaible as the username of the student will be used 
; to create the student module, load and pull out data into/from student module 
(defglobal ?*name* = null) 
 
; If the student is a returning user, focuses the system to studentmodule from login stage 
; to identify the point at which student has left the system during the last visit 
(defrule old 
    (visittype returning) 
    => 
    (printout t "  enter the login details " ) 
    (bind ?*name* (read)) 
    ; verify if the entered details are valid or not 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    ) 
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; If the student is a new user, asks the student to create a  username 
(defrule newstudent 
    (visittype new) 
    => 
    (printout t "select a username") 
    (bind ?*name* (read)) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (status verify)) 
) 
; On creating a new username verifies if the username is already existing 
(defrule duplicate-verification 
    (studentn(studentname ?nae)) 
    ?index1 <-(status verify) 
    (test (eq ?nae ?*name*)) 
    ?index<-(visittype new) 
    => 
    (retract ?index1) 
    (printout t "  username already exists. Please select an another username"  ) 
    (bind ?*name* (read)) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (status verify)) 
     ) 
; After verifying the duplicacy of username and prompting the student to create a unique 
username 
; the rule asserts that the module has verified the duplicacy of the username to proceed 
further 
(defrule studentlogin  
    (studentn(studentname ?nae)) 
    ?index1 <-(status verify) 
    (test (neq ?nae ?*name*)) 
    => 
    (retract ?index1) 
    (assert (status verified)) 
 ) 
; Upon the login stage is completed directs the control of the coach module to student 
module 
; to create a new student module if new user and then directs to pre-assessment stage  
(defrule knowassess 
    (status verified) 
     ?index<-(visittype new) 
    => 
    (assert (studentn (studentname ?*name*))) 
    (assert (studentm ready)) 
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    (focus studentmodule)    ; keyword "focus"""  changes the focus of the coach module 
to student module 
    (focus preassessment) 
    ) 
 

; Pre-assessment MODULE 

(defmodule preassessment) 
 
(defglobal ?*klevel* = null) 
 
; Rule to read the knowledge level of the student 
; Then directs the control to student module to update the studentmodule with the 
student's  
; initial knowledge level 
(defrule quesklevel 
    (student::visittype new) 
     => 
    (printout t "Select if a beginner/intermediate/advanced based on the following list of 
objectives" crlf) 
    (foreach ?obj ?*objective-list* 
        (printout t ?obj crlf)) 
    (bind ?klevel* (read)) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (klevel ?klevel*)) 
    (assert (studentm ready)) 
    (focus studentmodule) 
 ) 
; Based on the student's initial knowledge level  fires one of the following three rules 
 
; Fires this rule if the student selects initial knowledge level as intermediate 
; Directs the coach module control to Qintermediate module 
(defrule directI 
    (klevel intermediate) 
    => 
    (assert (studentm ready)) 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    (assert (teststudent ready)) 
    (focus Qintermediate) 
    ) 
; Fires this rule if the student selects initial knowledge level as beginner 
; Directs the coach module control to Qbeginner module 
(defrule directB 
    (klevel beginner) 
    => 
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    (assert (studentm ready)) 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    (assert (teststudent ready)) 
    (focus Qbeginner) 
    ) 
; Fires this rule if the student selects initial knowledge level as advanced 
; Directs the coach module control to Qadvanced module 
(defrule directA 
    (klevel advanced) 
    => 
    (assert (studentm ready)) 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    (assert (teststudent ready)) 
    (focus Qadvanced) 
 ) 
 

;Learning Style decision MODULE 

(defmodule learningstyle_decision) 
(defglobal ?*cat* = 0) 
 
; When the rule is fired, prompts the student to go to Index of learning styles (ILS) 
questionnaire 
; This rule will be fired only after the student has mastered all the objectives during the 
pre-assessment stage 
(defrule learningstyle 
    (preassessment::decide learning_style) 
    => 
    (printout t  "please follow to the link : http://www.ncsu.edu/felder-public/ILSpage.html 
to provide further answers" crlf) 
    (printout t crlf)     
    (assert (learningdecision process)) 
  ) 
(defrule Lstyle_decision 
    ?index <- (learningdecision process) 
    => 
    (retract ?index) 
    (if (eq (ask-user "Enter yes if you are ready to answer from Felder's report?" yes-no) 
yes) 
     then (assert (learningstyle answer)) 
     else (assert (learningdecision process)))   
    (printout t crlf)    
 )  
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;Extracts result of ILS questionnaire by posing the student with the following 
questionnaire 
;from LSmaterial template  
(defrule LSanalysisAR 
    (learningstyle answer) 
    (not (act/ref $?)) 
    (contentmodule::LSmaterial (LSquestions ?q)(categories active 
reflective)(LSdescription $?descr)) 
     => 
    (facts) 
                                          ; Enquires if the student's preferred learning style is leaning 
towards 
                                          ; active or reflective 
    (bind ?*cat* (ask-user  ?q act-ref)) 
    (assert (enquire score)) 
  ) 
; Fires this rule when in learning style assessment stage and there is no fact act/ref already 
asserted  
(defrule LSanalysisARsco 
    (learningstyle answer) 
    (not (act/ref $?)) 
    ?index <-(enquire score) 
    (contentmodule::LSmaterial (LSquestions ?q)(categories active 
reflective)(LSdescription $?descr)) 
     => 
    (retract ?index) 
                                          ; Enquires the score associated with active/reflective category 
    (bind ?ans (create$  ?*cat* (ask-user "please enter the score" number))) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (act/ref ?ans)) 
    (if (eq (nth$ 1 ?ans) active) 
            then (printout t (nth$ 1 $?descr ) crlf) 
     else        
       (printout t (nth$ 2 $?descr ) crlf)) 
    (printout t crlf)     
) 
; Enquires if the student's preferred learning style is leaning towards sensing/intuitive and 
the score associated                                       
(defrule LSanalysisSI 
    (learningstyle answer) 
    (act/ref $?) 
    (not (sen/intu $?)) 
    (contentmodule::LSmaterial (LSquestions ?q)(categories sensing 
intuitive)(LSdescription $?descr)) 
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     => 
    (bind ?ans (create$ (ask-user ?q sen-int) (ask-user  " please enter the score"  number))) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (sen/intu ?ans)) 
    (if (eq (lowcase (nth$ 1 ?ans)) sensing) 
            then (printout t (nth$ 1 $?descr ) crlf) 
     else        
       (printout t (nth$ 2 $?descr ) crlf) 
    ) 
    (printout t crlf) 
) 
; Enquires if the student's preferred learning style is leaning towards visual/verbal and the 
score associated                                       
(defrule LSanalysisVV 
    (learningstyle answer) 
    (act/ref $?) 
    (sen/intu $?) 
    (not (vis/ver $?)) 
    (contentmodule::LSmaterial (LSquestions ?q)(categories visual verbal)(LSdescription 
$?descr)) 
     => 
    (bind ?ans (create$ (ask-user ?q vis-ver) (ask-user "please enter the score" number))) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (vis/ver ?ans)) 
    (if (eq (lowcase (nth$ 1 ?ans)) visual) 
            then (printout t (nth$ 1 $?descr )crlf) 
     else        
       (printout t (nth$ 2 $?descr ) crlf) 
     ) 
    (printout t crlf) 
 ) 
; Enquires if the student's preferred learning style is leaning towards sequential/global 
and the score associated                                       
(defrule LSanalysisSG 
    (learningstyle answer) 
    (act/ref $?) 
    (sen/intu $?) 
    (vis/ver $?) 
    (not (seq/glo $?)) 
    (contentmodule::LSmaterial (LSquestions ?q)(categories sequential 
global)(LSdescription $?descr)) 
     => 
    (bind ?ans (create$ (ask-user ?q seq-glo) (ask-user "please enter the score" number))) 
    (printout t crlf) 
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    (assert (seq/glo ?ans)) 
    (if (eq (lowcase (nth$ 1 ?ans)) sequential) 
            then (printout t (nth$ 1 $?descr ) crlf) 
     else        
       (printout t (nth$ 2 $?descr ) crlf) 
    ) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (studentm ready)) 
    (focus studentmodule) 
 )    
 

;Sub-module of Preassessment module 

(defmodule Qintermediate) 
; Function to verify if the answer entered by the student is in the required format 
; The function returns TRUE if the answer entered is the format mentioned else returns 
FALSE 
(deffunction is-of-type (?answer ?type) 
    "Check that the answer has the right form" 
    (if ( eq ?type yes-no) then 
      (return (or ( eq ?answer yes) (eq ?answer no) ) )) 
    (if (eq ?type new/returning)then 
        (return (or (eq ?answer new)(eq ?answer returning)))) 
    (if ( eq ?type number) then 
          (return (numberp ?answer) ) ) 
    (if ( eq ?type act-ref) then 
      (return (or ( eq ?answer active) (eq ?answer reflective) ) )) 
    (if ( eq ?type sen-int) then 
      (return (or ( eq ?answer sensing) (eq ?answer intuitive) ) )) 
    (if ( eq ?type vis-ver) then 
      (return (or ( eq ?answer visual) (eq ?answer verbal) ) )) 
    (if ( eq ?type seq-glo) then 
      (return (or ( eq ?answer sequential) (eq ?answer global) ) )) 
 )                                 
 
(defglobal ?*q-load* = 0) 
;Function to display question on the console and repeat the same question if the type of 
answer entered doesn't match the expected type 
(deffunction ask-user ( ?question ?type) 
 ;   "Asks a question, and returns the answer" 
    (bind ?answer " " )     
    (while  (not(is-of-type ?answer ?type)) do 
                             ; Verifies if the last 4 characters of the ?question is .jpg to display the 
image 
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       (if (eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?question) 3) (str-length ?question) ?question) "  .jpg" 
)  
         then  
            (printout t "  Please wait while the next question is loading"  crlf) 
            (printout t crlf) 
            (printout t "  Displaying the question/help in a new window"  crlf) 
                             ; Calls Class1 class to load image containing the question in a java 
Frame 
                             ; and assigns the reference of the frame to global variable ?*q-load*  
            (bind ?*q-load* (new Class1 ?question " set"  )) 
         else    
               (printout t ?question " ") 
       )      
    (if (eq ?type yes-no) then 
        ( printout t "(yes or no) " ) ) 
    (if (eq ?type new/returning) then 
            (printout t "(new or returning)"))           
    (if (eq ?type number) then 
            (printout t "(enter a number)")) 
    (if (eq ?type act-ref) then 
            (printout t "active or reflective")) 
    (if (eq ?type sen-int) then 
            (printout t "sensing or intuitive"))    
    (if (eq ?type vis-ver) then 
            (printout t "visual or verbal"))                     
     else  
         (if (eq ?type seq-glo) then 
            (printout t "sequential or global") 
         ) 
    (if (eq ?type number) then    
           (bind ?answer (read) )              
    else   
           (bind ?answer (lowcase  (read))) ) 
    ) 
    (return ?answer)  
    (printout t crlf)) 
 (defglobal ?*objective* = null) 
(deftemplate mastered 
    (multislot objective)) 
(deftemplate unmastered 
    (multislot objective)) 
 
;If intermediate, enquires about the objectives mastered and not mastered by the student  
;and asserts them 
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 (defrule mastery 
    (student::studentn(studentname ?)) 
    ?index<-(preassessment::teststudent ready) 
    => 
    (retract ?index) 
    (bind ?i 0) 
    (printout t "enter yes if the objective is already mastered else, enter no" crlf) 
     
    (foreach ?obj ?*objective-list* 
        (bind ?i (+ ?i 1)) 
        (if (eq (ask-user ?obj yes-no) yes) then 
             (assert (mastered (objective ?obj ?i))) 
         else 
             (assert (unmastered (objective ?obj ?i))) 
        ) 
     ) 
    (printout t crlf) 
 ) 
;Updates the student module with objectives asserted as mastered  
; then directs to the pre-assessment test in the content module        
(defrule testquest 
    (mastered (objective ?obj ?i)) 
    => 
    (bind ?*objective* ?obj) 
    (assert (studentm ready))   ; for student module 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    (assert (testobj ready ?i))  
    (focus contentmodule) 
 ) 
;Updates the student module with objectives as unmastered  
; then provides learning material from the content module to the objectives unmastered 
(defrule tutoringmaterial 
    (unmastered (objective ?obj ?i)) 
    => 
     (bind ?*objective* ?obj) 
    (assert (studentm ready))   ; for student module 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    (assert (tutor ready ?i)) 
    (focus contentmodule) 
 ) 
 

; Sub-module of preassessment module 

(defmodule Qbeginner) 
(deftemplate unmastered 
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    (multislot objective)) 
;Asserts all the objectives as unmastered 
(defrule mastery 
    (student::studentn(studentname ?)) 
    ?index<-(preassessment::teststudent ready) 
    => 
    (retract ?index) 
    (bind ?i 0) 
    (foreach ?obj ?*objective-list* 
        (bind ?i (+ ?i 1)) 
        (assert (unmastered (objective ?obj ?i))) 
     ) 
 ) 
;Updates the student module with the unmastered objectives and 
;provides the student with the learning material of each objective available in the content 
module  
(defrule testquest 
    (unmastered (objective ?obj ?i)) 
    => 
     (bind ?*objective* ?obj) 
    (assert (studentm ready))   ; for student module 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    (assert (tutor ready ?i)) 
    (focus contentmodule) 
 ) 

;Sub-module of preassessment module 

(defmodule Qadvanced) 
 (deftemplate mastered 
    (multislot objective)) 
;Asserts all objectives as mastered 
(defrule mastery 
    (student::studentn(studentname ?)) 
    ?index<-(preassessment::teststudent ready) 
    => 
    (retract ?index)    
    (bind ?i 0) 
    (foreach ?obj ?*objective-list* 
        (bind ?i (+ ?i 1)) 
         (assert (mastered (objective ?obj ?i))) 
     ) 
 ) 
;Updates the student module with the mastered objectives and 
;Directs the student to the pre-assessment test in the content module 
(defrule testquest 
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    (mastered (objective ?obj ?i)) 
    => 
    (bind ?*objective* ?obj) 
    (assert (studentm ready))   ; for student module 
    (focus studentmodule) 
    (assert (testobj ready ?i))     
    (focus contentmodule) 
 ) 
;Pulls out learning material of the objectives from the content module 
;in the order of priority of the objectives 
;When the student completes going through the learning material, 
;updates the student module saying that the student has mastered the objective 
(defrule contentmodule::tutoring_material 
    (or (and ?index<- (Qintermediate::unmastered (objective ?objective ?i)) ?index1<-
(Qintermediate::tutor ready ?i))  
    (and ?index<-(Qbeginner::unmastered (objective ?objective ?i)) ?index1<-
(Qbeginner::tutor ready ?i))(and ?index <-(unmastered ?objective ?i) ?index1<-(tutor 
ready ?i)))  
    => 
    (bind ?j ?i) 
    (retract ?index1) 
    (bind ?obj ?objective) 
    (retract ?index) 
 
    (printout t "  tutoring material for " ?obj crlf) 
    (printout t " PLEASE DO NOT CLOSE THE WINDOW MANUALLY by using the 
explorer controls" crlf) 
    (printout t " Either click on the button when done or just proceed by answering the 
prompts" crlf) 
     
    (printout t crlf) 
    (printout t "PLEASE WAIT WHILE THE learning material in the form of pdf IS 
LOADING" crlf) 
                                          ; Calls Simplepdf java class to load the pdf containg 
                                          ; learning material of the objective in a java Frame 
                                          ; assigns reference of the frame created to ?img_load 
    (bind ?img-load (new Simplepdf (str-cat ?obj .pdf)))  
     
    (if (eq (ask-user "Are you done with the reading part?" yes-no) yes)  then 
        (?img-load dispose) 
                                         ; By setting visibility of frame reference to FALSE,  
                                         ; Frame which was displayed will disappear        
        (?img-load setVisible FALSE) 
         (assert (mastered ?obj ?j)) 
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         (assert (testobj ready ?j)) 
     else 
        (?img-load dispose) 
        (?img-load setVisible FALSE) 
        (assert (unmastered ?obj ?j)) 
        (assert (tutor ready ?j)) 
      ) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (assert (studentm ready)) 
    (focus studentmodule) 
 ) 
; Repeat count variable to keep track number of times the student has repeated going 
through  
; the learning material because of not reaching the threshold score set 
(defglobal ?*repeat_cnt* = 0) 
(defglobal ?*q-load1* = null) 
;Pulls out test questions from the content module in the order of objectives priority 
; and compares the answers entered by the student with the expert's answers in the 
content module 
(defrule contentmodule::testQ 
   (or (and ?index1<-(Qintermediate::mastered (objective ?objective ?i)) ?index<-
(Qintermediate::testobj ready ?i)) 
    (and ?index1<-(Qadvanced::mastered (objective ?objective ?i)) ?index<-
(Qadvanced::testobj ready ?i))(and ?index1<-(mastered ?objective ?i) ?index<-(testobj 
ready ?i))) 
   (testquestions (questions $?questions)) 
    (testanswers (answers $?answers)) 
    (testanswers-exp (answers-exp $?answers-exp)) 
    (test (eq (nth$ 1 $?questions) ?objective)) 
    (test (eq (nth$ 1 $?answers) ?objective)) 
    (test (eq (nth$ 1 $?answers-exp) ?objective)) 
    => 
    (bind ?pq ?i) 
    (retract ?index) 
    (retract ?index1) 
    (bind ?i 0) 
    (foreach ?qu $?questions 
    (bind ?i (+ ?i 1))) 
     
    (bind ?m 0)              ; number of questions not answers correctly even after using 
multiple trials 
    (bind ?a null) 
    (bind ?ij 2)              ; starting index to questions/answers 
    (bind ?c 0)              ; random question number 
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    (bind ?l 2)              ; lengh of array representing number of questions posed 
    (bind ?ques (create$)) ; array listing question numbers of questions that are already 
posed 
 
    (while (<= ?l  ?i) do 
       (bind ?len (length$ ?ques)) 
       (bind ?k  0) 
                                      ; To pull out questions of an objective from the content module 
                                      ; in a random order                              
       (if (eq (mod ?c ?*trialqn*) 0) then 
           (bind ?c (?*rand* nextInt (+ ?i 1))) 
                                     ; If the random number generated is already being generated or 
refers 
                                     ; to the index of the same type question 
                                     ; then repeat the process of creating a new random number 
                                     ; within the limits specified (maximum limit is equal to total 
number of questions ) 
           (while (or (subsetp (create$ ?c) ?ques) (< ?c 2) (neq (mod ?c ?*trialqn*) 0)) do 
                    (bind ?c (?*rand* nextInt (+ ?i 1))) ; verifying if the similar question has 
been already posed 
            ) 
          (bind ?ques (insert$ ?ques (+ ?len 1) ?c)) 
       ) 
      (bind ?j 1) ;trial number 
                                           ; Poses the test question of the objective in a new window 
                                           ; using the function ask-user 
                                          ; Also verifies if the answer submitted by the student 
                                          ; is equal to the expert's answer in the content module 
      (if (eq (ask-user (nth$ ?c $?questions) number)  (nth$ ?c $?answers)) then  
            (printout t "you have entered a correct answer" crlf) 
            (printout t crlf) 
            (bind ?ques-in (nth$ ?c $?questions)) 
             
            (if (eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?ques-in) 3) (str-length ?ques-in) ?ques-in) ".jpg")  
then             
                 (?*q-load* setVisible FALSE)) 

              ; If the question which was just posed is a question of same type of the 
previous question then 

                             ; as the answer is correct, incorrect answers count which was 
incremented before will be compensated 
            (if (neq (mod ?c ?*trialqn*) 0) then 
                (bind ?m (- ?m 1)) 
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                (bind ?c (- ?c 1)) 
             ) 
      else                   ;; If the student submits an incorrect answer   gives 2 more chances to 
answer the question  
            (printout t "You have enetered a wrong answer. Please try again. You can try upto 
2times" crlf) 
            (printout t crlf) 
            (printout t "you have" (- 3 ?j) "trials left" crlf) 
            (while (<= ?j 2) do                     
                    (printout t "enter your trial" ?j "answer ") 
                    (bind ?a (read)) 
                    (printout t crlf) 
                    (if (eq ?a (nth$ ?c $?answers)) then 
                        (printout t "correct answer" crlf) 
                        (bind ?ques-in (nth$ ?c $?questions)) 
                        (if (eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?ques-in) 3) (str-length ?ques-in) ?ques-in) 
".jpg")   then             
                            (?*q-load* setVisible FALSE) 
                      ) 
                    (break) 
                    else 
                       (printout t "incorrect answer" crlf) 
                    ) 
                                     ; If the student couldn't answer the question in a given set of trails 
                                     ; a brief explanation of the objective associate with the question 
will be displayed in a new window 
                (if (eq ?j 2) then  
                      (bind ?expin (+ (round (/ ?c 2)) 1) 
                ) 
                    (if   (neq (mod ?c ?*trialqn*) 0) then 
                      (bind ?exp (nth$ (- ?expin 1) $?answers-exp)) 
                    else 
                     (bind ?exp (nth$ ?expin $?answers-exp)) 
                    ) 
                    (printout t crlf) 
                    (if (eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?exp) 3) (str-length ?exp) ?exp) ".jpg")   then  
                       (printout t "Please wait while the explanation is loading" crlf) 
                       (bind ?*q-load1* (new Class1 ?exp "set")) 
                        (bind ?rep no) 
                        (while (eq ?rep no) do 
                           (bind ?rep (ask-user "Are you done with the reading" yes-no)) 
                        ) 
                        (?*q-load1* setVisible FALSE) 
                    else    
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                       (printout t "expected answer is based on the explanation : " ?exp crlf) 
                    ) 
                                          ; After the student has completed reading the explanation, 
                                          ; the test question will disappear 
                    (printout t crlf) 
                    (bind ?ques-in (nth$ ?c $?questions)) 
                    (if (eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?ques-in) 3) (str-length ?ques-in) ?ques-in) 
".jpg")   then             
                        (?*q-load* setVisible FALSE) 
                    )                       
                ) 
                (bind ?j (+ ?j 1)) 
            ) 
        ) 
        (if (eq ?j 3) then                ;number of trials used for each question is more than 3 
             (bind ?m (+ ?m 1))      ; increments number of incorrect answers 
             (bind ?l (+ ?l 1))          
             (bind ?c (+ ?c 1))        ; increments the index value to questions to pull 
                                                 ; out a question of same type from the content module 
             (printout t "trials = " ?j " wrong questions = " ?m crlf)             
        else                                   ; keeps track of total number of questions posed including 
the 
                                                ; the questions of same type which were skipped if the 
student has 
                                                ; answered the corresponding question within the given 
number of trials 
             (bind ?l (- ?l (mod ?l ?*trialqn*))) 
             (bind ?l (+ ?l ?*trialqn*)) 
        ) 
                                               ; If the student has answered more than 3 questions 
incorrectly, 
                                               ; the student will be redirected to the the corresponding 
objective's  
                                               ; learning material and the student module will be updated  
                                              ;  by asserting that the student has unmastered the objective 
        (if (> ?m 3) then  
            (bind ?*repeat_cnt* (+ ?*repeat_cnt* 1)) 
            (if (eq ?*repeat_cnt* 1) then 
                (printout t "please review the tutoring material once again" crlf) 
                (printout t "Concentrate more on the details" crlf) 
             else  
                    (if (eq ?*repeat_cnt* 2) then 
                       (printout t "please review the tutoring material once again" crlf) 
                       (printout t "This would be your last chance to continue" crlf) 
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                    else  
                       (if (>= ?*repeat_cnt* 3) then 
                             (printout t crlf) 
                             (printout t "please see your instructor for personal tutoring and to 
continue further" crlf) 
                       ) 
                    ) 
              ) 
; If the student was not redirected to the learning material for more than 2 ;times because 
;of not reaching the set threshold score, the system asserts the facts shown to pull out the  
;Corresponding objective’s learning material                                       
             (if (< ?*repeat_cnt* 3) then 
               (assert (unmastered ?objective ?pq)) 
               (assert (tutor ready ?pq)) 
               (assert (studentm ready)) 
               (focus studentmodule) 
             else     ; If the student was redirected to the learning material for more than 2 
;times because of not reaching the set threshold score, the system gets suspended 
                        
                (halt) 
            )  
           (break) 
         ) 
 
    ) 
   ; If the student has answered less than 3 questions only incorrectly, then the student 
module will 
   ; be updated by asserting that the student has vmastered the corresponding objective 
   ; vmastered -- Student's mastery over the objective has been verified  
   ;                    and student has passed the test                                          
   (if (<= ?m  2) then ;out of total questions, atleast questions-> (total-2) must be 
answered correctly  
                                 ;to pass the session 
       (assert (vmastered ?objective ?pq))) 
  ;when waits till end of quiz for each objective 
      (assert (studentm ready)) 
      (focus studentmodule) 
   ) 
 

; Design problems MODULE 

(defmodule designproblems) 
 
; Every Students' record in Student MODULE as a separate template 
(defmodule studentmodule) 
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 (deftemplate studenttemplate 
    (slot student_name) 
    (slot student_id) 
    (slot initial_knowledgelevel) 
    (multislot mastered_objectives)(multislot unmastered_objectives) 
    (multislot vmastered_objectives) 
    (multislot learning_style) 
    (multislot problems-solved)(multislot problems-score) 
 ) 
; Initializes a new student record when a new username is being created 
(defrule studentname 
    (declare (auto-focus TRUE)) 
    (student::studentn (studentname ?*name*)) 
    => 
   (assert (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*))) 
 ) 
; Updates the student record of the user with initial knowledge level      
(defrule studentname_klevel 
    (declare (auto-focus TRUE)) 
    (student::studentn (studentname ?*name*)) 
    (or ?index <-(preassessment::studentm ready) ?index<-(contentmodule::studentm 
ready )) 
    ?level <-(preassessment::klevel ?knowledgelevel) 
    ?student_record <- (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                             (student_id ?id) 
                                                             (initial_knowledgelevel ?knowledge) 
                                                             (learning_style $?preferred) 
                                    
(mastered_objectives $?mastered)                                   
(unmastered_objectives $?unmastered)                               
(vmastered_objectives $?vmastered)) 
    => 
    (modify ?student_record (initial_knowledgelevel ?knowledgelevel))) 

;Updates the student record by interpreting the answers entered 

; by the student after answering ILS questionnaire 
(defrule learning_style 
    (declare (auto-focus TRUE)) 
    ?index <- (learningstyle_decision::studentm ready) 
    (learningstyle_decision::act/ref $?ans)  
    (learningstyle_decision::sen/intu $?ans1) 
    (learningstyle_decision::vis/ver $?ans2) 
    (learningstyle_decision::seq/glo $?ans3) 
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    ?student_record <- (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                            (student_id ?id) 
                                                            (initial_knowledgelevel ?knowledge) 
                                                            (learning_style $?preferred)                                                                               
                           (mastered_objectives $?mastered) 
                                                            (unmastered_objectives $?unmastered) 
             (vmastered_objectives $?vmastered))         
   => 
    (retract ?index) 
    (bind ?i 0) 
    (bind ?sco (nth$ 2 ?ans )) 
    (printout t "LS score : " ?sco crlf) 
    ; If the score is between 1 and 5 then the student's preferred 
    ; learning style is considered to be both active and reflective 
    ;If the score is greater than 7 then the student's preferred learning style 
    ; is the one towards which his/her score was leaning towards 
    (if (and (>= ?sco 1) (<= ?sco 5)) then 
       (bind ?ans (create$ active reflective)) 
    else 
        (bind ?ans (create$ (nth$ 1 ?ans))) 
    ) 
    (bind ?sco (nth$ 2 ?ans1 )) 
        ; If the score is between 1 and 5 then the student's preferred 
    ; learning style is considered to be both sensing and intuitive 
    (if (and (>= ?sco 1) (<= ?sco 5) ) then 
        (bind ?ans1 (create$ sensing intuitive)) 
    else 
        (bind ?ans1 (create$ (nth$ 1 ?ans1)))         
    ) 
    (bind ?sco (nth$ 2 ?ans2 ))     
        ; If the score is between 1 and 5 then the student's preferred 
    ; learning style is considered to be both visual and verbal 
    (if (and (>= ?sco 1) (<= ?sco 5) ) then 
        (bind ?ans2 (create$ visual verbal)) 
    else 
       (bind ?ans2 (create$ (nth$ 1 ?ans2)))         
    )         
     (bind ?sco (nth$ 2 ?ans3 ))     
        ; If the score is between 1 and 5 then the student's preferred 
    ; learning style is considered to be both sequential and global 
     (if (and (>= ?sco 1) (<= ?sco 5) ) then 
        (bind ?ans3 (create$ sequential global)) 
     else 
        (bind ?ans3 (create$ (nth$ 1 ?ans3)))         
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     ) 
   
    (bind ?ls (create$ ?ans ?ans1 ?ans2 ?ans3)) 
    (modify ?student_record (learning_style ?ls)) 
  ) 
;Updates the student record with the list of objectives the student says has mastery over 
(defrule mastered_obj 
    (declare (auto-focus TRUE)) 
    (or ?index <-(preassessment::studentm ready) ?index <-(Qintermediate::studentm 
ready) ?index <-(Qadvanced::studentm ready) ?index<- (contentmodule::studentm ready 
)) 
    (or(or ?index1<-(Qintermediate::mastered (objective ?objective ?i)) 
     ?index1<-(Qadvanced::mastered (objective ?objective ?i))) 
     ?index1<-(contentmodule::mastered ?objective ?i)) 
    ?student_record <- (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                            (student_id ?id) 
                                                            (initial_knowledgelevel ?knowledge) 
                                                            (learning_style $?preferred)                                                                               
                           (mastered_objectives $?mastered) 
                                                            (unmastered_objectives $?unmastered) 
             (vmastered_objectives $?vmastered))         
    => 
    (bind ?a ?index1) 
    (retract ?index) 
    (bind ?len (length$ ?mastered)) 
    (bind ?j (- (length$ ?*objective-list*) (- ?i 1))) 
    (if (not (member$ ?objective (explode$ (nth$ 1 $?mastered)))) then 
          (modify ?student_record (mastered_objectives  
          (insert$ $?mastered (+ ?len 1) (implode$ (create$ ?a ?j ?objective))))) 
    ) 
 ) 
;Updates the student record with the list of objectives the student has not mastered     
(defrule unmastered_obj 
    (declare (auto-focus TRUE)) 
    (or ?index <-(preassessment::studentm ready)?index <-(Qintermediate::studentm 
ready) ?index <-(Qbeginner::studentm ready) ?index<- (contentmodule::studentm ready 
)) 
    (or(or ?index1<-(Qintermediate::unmastered (objective ?objective ?i)) 
     ?index1<-(Qbeginner::unmastered (objective ?objective ?i))) 
     ?index1<-(contentmodule::unmastered ?objective ?i)) 
    ?student_record <- (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                            (student_id ?id) 
                                                            (initial_knowledgelevel ?knowledge) 
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                                                            (learning_style $?preferred)                                                                               
                           (mastered_objectives $?mastered) 
                                                            (unmastered_objectives $?unmastered) 
             (vmastered_objectives $?vmastered))         
 
    => 
    (bind ?a ?index1) 
    (retract ?index) 
    (bind ?j (- (length$ ?*objective-list*) (- ?i 1))) ; To show objective number in the 
student module 
    (bind ?len (length$ ?unmastered)) 
    (if (not (member$ ?objective (explode$ (nth$ 1 $?unmastered)))) then  ;to avoid 
duplication of same fact in the same multislot field 
        (modify ?student_record (unmastered_objectives  
        (insert$ $?unmastered (+ ?len 1) (implode$ (create$ ?a ?j ?objective))))) 
    ) 
) 
;Updates the student record with the problems solved during the validation stage 
(defrule solved-problems 
     ?index <- (designproblems::solved ?prob) 
    ?student_record <- (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                             (problems-solved $?problems))    
    => 
    (if (not (subsetp (create$ ?prob) $?problems)) then 
         (modify ?student_record (problems-solved (insert$ $?problems 1 ?prob))) 
         (retract ?index) 
    )     
 ) 
;Updates the student record with the score earned by the student for each design problem 
; during the validation stage 
(defrule solved-problems-score 
     ?index <- (designproblems::problem-score $?prob-score) 
    ?student_record <- (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                             (problems-solved $?problems) 
                                                             (problems-score $?pscore))     
    => 
    (if (eq (nth$ 1 $?prob-score) (nth$ 1 $?problems)) then 
           (modify ?student_record (problems-score (insert$ $?pscore 1 (nth$ 2 $?prob-
score)))) 
           (retract ?index) 
           (assert (direct test)) 
    )         
 ) 
 ;Updates the student record with the list of  objectives  
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;the coach module has verified the student's mastery 
;and the student has passed the test 
;When the coach module completes the student's mastery over all the objectives and 
;if the student passes all the tests during the pre-assessment stage 
;then the control will be given to preassessment module 
;to identify the student's learning styles 
(defrule vmastered_obj 
    (declare (auto-focus TRUE)) 
    (or ?index <-(preassessment::studentm ready)  
          ?index<- (contentmodule::studentm ready )) 
    ?index1<-(contentmodule::vmastered ?objective ?i) 
    ?student_record <- (studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                            (student_id ?id) 
                                                            (initial_knowledgelevel ?knowledge) 
                                                            (learning_style $?preferred)                                                                               
                           (mastered_objectives $?mastered) 
                                                            (unmastered_objectives $?unmastered) 
             (vmastered_objectives $?vmastered))         
    => 
    (bind ?a ?index1) 
    (bind ?vi ?i) 
    (retract ?index) 
    (retract ?index1) 
    (bind ?j (- (length$ ?*objective-list*) (- ?vi 1))) 
    (bind ?len (length$ ?vmastered)) 
    (bind ?*repeat_cnt* 0) 
    (modify ?student_record (vmastered_objectives (insert$ $?vmastered (+ ?len 1) 
(implode$ (create$ ?a ?j ?objective))))) 
    (if (eq  ?len (- (length$ ?*objective-list*) 1)) then 
        (assert (direct test)) 
        (focus preassessment) 
    ) 
 ) 
;Decides the difficulty level of next design problem based on the student's score in the 
current design problem 
;Directs the coach module control to preassessment module if the student  
;has vmastered all the objectives 
;Provides information to the design problem module if the student is entering the 
validation stage 
;for the first time or is reentering after being redirected to the learning stage 
;because of poor performance 
(defrule preassessment::directtest 
    ?index <- (studentmodule::direct test) 
    (studentmodule::studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
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                                                        (learning_style $?preferred) 
                                                        (vmastered_objectives $?obj) 
                                                        (problems-score $?score)) 
    => 
    (printout t "length of vmastery : " (length$ ?obj) crlf) ; for testing purpose 
    (if (= (length$ ?obj) (length$ ?*objective-list*)) then 
         (if (eq (length$ ?preferred) 0) then                     
              (assert (decide learning_style)) 
              (focus learningstyle_decision) 
             (focus studentmodule)             
        else    
           (bind ?p-score (nth$ 1 ?score)) 
           (if (> (length$ ?score) 0) then 
               (if (>= ?p-score 75) then 
                   (assert (difficultylevel high))                     
                else  
                    (if (< ?p-score 40) then 
                        (assert (difficultylevel low)) 
                    else  
                        (assert (difficultylevel moderate)) 
                     ) 
                 ) 
            else 
               (assert (difficultylevel moderate)) 
             )             
            (if (and (> ?*hint-no* 0) (< ?*hint-no* 4)) then 
                (assert (problem reenter)) 
                (assert (designproblems::wait answer)) 
                (printout t "Now you are redirected to the design problem you were working 
on" crlf) 
            else  
                (if (> ?*hint-no* 3) then 
                    (assert (problem reenter)) 
                    (printout t "Now you are redirected to the design problem you were working 
on" crlf) 
                ) 
            )     
            (retract ?index)    
           (focus designproblems) 
         ) 
    else  
        (focus contentmodule) 
    ) 
) 
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(deftemplate designproblems::progress 
    (multislot objective-selection) 
) 
(defglobal ?*prob-load* = null) 
;Prompts the student when giving out a new design problem 
;Suspends the system when the student has completed solving all the problems in the 
content module based on his performance 
(defrule designproblems::lowprobs 
    (preassessment::difficultylevel ?level) 
    (contentmodule::designproblems (designproblem-index ?pindex) 
                                                      (difficulty-level ?level)) 
    (not (progress (objective-selection $?sel))) 
    ?student_record <- (studentmodule::studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                                                     (problems-solved $?problems) 
                                                                                     (problems-score $?pscore)) 
    => 
    (bind ?old-ques (nth$ 1 ?problems)) 
    ;(if   (eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?old-ques) 3) (str-length ?old-ques) ?old-ques) 
".jpg")  then      
    ;      (?*prob-laod* dispose)        
    ;      (?*prob-load* setVisible FALSE) 
    ;) 
      
    (if  (not (subsetp (create$ ?pindex) $?problems)) then 
        (bind ?status probs-not-exhausted) 
    else 
        (bind ?status probs-exhausted) 
     ) 
    (if (eq ?status probs-not-exhausted) then 
        (printout t "You will be given a new problem very shortly" crlf) 
     else       
        (printout t "End of Tutoring as there are no more problems matching your 
knowledge level...Please see your instructor" crlf) 
        (bind ?total-sco 0) 
        (foreach ?sco $?pscore 
            (bind ?total-sco (+ ?total-sco ?sco)) 
         ) 
        (printout t "YOUR TOTAL SCORE is: " (round ?total-sco) "  out of " (* 100 
(length$ ?pscore))  "  including the extra credit points"crlf) 
        (halt) 
      ) 
  ) 
;Based on the difficulty level of the problem, randomly selects a design problem from the 
content module 
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 (defrule designproblems::init 
    (preassessment::difficultylevel ?level) 
    ;(not (preassessment::problem reenter)) 
    (not (progress (objective-selection $?sel))) 
    (contentmodule::designproblems (totalproblems ?tot-probs) 
                                                       (designproblem-index ?pindex) 
                                                       (difficulty-level ?level) 
                                                       (no-objs-used ?n) 
                                                       (list-objs-involved $?list) 
                                                      (problem-def ?ques)) 
    ?student_record <- (studentmodule::studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                                                     (problems-solved $?problems) 
                                                                                     (problems-score $?pscore)) 
    (test (not (subsetp (create$ ?pindex) $?problems))) 
    => 
    (bind ?tot-probs-solved (length$ $?problems)) 
    (if (eq ?tot-probs ?tot-probs-solved)  then 
         (printout t "END OF TUTORING. HOPE YOU HAVE MASTERED THE 
DOMAIN" crlf) 
         (bind ?total-sco 0) 
        (foreach ?sco $?pscore 
            (bind ?total-sco (+ ?total-sco ?sco)) 
         ) 
        (printout t crlf) 
        (printout t "YOUR TOTAL SCORE is: " (round ?total-sco) "  out of " (* 100 
(length$ ?pscore)) "  including the extra credit points"crlf) 
        (halt) 
     ) 
    (assert (progress (objective-selection (create$)))) 
    (assert (select-next-objective)) 
    (assert (preassessment::problem null)) 
    (assert (solving ?pindex)) 
    (bind ?*score* 0) 
 ) 
 (defglobal ?*re-ent-ans* = 0) 
(defglobal ?*prob-load1* = null) 
;Verifies if the student is taking appropriate actions while solving the given 
;design problem (selecting an objective whose prerequisites are either being solved or 
;there are no prerequisities) 
(defrule designproblems::askquestions 
     (or ?index <- (preassessment::difficultylevel ?level) ?index <- (select-next-objective 
?pindex))  
     ?in <-  (progress (objective-selection $?sel))  
     ?pin <- (solving ?pindex)     
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    (contentmodule::designproblems (designproblem-index ?pindex) 
                                                      (difficulty-level ?level) 
                                                      (no-objs-used ?n) 
                                                      (list-objs-involved $?list) 
                                                      (problem-def ?ques) 
                                                      (incorrect-obj-options $?incor-obj-options) 
                                                      (incorrect-obj $?incor-obj) 
                                                      (incorrect-obj-ans $?incor-obj-ans)  
                                                      (incorrect-obj-reason $?incor-obj-reas) 
                                                     (pre-requisite $?pre-req)) 
 
    => 
    (retract ?index)        
    ; Loading the design problem in a new window 
    (if (and (eq (length$ ?sel) 0) (neq ?*re-ent-ans* no)(eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?ques) 
3) (str-length ?ques) ?ques) ".jpg"))  then             
            (printout t "Please wait while the image is loading " ?ques crlf) 
            (bind ?*prob-load* (new Class1 (str-cat ?pindex \ ?ques) "set")) 
     else 
            (printout t ?ques crlf) 
      )   
    (bind ?l1 (length$ ?sel)) 
    (bind ?status no) 
    ;When the student completes solving all sub steps(objectives) of the given problem 
    ; the design problem question will disapper and the student record will be 
    ;updated with the score earned and the index of the problem which is completed 
    (if (eq ?n (length$ $?sel))  then 
         (printout t "all the required objectives are being solved. Problem is completed" crlf) 
         (assert (problem-score (create$ ?pindex ?*score*))) 
         (assert (solved ?pindex))    
         ; At the end of each problem closes the image files open 
         (if (eq (sub-string (- (str-length ?ques) 3) (str-length ?ques) ?ques) ".jpg")  then     
                 (?*prob-load* dispose)         
                 (?*prob-load* setVisible FALSE) 
         )       
         (?*prob-load1* dispose) 
         (?*prob-load1* setVisible FALSE) 
         (bind  ?*hint-no* 0) 
         (retract ?pin) 
         (retract ?in) 
         (focus studentmodule) 
         (bind ?status proceed) 
         (break) 
      ) 
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      (foreach ?obj ?*objective-list* 
          (printout t ?obj crlf) 
      ) 
     (while (neq ?status proceed) do       
         (if (or (neq (length$ ?sel) 0) (eq ?*re-ent-ans* no))  then 
            (?*prob-load1* dispose) 
             (?*prob-load1* setVisible FALSE) 
             (bind ?*re-ent-ans* 0) 
          )   
         (bind ?i (ask-user "please select the associated objective number from the above list 
to start working on the problem" number))   
         (bind ?ans (ask-user "do you want to continue with the selection?" yes-no)) 
         (printout t crlf) 
         (if (eq ?ans yes) then 
;verifies if the selected objective is already being solved by comparing the selected 
;objective with the list of objectives already being solved 
             (if (subsetp (create$  ?i)  $?list)  then  
                      (if (subsetp (create$ ?i) $?sel) then 
                             (printout t "You have already dealt with this objective;" crlf) 
                      else  
                             (bind ?obj-prereq 1) 
                             (bind ?k (member$ ?i ?list)) 
                             (if (neq ?i (nth$ 1 ?pre-req)) then  
                                  (bind ?ind 1) 
                                  (while (< ?ind ?k) do 
                                      (bind ?obj-prereq (+ ?obj-prereq (nth$ ?obj-prereq ?pre-req))) 
                                      (bind ?obj-prereq (+ 1 ?obj-prereq)) 
                                      (bind ?ind (+ ?ind 1)) 
                                   ) 
                               ) 
                              (bind ?no-prereqs (nth$ ?obj-prereq ?pre-req)) 
                              (bind ?prereq-upper-limit (+ ?obj-prereq ?no-prereqs))     
                              (if (neq ?no-prereqs 0)  then 
                                   (bind ?lis-in (+ ?obj-prereq 1)) 
                                   (bind ?pre-req-match 0) 
                                   (while (<= ?lis-in ?prereq-upper-limit) do 
                                        (bind ?comp (nth$ ?lis-in ?pre-req)) 
                                        (if (subsetp (create$ ?comp) $?sel) then 
                                            (bind ?pre-req-match (+ ?pre-req-match 1)) 
                                         ) 
                                        (bind ?lis-in (+ ?lis-in 1)) 
                                    ) 
                                    (if (eq ?no-prereqs ?pre-req-match) then 
                                        (bind ?status proceed) 
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                                    else  
                                        (printout t "The objective you have selected has a prerequisite 
objective to be solved" crlf) 
                                     )                          
                            
                              else  
                                   (bind ?status proceed) 
                              ) 
                      ) 
             else 
                 (if (subsetp (create$ ?i) ?incor-obj) then 
                      (bind ?inco (member$ ?i ?incor-obj)) 
                      (printout t "please select one of the options to explain the reason for the 
selection : "  crlf) 
                      (bind ?ans (ask-user (str-cat ?pindex \ (nth$ ?inco ?incor-obj-options)) 
number)) 
                      (?*q-load* dispose) 
                      (?*q-load* setVisible FALSE)  
                      (if (eq ?ans (nth$ ?inco ?incor-obj-ans)) then 
                           (printout t " you have selected the correct explanation for the selected 
objective but,")                               
                       else  
                           (printout t "you have selected an incorrect explanation for the objective 
selected. ") 
                           (bind ?*score* (- ?*score* 5) )   
                       ) 
                       (printout t " The objective is not relevant to this problem due to the 
following reasonn " crlf) 
                       (printout t (nth$ ?inco ?incor-obj-reas) crlf) 
                   else  
                       (printout t "Not a valid selection: Selected option is not available" crlf)  
                 ) 
             ) 
         )     
     ) 
    (bind ?*prob-load1* (new Class1 (str-cat ?pindex \ objective ?i .jpg) "set")) 
    (modify ?in (objective-selection (insert$ $?sel 1 ?i)))     
    (assert (wait answer)) 
    (bind ?*hint-no* 0) 
    (assert (preassessment::problem null)) 
 ) 
;Verifies if the answers enetered by the student to the sub steps of the problem are correct 
or not 
;If incorrect, provides hint sequences based on the trial number 
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;While giving hint sequences verifies if the student is gaming or not  
;If it detects that the student is  gaming, confirms if the student is really gaming 
;If the student is gaming reduces 25% of score as penalty 
;Based on the student's answer and the trial number grades the student's performance 
(defglobal ?*hint-load* = null) 
(defrule designproblems::answer_entry 
    ?index <- (wait answer)  
    ?index2<- (preassessment::problem ?re) 
    ?index1 <- (progress (objective-selection $?sel)) 
    (contentmodule::designproblems(designproblem-index ?pindex) 
                                                     (difficulty-level ?level) 
                                                     (no-objs-used ?n) 
                                                     (list-objs-involved $?list) 
                                                     (problem-def ?ques) 
                                                    (answers $?answer) 
                                                    (hints $?hint) 
                                                    (answers-options $?options) 
                                                    (answers-options-ans $?options-ans) 
                                                    (award-score $?a-score) 
                                                   (learning-style-asso-category $?asso-learn-style)) 
     ?index3 <- (solving ?pindex) 
    ?student_record <- (studentmodule::studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                                                     (student_id ?id) 
                                                                                     (initial_knowledgelevel 
?knowledge) 
                                                                                     (learning_style $?preferred) 
                                                             
(mastered_objectives $?mastered)                         
(unmastered_objectives $?unmastered)                                                            
(vmastered_objectives $?vmastered))     
    => 
    (bind ?reent ?re) 
    (retract ?index) 
    (retract ?index2) 
    (bind ?ans null) 
    (bind ?h ?*hint-no*) 
    (bind ?stat verify) 
    (bind ?obj-pos (member$ (nth$ 1 $?sel) ?list) ) 
    (printout t "obj-pos: " ?obj-pos crlf )  ; for testing purpose 
    (bind ?h-seq (* (- ?obj-pos 1) 6)) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (if (eq ?h 0) then        
        (bind ?ans (ask-user "please enter your answer for the selected objective"  number )) 
    ) 
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    (bind ?gaming-status null) 
    (while (eq ?stat verify) do 
        (if (or (eq ?ans  (nth$ ?obj-pos ?answer)) (eq ?gaming-status gaming))  then 
            (printout t "select one of the following reasonings to support your answer" crlf) 
            (bind ?ans-conf (ask-user (str-cat ?pindex \ (nth$ (member$ (nth$ 1 $?sel) $?list) 
$?options)) number)) 
            (?*q-load* dispose) 
            (?*q-load* setVisible FALSE)   
            (if (eq ?ans-conf (nth$ (member$ (nth$ 1 $?sel) $?list) $?options-ans)) then 
                (printout t "correct answer" crlf) 
                (bind ?*score* (+ ?*score* (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score))) 
                (if (eq ?gaming-status gaming) then 
                     (printout t crlf) 
                     (printout t "Apologise for suspecting as gaming the system" crlf) 
                     (bind ?gaming-status notgaming) 
                     (if (eq ?ans  (nth$ ?obj-pos ?answer)) then 
                          (assert (select-next-objective ?pindex)) 
                        ; adding 50% of points as extra credit 
                          (if (not (subsetp (explode$ (nth$ ?obj-pos $?asso-learn-style)) 
$?preferred)) then 
                              (bind ?*score* (+ ?*score* (* 0.5 (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score)))) 
                          )                         
                          (bind ?stat verified) 
                          (bind ?ans null) 
                     else 
                          (bind ?ans (ask-user "you have entered a correct reasoing but a wrong 
choice, please select the correct option " number))              
                     ) 
                else  
                    (if (> ?h 3) then 
                        (assert (supplementary practice)) 
                        (bind ?stat hints-exhausted) 
                        (break) 
                    else  
                        ; adding 50% of points as extra credit 
                       (if (not (subsetp (explode$ (nth$ ?obj-pos $?asso-learn-style)) 
$?preferred)) then 
                             (bind ?*score* (+ ?*score* (* 0.5 (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score)))) 
                       ) 
                      (assert (select-next-objective ?pindex))  
                      (bind ?stat verified) 
                    ) 
                )                      
            else 
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               (bind ?ans null) 
               (if (> ?h 3) then 
                    (printout t crlf) 
                    (printout t "The correct option is : " (nth$ (member$ (nth$ 1 $?sel) $?list) 
$?options-ans) crlf) 
                    ; if selects incorrect support answer negate total score of the objective  
                    ; total - 5% - 15% - 25% - 35% = 20% 
                    (bind ?*score* (- ?*score* (* 0.2 (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score))))                        
                    (assert (supplementary practice)) 
                    (bind ?stat hints-exhausted) 
                    (break) 
               ) 
            )  
           (if (eq ?gaming-status gaming) then 
                    (assert (gaming yes)) 
                    (bind ?stat gaming) 
                ; Pays penality of 25% points for gaming 
                   (bind ?*score* (- ?*score* (* 0.25 (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score))))              
                   (break) 
            )                   
        else  
            (if (neq ?reent reenter) then 
                (printout t "you have entered an incorrect answer" crlf) 
            ) 
        ; if the answer of this objective is not a prerequisite for next objective then pose the 
question below else just give the hints directly 
           (if (eq ?h 0) then 
               (bind ?ans1 (ask-user "do you want to use the hint strategies(enter yes) or return 
later (enter no)" yes-no)) 
           else  
               (if (> ?h 0)  then 
                  (bind ?ans1 yes) 
                )        
            )                
            (bind ?*re-ent-ans* ?ans1)  
            (if (eq ?ans1 yes) then 
                (bind ?h (+ ?h 1)) 
                ; for using first hint negate 5% points, 2nd hint - 15%, 
                ; 3rd hint 25%, bottom out hint - 35% 
                ; score = score - (0.05 (2h-1)total-points-for-objective) 
                (if (<= ?h 4) then 
                    (bind ?*score* (- ?*score* (*  0.05 (- (* 2 ?h) 1) (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score)))) 
                )                             
                (bind ?*hint-no* ?h) 
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                (printout t crlf) 
                (printout t "you have " (- 3 (- ?h 1)) " hints left to correct your answer" crlf) 
                (while (< ?h 4) do 
                ; ?h-seq + (2h-1) - for the hint 
                    (printout t "Hint""  ?h ""   will be displayed in a new window: "   crlf) 
                    (bind ?hindex (nth$ (+ ?h-seq (- (* ?h 2) 1)) ?hint) ) 
                   (bind ?*hint-load* (new Class1 (str-cat ?pindex \ ?hindex  .jpg) "set")) 
                   (bind ?time1 (time)) 
                   (bind ?an "") 
                   (while (neq ?an yes) 
                        (bind ?an (ask-user "Are you ready to enter the answer?" yes-no)) 
                    ) 
                    (?*hint-load* dispose) 
                    (?*hint-load* setVisible FALSE) 
                   (bind ?time2 (time)) 
                   (bind ?time-diff (round (- ?time2 ?time1))) 
                   (printout t  "Please enter your trial " (+ ?h 1) "answer") 
                   (bind ?ans (read)) 
                   (printout t crlf) 
                    ; check if gaming 
                   (if (< ?time-diff (nth$ (+ ?h-seq (* ?h 2)) ?hint)) then 
                         (printout t "system has detected that you are gaming" crlf)   
                         (printout t "please select one of the reasons below to confirm that you are 
not gaming" crlf) 
                         ; if selects wrong answer give supplementary excercise..else do nothing 
                         (bind ?gaming-status gaming)                                                   
                   ) 
                   (bind ?stat verify) 
                   (break) 
                          
                ) 
                (printout t crlf) 
                (if (> ?h 3) then 
                    (printout t "Trials allowed are exhausted, the answer is " (nth$ ?obj-pos 
?answer) crlf) 
                    (printout t "Please enter the given answer to proceed further" crlf) 
                    (bind ?ans (read)) 
                ) 
                                           
            else 
                (modify ?index1 (objective-selection (delete$ $?sel 1 1))) 
                (assert (select-next-objective ?pindex)) 
                (break)  
            )  
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        ) 
    )           
 ) 
;Pulls out supplementary exercises from the content module 
;when the student is either gaming or has exhausted all the given number of trials 
;If the student fails answering the supplementary exercise, directs the student to the 
;learning material of the objective associated 
(defrule designproblems::gaming-supp 
    (or (and ?index <- (gaming ?ga) (test (eq ?ga yes))) ?index <- (supplementary ?ga)) 
    ?index1 <- (progress (objective-selection $?sel)) 
    (contentmodule::designproblems(designproblem-index ?pindex) 
                                                      (difficulty-level ?level) 
                                                      (no-objs-used ?n) 
                                                      (list-objs-involved $?list)  
                                                     (hints $?hint) 
                                                     (gaming $?ques) 
                                                     (gaming-answers $?ans) 
                                                     (award-score $?a-score)) 
     ?index3 <- (solving ?pindex) 
    ?student_record <- (studentmodule::studenttemplate (student_name ?*name*) 
                                                                                     (student_id ?id) 
                                                                                     (initial_knowledgelevel 
?knowledge) 
                                                                                     (learning_style $?preferred) 
                                                             
(mastered_objectives $?mastered) 
                                                             
(unmastered_objectives $?unmastered) 
                                                             
(vmastered_objectives $?vmastered)) 
    => 
    (bind ?obj-no (nth$ 1 $?sel)) 
    (bind ?len (+ (length$ ?*objective-list*) 1)) 
    (bind ?gamng ?ga) 
    (retract ?index) 
    (bind ?obj-pos (member$ (nth$ 1 $?sel) ?list) ) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (printout t "please solve the following supplementary exercise to confirm that you have 
mastery over the objective" crlf) 
    (bind ?answer (ask-user (str-cat ?pindex \ (nth$ (member$ ?obj-no $?list)  $?ques)) 
number)) 
    (printout t crlf) 
    (?*q-load* dispose) 
    (?*q-load* setVisible FALSE)  
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    (if (eq ?answer (nth$ (member$ ?obj-no $?list)  $?ans)) then 
        (printout t "Correct answer; This supplementary exercise was just to make sure that 
you possess the knowledge and were not misusing the system funtionality; Please 
continue" crlf) 
        (if (eq ?gamng yes) then 
             (assert (wait answer)) 
             (bind ?*score* (- ?*score* (* 0.125 (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score))))   
         else 
             (assert (select-next-objective ?pindex)) 
             (bind ?*score* (+ ?*score* (* 0.1 (nth$ ?obj-pos ?a-score))))   
          ) 
     else 
        (printout t "Incorrect answer; you will be directed to the tutoring material" crlf) 
        (printout t  "either because of exhausting the total trials or because of gaming" crlf) 
        (assert (contentmodule::unmastered (nth$ (- ?len ?obj-no) ?*objective-list*) (- ?len 
?obj-no))) 
        (assert (contentmodule::tutor ready (- ?len ?obj-no))) 
        (modify ?student_record (vmastered_objectives (delete$ $?vmastered ?obj-no ?obj-
no))) 
        (assert (contentmodule::studentm ready)) 
        (focus studentmodule) 
        (focus contentmodule)   
     ) 
 )     
 
;commands to run the tutoring system 
(reset) 
;(watch all) 
(facts) 
(focus contentmodule student studentmodule contentmodule) 
(run)   
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B. I
STRUCTIO
S TO USE THE SYSTEM 

Following steps have to be performed before launching the tutoring system: 

1. Visit http://www.jessrules.com/download.shtml to download JESS package and for 

the download instructions. After the installation add the bin directory path of JESS to 

the system environment variables. 

2. Visit http://www.jessrules.com/docs/71/intro.html for the system requirements to run 

JESS in Eclipse IDE and also to find the supporting Eclipse IDE download. 

3. Visit http://www.qoppa.com/index.html - Download jPDFNotes plugin and add to 

build path in Eclipse IDE. 

4. Visit http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html to 

download JDK 1.6.  JVM needs to be installed on the machine to be able to run Java 

expert system shell (JESS). After the installation add the bin directory path of Java to 

the system environment variables. 

5. Visit http://www.jessrules.com/docs/71/eclipse.html to add JESS plugins to the 

Eclipse IDE and to verify the installation. 

6. Now, the prototype ITS can be lauched by clicking on Eclipse executable in the 

Eclipse folder. 

7. On loading the Eclipse IDE set the workspace path to the folder where the source 

files of the tutoring system are being downloaded.  

8. For the system to work properly use the source code folder as it is without making 

any changes. 

9. Create a new Java project in the Eclipse IDE by following the instructions at 

http://www.vogella.de/articles/Eclipse/article.html. 
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10. Import the source files to the project created by following the instructions given 

below: 

After creating a project, the project can be seen in the main window. Expand the 

project node where a folder ‘src’ can be seen. Right click on the 'src' directory and 

click Import.... Select File System as the input source and then click Cext. Enter the 

source code directory as the directory of files to import. The source code directory 

and its contents can be seen in the tree view. Click on the files you wish to import, or 

click Select All... to import all the files from that directory. Make sure that you also 

select Create Selected Folders Only. This way it will put all the files in the 'src' 

directory. And finally, click Finish and you're done!  

11. From the files imported right click on “PrototypeITS.clp” and select Run-as � JESS 

application. Now the system has been lanched and the console window of Eclipse 

looks similar to the screenshots shown in Section 4.2. 
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C. CO
TE
T MODULE SCREE
SHOTS 

• When the student launches the tutorial, internally the content module is being loaded 

from domain data files into system’s local memory as shown in Figure a1 and Figure 

a2. The content is loaded as set of facts. Format of domain data files  and detailed 

comments about the facts format can be found in the Appendix. From the Figures a1 

and a2, it can be observed how the learning material, design problem questions, test 

questions required during the pre assessment stage, expert’s solutions and hint 

sequences details are captured by the system. 

Figure a1: Screenshot of content module being loaded at the  

beginning of the tutoring session 
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Figure a2: Screenshot of content module being loaded at the  

beginning of the tutoring session 
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D. STUDE
T RECORD SCREE
SHOTS 

• Student record is nothing but the student module discussed under Section 4.1. The 

student module contains all the details about the user: username, user_id, 

initial_knowledge level, objectives that are mastered and not mastered by the student, 

objectives the system has verified that the student really has mastery over them, 

different design problems solved by the student during the validation stage and the 

points scored for each problem. The student module will be populated with all the 

above details during the tutorial session. An example of the student module from the 

prototype system is as shown in Figure a3. 

Figure a3: Student module with the user name and initial knowledge level of the 

student updated 
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• When the student enters initial knowledge level as “beginner”, the system considers 

that according to the student all the objectives are not mastered and updates the initial 

knowledge level of the student in the student module as shown in Figure a3. When 

the student completes reading the learning material of each objective, the system 

updates the “mastered_objectives” slot in the student module. Only after the student 

scores more than the set threshold value the system considers that the student has 

really mastered the objective by updating the “vmastered_objectives” slot in the 

student module. Screenshot of the student module is as shown in Figure a4. 

Figure a4: Student module with the vmastered_objectives of the student updated 
 

(studentmodule::studenttemplate (student_name kav) (student_id nil) 

(initial_knowledgelevel beginner) (mastered_objectives "<Fact-48> 1 \"1 Reading 

and interpreting logarithmic axis value\"" "<Fact-55> 2 \"2 time constant form\"" 

"<Fact-62> 3 \"3 Dealing with logarithmic expressions\"" "<Fact-69> 4 \"4 Plotting 

gain vs frequency\"" "<Fact-76> 5 \"5 Identification of poles and zeros from transfer 

function\"" "<Fact-83> 6 \"6 Plotting phase Vs frequency\"") (unmastered_objectives 

"<Fact-45> 1 \"1 Reading and interpreting logarithmic axis value\"" "<Fact-44> 2 \"2 

time constant form\"" "<Fact-43> 3 \"3 Dealing with logarithmic expressions\"" 

"<Fact-42> 4 \"4 Plotting gain vs frequency\"" "<Fact-41> 5 \"5 Identification of 

poles and zeros from transfer function\"" "<Fact-40> 6 \"6 Plotting phase Vs 

frequency\"") (vmastered_objectives "<Fact-51> 1 \"1 Reading and interpreting 

logarithmic axis value\"" "<Fact-58> 2 \"2 time constant form\"" "<Fact-65> 3 \"3 

Dealing with logarithmic expressions\"" "<Fact-72> 4 \"4 Plotting gain vs 

frequency\"" "<Fact-79> 5 \"5 Identification of poles and zeros from transfer 

function\"" "<Fact-86> 6 \"6 Plotting phase Vs frequency\"") (learning_style ) 

(problems-solved ) (problems-score )) 

 

• It can be observed from the Figure a5 that at the end of learning style decision stage, 

the coach has updated the “learning_style” slot in the student module. 
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Figure a5: Student module with the preferred learning styles of the student 

updated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


